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Preface 
The Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR) at Dresden is a research center devoted 
to biomedical, environmental, materials, safety and nuclear research; it belongs to  
the T'Vissenschaftsgemeinschaft G. I?'. Leibniz (WGL), one of  the German national 
institutions responsible for extra-universitj- research. Out of the five institutes of the 
FZR the Institute of Nuclear and Hadron Physics (IIiH) is rather strongly engaged in 
fundamental research related to su batomic svstems, bu t it also investiga tes and exploits 
the possibilities for the transfer of experimental and theoretical knowledge and techaiques 
from particle and nuclear physics to other fields of science. 
The most remarkable example of such technology transfer is the strong involvement of 
the Institute in the preparative work for the Radiation Source ELBE presently under 
construction a t Rossend orf. ,4s this instrumen t is centered around a small supercon- 
d ucting electron accelerator nuclear physicists can well contribu te with their experience 
gained at larger macllines elsetl-here. The projected electron beam of  1 m A  at up to $0 
Ale\" will yroduce intensiw secondarj- radiation: for the medium and far infrared the 
free electron laser (FEL) principle will be used, tvllereas ke17-X-rays are produced T-ia 
electron channeling and Mel' photons as bremsstrahlung: from the latter neutron beams 
of interest for cross sectioz~ measurements will be generated. 
The first chapter of this Report contains contribu tions on the desig-ri work on components 
of ELBE, especially on the production stations for the different kinds of secondary 
radiation and on the experimental equipment to be installed for their use. 
Hadron Pl~ysics at the FZR - as described in the second chapter - is dealing with 
hadronic interactions as such and also mithin the hadronic medium formed in collisiozis 
l)etwen ziucl ei. Experiments were performecl a t thc COSI' proto11 cooler spclirotron 
a t  the Forscliungszentrum Jülicl~ (hl?4) arid at the I iea~y ion synclirotron SIS at GSI 
Darmstadt. Theoretical studies performed a t  the IICH refer 60 t11ese experiments, to data 
ob tained at higher energy accelerators, and to violent astropl~pical e~wits. 
The third chap ter combines experiniental and theoretical research in Xuclear Piq-- 
sics. Here collective excitations of nuclei as well as tlieir interplaj- to single nucleon 
dcgrees of freedom play an important role. Alost of the work rcported deals with &C- 
tromagnetic processes in nuclei, with special crrnpliasis 011 thoscl triggered b,s imnpinging 
brernsstrahl ung photons. -4 ttention is also given to studies of nuclear eollisiori dynamics 
'4 arp as such collisions rnay be the source of  exotic nuclei wliose spectroscopic propertit,
of interest. They also may be of importance for nenT nudear technologies like ~vastc 
trarismutation or accelerator driven fission and spa11ation; neutrms in the Ale\' rangcl as 
will become available as a secondary ELBE beam play an imy ortan t role in sucb proe:esses. 
Last but not least this Annual Report contains a cllapter on Bio~nedical Research 
performed by using nuclear tecliriology. T h  nlain contribution of  the Institute to this 
field comes from Positron Emission Toniography (PET) arid thc outstandin;: achieveruent 
here is the successful operation of a PET scannctr simultarieously to ehe turnour tr~atment 
with heavy ion beams when a significant number of patients ~vas treat~d at GSI in 1998 
and 1999. The reliabiliw and reproducibility of such radiiatlun therapy is iz~q>rovd 
considerably 4 ~ -  in-situ PET, as developtid at t h ~  Institute. Zn the iproniing pars 
biomedical research will also be performed with the beams coming from ELBE: The 
quasi-monochromatic X-rays o f  easily variable energy as produced in electron chmneling 
appear to be an ideal probe for the elementary processes responsible for radiation darnage 
in tissue and a corresponding experimental study is in preparation. 
Interesting research in biophysics arid biochemistry will also become possible wi th 
the tunable FEL-radiation in the infrared as available at ELBE; here discussions with 
respective specialists and possible future outside Users have played an increasing role. 
The scientific activities o f  the institute have benefitted from generous support from 
various institutions. First of all, w;e gratefully acknowledge the close and fruitful collabo- 
ration with the colleagues from the Technical University (TU) Dresden and many other 
scientific institutions in Germany and abroad; such contacts are of  vital importance 
for our institute. Specific projects were financially supported by the Federal Ministr~ 
for Education and Research (BMBF), the German Research Community (DFG), the 
Saxon State Ministry for Science and Art (SMWK), Forschungszentrum Jülich and GSI 
h m s t a d t .  We express our gratitude to all these as well as to the Executive Board of 
the Forschungszentrum Rossendorf for its essential support of the ELBE project. 
The Radiation Source ELBE 
As the ELBE project will be brought into service in the year 2000 great efforts m r e  
made to prepare the equiprnent as tvell as to design and plan the researeh projects to 
be tackled with the radiation from ELBE. The FZR department 'Experimental Facili ties 
and Information Technology' together with the 'New Accelerators' department is setting 
up the injector and the accelerator, including the building with its important radir-ltion 
shielcling and the cryogenic eyuipment, and theLy also prepare the electron heam handling, 
the diagnostics a.nd the FEL undulator in one of  the beam lines, -4s Seen in the floor plan 
of  ELBE there will be a number o f  stations where the electron beam is used to produce 
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(3) Bremsstrahlung photons from the 20 AieS7 stage of  ELBE will bc used for Duckar 
spectroscop T l ~ e  high electron intensity enables the use of polarized off-axis photons for 
the determination of  the parity of nuclear states in addition to spin and lifetime. 
(4) The lori- emittance of the ELBE beam allort-s the production of neutrons in a radiator 
o f  a few m m  in size leading to sub-ns neutron puises; usirig a tinle-of-flig11t method 
thej- will be the basis of energy-di~~ersire n utron cross section studies related to fusion 
and fission reactor problems. kor this project a eollaboration f m e d  riitli the FZR 
Institute of Safe@- Research and the Institute of Nuclear and Partick P1iysic.s of  tlie TU 
Dresden: the la t ter has installed the neutron labora tory ~~I i i ch  allen-s also o tlier types 
o f  experimerits witli neutrons e~-entuall>- combining tlie c'ontinuum jjrocIuccd frorn tlle 
ELBE electroris to 14 Ale\- neutrons from a high potwr DT-geiierato~. 
T1ie follo~i'ing contributions to this &Port describe design studics for Colilj~on~zits of t]le 
radiation source ELBE as perfornled in the Institute of Nudcar tmd Haclron Pliysics as 
welI as tlie plans for the different radiator stations. Studies r.cJlafed $0 t h  filt~irc researcll 
n?th tlie different types of radiation will also be presented. 
In the field o f  research with IR-radiation from FELS preparator(. studim Ti'PrP performed 
at FELIX (Nieu~ve~ein near Utrecht) arid at the ps-FEL ~c?nt(~r ~f t h  Stallf«l.d ~ n i w r ~ i t ~  
(California, GS-4). For fu kure biomedical researcli vi th THz- and FIR-1*1dia titm grsup 
frorn several European laboratories (marked L- * under c d h  horixtioils hdott.) have 
prepared an application for funding tlirougli the 5tli-ELT-fra11len-or1i jxograniiiie: the 
radiation in the T& (i.e. mm-j raage is available at EXEA Frascati a~id tlio 5 ,um - 200 
pm radiation ~i'ill be supplied bv ELBE. 
Our investigations on non-conventionai pj~oton sources are aiuiccl a t  t l ~  d~wlopnierit 
o f  an compact, intense and tunable source of quasi-rnonoenclrgetic X-rays i11 tlie enerp 
range betn-een 10 and 100 keT . Theoretical as well as preparatory cq~c:rinirntal studies 
of  X-raj- eznission processes, especially ri'ith respect to the possibk intcuüificatio~i of 
channeling radiation in hjpersonic superlattices, have been perforzri~d. 
Collaborations 
FEL construction and researcli with infrared radia tion: 
- Stanford Uni.c7ersi tj- 
- D E S '  Hamburg 
- TLWarmstadt 
- FELL-Y Nieuwegein* (Net;herI ands) 
- ENEA Frascati* (Italy) 
- CKRS-LURE Orsaj" (Frame) 
- i71ziversity Frankfurt/Alain* 
Other radiation to  be produced at ELBE: 
- TL; Dresden 
- Institute for Safety Research (FZ Rossendorf) 
- T U  Darmstadt. 
- LTnir-ersitj- X a i m  
- I%mm Physics Institute (Armenia) 
- Institute of -4pp1ied Problems of Pkysics 1"erevan (L4rmenia) 
- Institute of Ion Beam Pksics  and Material Research (F2 Rossendorf) 
Electron-Bunch Compression by the S-Shaped Beam Transport System 
P. GIPPNER, B. FRANCZAK' , J%?.A. GILLESPIE~ AND E. GROSSE 
Many advanced applications of the mid infrared (MIR) FEL recpire short electron bunches with 
a bunch lengtla in the region of 1 ps. In order to fullfil this requirement we use the beam transport 
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Fig. 1 T11e bending system of the MIR-FEL. It consists of t1w &pole magnets D1 ...I%, tlie wrt iral l~ 
(Q4,QG,..-) arid horizoritally (Q&QZ..-) fociisiz~g quadrupolw. The position of  the FEL is indicated !)J' a 
Mack rectangle. 
The dispersion function of this s-fornied system shows tliat electrons wlth a nioiiicntuiri 
P+ = po + dp (po characterizes the reference particle) have a drift leugtli loiiger tha t  tlmt of 
electrons with p- = po - dp- To enqloy this fact for burich co~il~>ression e needs :a 'i)m~ri with 
a (dz, &/P) correlation as shown in the upper part of fig.2. Tliere the ellipse (a) cliaracterims 
the behaviour of the beam in the lo~igitudixial phme spare at the cxit of tlie wceler~itsr systcm 
One should emphasize, that dp/p is proportiorial to t l e  instantaneous wergy spreail dE/E , 
whereas da is proportional to the ph=e angle AQ. By carcful adjustrne~it of Lhe rpdr~ipole  
fields the electron bunches movirig from tlie accelerator to the dipole D4 nre conipresscld. Tlte 
(dz, dp/p) correlation of the bunch is noW reprcsented by the erect ellipse. Thercby tlie burirb 
length dz is sliortened froxn about 2.9 mnm (E 8.613s) to 0.4 um (E 1 . 3 ~ ~ ) .  
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Fig. 2 The compression of the bunch ler~gth at t4e undulator positioii for an t?lC~t'r~fl CIicli.gy sf 19.023 
MeT-.LTpper part: the lorlgitudirial ellipses in the phase spacr (left) arid the bearii Wots (riglit) at the 
exit of  the acceierator(a) and at the eritrance of the undulator(b). Lower part: the b u ~ i ~ h  1e11gth dz as a 
fimction of the coordinate z. 
as is demonstrated in the lower part of fig.2. The correspandirig calclihtiolis werci performcd 
with the computer code MIRKO [I] for ari electron eriergy of 10.023 MeV. Additionally wc 
sirnulated the behaviour of 1900 single particles of the sarne eriergy using tfie ~ o d c  PARMELA 
[2]. The results of these simulatioris are showri in fig.3, whicll coniparres the loingitudiiial phast 
spaces (AG, AE)of the electron bunch behind the accelerator arid at tlio entrance of the FEE. 
A corisiderable compression of the bunch length could be obtairled. 
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Fig. 3 Longitudinal phase space (A9, AE) for an initial hunch (left yarwi) arid for the Same hunrh aftcr 
rompression (right panel) . 
GSI Darmstadt 
~ n z o e r s i t y  of Abertay Dundee 
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Electron Beam Diagnostics for the Mid Infrared FEL at ELBE 
P.MICHEL 
Electron beani diagnostics in a Free Electron Laser facility need similar instrumentation to 
those of alniost any electron accelerator. On the other handi the beam parameters should be 
optimized to get high and stable laser gain which requires specific diagnostic tools and leads 
to a different empliasis than usual, such as very short buncli length, the beam ß-function in 
the wiggler, and low average beani loss. Moreover: accurate beam instrumentation is essential 
for precise operation of any accelerator. The electrori beam diagnostics for the MIR FEL [I] 
at ELBE should enable the setup of tlie accelerator and beamline elements for a certain lasing 
niode and to monitor parameter changes during lasing runs. To protect sensitive machine 
components. and especially to limit activation, the setting up should be carried out at low 
average beam currents (<0,5pA) which can be achieved by reducing the micropulse repetition 
rate. That means all diagnostic elements serving this task should have reasonable sensitivity 
to also work at low beani current. Diagnostics for on-line mnonitoring should be suitable to 
operate at high-power cw rnode. Table 1 sliows the parameters to be nieasured together with 
the corresponding instrurnentatiori for setup arid nioriitoring pararneters. respectively. In Fig.1 
the location of all instrurnentation elements of the MIR-bearnline is perforined. The design is 
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Fig. 1 Electron beam diagnostic den~ents of thc MIR FEL at ELBE 
Insertable optical trmsition radiation (OTR) viewers will be wed tu observe beam profilm aiid 
position. Backward scattered OTR is prodticed oti tliiri (samne prn) Al foik and detected by 
commercial CCD canieras or vidicou Gubes. Space resolutiorls below lOOpn and linear resspotise 
ori the ciirrent density are the main advantages of this metliod. Becaux electroris are scattered 
in the OTR-foil or the foil can be destroyed at high power depasition, tliis rnethud is nvailabli 
at low beatn currents only. The viewers V2,V3,V4>V5 arid V8 are placed at mitiiuiiiiu j9-f'utictiari 
locations with sharp beam spots to find the nominal beatn position arid to h8ve a straxig eriterion 
to couipare against the calculatecl beam exivelope. By means of V12 ehe right beam position for 
hittiaig the beam dump cari be fotuid. Duriug high power oyeratiami tlie bemi yosition s1ic)uld 
be monitored by HF-detectors (BPM1-5). TO minimize the emittance grow due to impedance 
gradients of the beamline, stripline monitors are preferred ovei- resonant TMllo cavities. 
Table 1 
set up parameter detector monitor detector 
paramet er 
beam location OTR-viewer bearii location HF-monitor 
beam profile 
trarisverse OTR-viewer high beam HF monitor 
emit t ance (+ quadrupole) current bearn dump 
Faraday cup 
energy spread OTR-viewer buncli length SR-monitor 
+ dipole 
bunch lerigth OTR-viewer beain loss photoniultiplier 
+ interferometer tubes 
low beam current beam dunip 
Faraday cup 
V3.V4,V5 arid V11 are installed at locations where tlie beani is dispersive and tlie ß-function 
in the noridispersive plane has a relative minimum. Consequently these viewers are suitable to 
ineasure energy spread. Because the ß-fiinctioii at the wiggler is matched to be nondispersive, 
the energy spread cannot be measured at tliis locatioii. The best viewer to reproduce the energy 
spread at the wiggler is V11. Only the transfer function of DP5 has to be taken into accourit. 
The bearnspot in the dispersive locations is broadened in the dispersive plane, therefore, tlic 
viewer foils show rectangular geometries. To optirnize the electrori bunch length for lasing it 
should be measured downstreani tlie accelerator and near the wiggler. For this reasori the 
tra~isition radiation at V1 and V10 will be deflected into polarized Michelson interferorneters [3] 
by switchable mirrors. Tlie cohererit transition radiation spectrum at long wavelengths (50pm 
to lmm) can be measured. and the electrori buncli length as well as, under certairi conditions. 
tlie longitudinal buiicli distributioii cari be derived [4]. For oiiline monitoring of tlie bunch 
leilgtli a syiichrotron radiation detector could be installed at half of tlle beriding angle of DP5. 
The viewers V6-V10 are needed to find the precise wiggler axis arid to test the ß-fiiriction at 
tliis sensitive region for lasirig. The radiators of V7,VS arid V9 are thiii Be foils with a hole 
to reduce radiation arid so to protect the wiggler magiiets. Although there is enough spacc 
between DP2 and DP3, the standard method to measiire the bearn transverse emittarice usirig 
the variation of qiiadrupole k-values is not applicable at V4 location. The dispersion in this 
region is not zero, arid thus the loiigitudinal and the transverse phase spaces are coupled. As 
an alternative method the set of 5 beani viewers V6-V10 can be used to image the bearri spots 
aiid to calciilate trarmerse emittance at tlie wiggler. Tlie bearii current at the end of the bearn 
transport is ~neasured in the beam dump Farrady cup. A TMlol resonance cavity (BCM1) jiist 
behind the liriac cryo-rnodiiles should be located for online irionitoring of the produced beani 
current. Because both detectors operate at full bearn power, substantial beam losses can be 
determined £rom tiie measured difference. Additional beam loss monitors detecting scattered 
electroxis arid photons are located near all dipole magnets arid the wiggler. 
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Design of a Longitudinal Electron Bunch Length Monitor for the Mid 
Infrared FEL at ELBE 
In high-brightness FEL-driver-accelerators such as ELBE very short bunches are required to 
achieve the necessary high peak current. The peak current at the wiggler can be estimated from 
an average beam current, and the longitudinal bunch length measurements. In Fig.1, where the 
calculated laser gain [I] at 10 pm is plotted versus tlie bunch length of the electron beam, one 
can notice the importance of the buncli length on the gain. 
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Fig. 1 Calculated laser gain at 10 pm assu- 
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the ENEA wiggler (50 rnm period, 45 segments) at Fig. 2 Setup of the planned polarized Michel- 
40 XIelr. son Interferometer. 
Measurement of the coherent far infrared traiisition radiatiori spectrum, 11y rneans of an auto- 
correlation technique [2], allows one to estiniate tlie electrou buncli distributions down to the 
order of ps [3]. This techriique is based ori tlie effect tliat coherent transitisri radiation is cmit- 
ted by relativistic electron bunches with wavelengths larger tthari or coniparable t s  the biuich 
lerigth. The total ernitted radiation energy in this wavelerigth range is colierently eiilianced a11d 
dorninates the signal. Fig. 2 shows the setup of the plariiied bunch length i~ionitor. I t  rxmsists in 
a insertable Transition Radiation beam viewer and a rnni-wave polarizing Michclson Interfero- 
meter. A crystalline quartz glass lens is used to collect aiid colliinate tlie infrared 'I'R beain, A 
first polarizer is used to liriearly polarize the beam along a directioli, a second pslariaer, tliat act 
as a beamsplitter, splits the beam into two perperidicular polarizatioirs. Botlti parts are rdlected 
on the planax mirrors and focused to the infrared sensitive detector. Becaiise orie of thc rnirrors 
is movable, the phase between the two bearns can be changed thereby providing a iricms to scan 
the autocorrelation function. The grids should t>e uiade from 20 prn p l d  coated turigsteri wires 
50 prn spaced. A rooni temperature opto-acoustic detector (Golay cell) serves detector but 
the suitability of pyroelectric infrared detector should also be ässessed. The pularhed Michelson 
Interferometer will be remotely controlled and both control arid data taking will be iiitegrated 
in the main ELBE control syctem. 
TJNAF: Newport News, Virginia, USA 
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Beam Compression for Low Electron Energies 
P.GIPPNER 
In order to attain a sirigle path gain in the order of 50% beam bunches with a high electrori 
density n are needed. These bunclies should be short in the longitudinal phase space arid 
exhibit a large peak value of charge. To deinonstrate that our beam lirie system[l] can provide 
the uridulator with su£Ecieritly short electron bunches we extended our calculations for buncli 
compression to electron energies of 12 MeV and 15 MeV, where space cliarge effects play already 
an irnportant role. For these calculations we used the codes MIRK0[2] and PARMELA[3]. 
As follows from the figs. 1 and 2, the initial bunclies exhibit a long tail of particles witli a largc 
phase angle A@ for both energies. Onle may suppress these electrons by a circular diapliragni 
immediately behind the first arc of our trarisport system in front of quadrupole Q6 [I]. This 
gives rise to a loss of particles of about 22% for 12 MeV arid 20% for 15 MeV, respectively. 
This shows the need for sufficient shieldirig to be introduced locally. After such a suppressiori 
tlie bunches guided to the entrance of the F'EL have lerigths in tlie order of about 1.3 ps. 
ELEMENT SO ngoad- '594 
es= 15y334 ps='334.52 $=2547.d 
Fig. 1 Longitudinal phse space (Aa, AE) for an initial biinch of E = 12 MeIr(left) arid for the s a m ~  
bunch after compression (rig-ht). 
Fig. 2 Longitudinal phase space (A@, AB) for an initial bund~ of E = 15 MeV(1eft) and for the sarnrl 
b u r d  &er compression (righ t) . 
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Undulators for ELBE FELS 
E. GROSSE, \V. SEIDEL AND R. ~ ~ ' Ü N S C H  
Additionally to the production of bremsstrahlung and X-rays ELBE will mainly be used to 
produce intensive FEL radiation in the infrared range of 5 to 150 Pm. For the longer wavelengths 
an electromagnetic undulator is under consideration, whereas for shorter wavelengths, permanent 
magnet devices with variable gap will be installed. 
For wavelengths between 3 and 40 pn we plan to install one or two undulator units of the DESY- 
TTF type [I] with the focusing magnets removed. For longer wavelengths (8 pmSXS160 pm) a 
Halbach type undulator built by ENEA/Frascati [2] lias been offered to the FZR to be installed 
at ELBE for some period of time. It is housed 
in a large vacuum chamber and its widely varia- 
ble gap should result in undulator pararneters 
below and above one. 
Fig. 1 displays the single-pass gain 133 for the 
considered undulators for tlie ELBE beam. A 
beam energy of 20.. .40 MeV with an constant 
energy spread of 90 keV arid normalized emit- 
tance of 7 mm*mrad (bot11 rrns) was assumed. 
Bunches with total cliarge of 85pC and rms 
length of 1.5ps result in a peak currerit of 
22.6 A. Tlie Rayleigli range of tlie optical reso- 
nator was assurned to be 1 m. Tlie gairi was cal- 
culated with the degradation factors of ref. [4]. 
It is by rouglily 10-20% smaller tlian the gain 
calculated with tlie reciuction factors of ref. IJ]. 
Decreasing the energy spread by a factor of 
two the gaiii increases by a factor 2.5 around 
20 MeV arid by 30% at 40 MeV. 
Fig. 1 Laser sirlgle-pass gaiii calculated for ELBE 
witli the undulators o f  tablc 1 as a function of  &C- 
tron heam energy E, and raciiation mt-elengtl~ X. 
The black lines indicate lower and upper liniits of 
the undulator parmeter. 
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Optical Power Gain from Simulations versus Small-Signal Gain Formula 
The gain of optical power for a Single pass through the undulator of a free electron laser (FEL) 
can vary over many orders of magnitude in dependerice on undulator and beam parameters. If the 
optical field is not too strong and the gain is sficiently small (a few ten percent) the sniall-signal 
gain characterizes the increase of optical power. However, if the gain exceeds several 10 percent 
and/or the optical field is larger than a few kw/mm2 the small-signal gain fails in describing 
the actual gaiii. In that case a computer simulation describing the motion of a sufficiently large 
number of test-electrons controlled by the Maxwell and Lorentz equations sliould be used to 
obtain an adequate description of the FEL [I]. 
In this contribution we investigate the gain of optical power for tlie 4 undulators [2] considered 
for ELBE as a function of the optical beam intensity I o  at undulator entrance. We compare the 
gain formula of the medium-gai~i regime [3] including tlie saturation factor [4] with the results of 
one-dimensional cornputer simulations. We consider optimum values of cavity desynchronizatiori 
and energy detunirig. The medium-gain formula includes terms up to third order in the gain 
pararneter. The electron beani is assuined to be monoeriergetic. A finite energy spread will bc 
considered in another contribution [5]. 
To study the influence of different bunch cliarges Q we combine the calculation for the design 
value of ELBE (Q=85 pC) with a calculation for a considerably smaller (Q =7pC) and larger 
(Q=200 pC, 2 nC) bunch cliarges. Tlie 7 pC 
correspond to tlie S-DALINAC in Darmstadt, 
while tlie 2nC were used at the SASE FEL 
with the UCLA-KIAE undulator installed at 
the AFEL linac at LANL. Tlie figure shows 
that medium-gain formula aiid saturation fac- 
tor reproduce the result of the simulation suffi- 
ciently well up to bunch charges of 200 pC. At 
2 nC and weak optical field (Io 5 50 kw/mm2) 
tlie gain is rnuch larger as predicted be the gain 
formula. Increasing the optical power tlie gairi 
io remarkably stronger reduced than predicted 
by the saturation factor. 
Fig. 1 Ratio between the gain G obtained by meam 
of  a onc-dimensional sirnulation code and the gairi 
formula Gnied in the mediuni-gain regime as a fiiric- 
t i m  of the initial optical inter~sity I. for the four 
undulators considered for ELBE. Each calculati- 
011 was performed with 1000 test-electrons of ex- 
actly 2OA1eS7 energy (&=U), w~dulator parame- 
ter ICT„=l.O and 4 vdues of the burich &arge Q.  
7)„t shows the saturation factor according to 
eq. (6.2) on page 328 of ref. [4]. 
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The Gain Curves for the Elbe FEL 
R. ~ ' Ü N S C H  
If the gain of optical power in a free electron laser (FEL) is sufficiently small (a few percent 
per pass) Madey's first theorem (see e. g. [I]) can be applied according to which the gain is 
proportional to the first derivative of the corresponding line-shape function of the spontaneously 
emitted spectrum with respect to the detuning parameter U 
d sin 
G(Y) -G (*) * 
It has a Zero at v=0 and a niaximum at u=2.606. If tlie gairi is larger it may remarkably deviate 
from Madey's prediction (1). 
By means of a one-dimensional numerical simulatiori code basing 011 the solutiori of Maxwell arid 
Loreritz equatioris for ari appropriate riumber of test-electrons we have calculated tlie sirigle-pass 
gain G as a function of tlie energy deturiing parameter U = 2n.rrNr;(l ->,/X), wliich describes 
the deviation of the laser wavelength X from the resonant wavelength X, for tlie n-th harrnonic 
deterrnined by X, = ( l + ~ & ) X ~ / ( 2 n ~ ~ ) .  Here, y is the electrori energy in miits of its rest rriass, 
Km, is the undulator parameter, Nu tlie number of undulator periods with lerigth AG, and n is 
the harmonic number at which the laser lases. Besides the desigri valiie of ELBE with micropulse 
charge Q=85 pC we consider a smaller (7pC) arid a larger pulse charge (200 pC) and compare 
their gain with Madey's prediction (1). The electron beam is assurned to be rnorloenergetic. 
At small charges (7pC) Madey's curve is 
almost exactly reproduced by the simulati- E1 
0x1 (fig. 1). For tlie beam of ELBE (85pC) 
-8-6-4-2 0 2 4 6 8 -8-6-4-2 0 2 4 6 8 
the gairi G(v) starts to deviate arid the cur- - 3 
ves become unsymmetric. At larger bundi 0 
cliarges (200 pC) the effect is even riiore 
proriounced. At positive detuning v the ac- 
tual gain is larger than Madey" predictiori, 
at negative values it is srnaller. Tlie larger 
the gairi is tlie bigger is the deviatiori. Un- 
like Madey's prediction ari energy transfer 
is possible at resonance eriergy (v=O). Tlie 
position of niaxirnurn gain at Y N 2.6 is 
nearly urishifted in all cases. 
Fig. 1 Single-pass gain G obtained b -  meaeans 
of a one-dimensional shnulation code divided 
by thc s~nall-sigrial gain Go as a function of 
tlie detuning parameter U for the undulators 
of ELBE [2] and various bunch eharges- The 
biinch lengtfi is assurned to be 1.5ps (rn~s). 
The simulations have been perforrned rvith 1000 
4-64-20 2 4 6 8 -86-4-2 0 2 4 6 8 
test-electroris with ~1 energy of exact l~ 20 MeT' V V 
(& = O), undulittor pararneter Ii;„ = 1.0 arid 
3 I 
3 vahm o f  the buuch &arge &. ddditiona. - Madey ------ ~ = - i p c  ---- a = es pc ... . .... .. a=mpc 
Mariey's prediction (1) is sl~own. 
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FEL Gain for a Warm Electron Beam 
R. TVÜNSCH 
In a preceding contribution [I] we compared the single-pass gain G for a monoenergetic bearii 
obtained in a one-dimensional simulation with tlie corresponding gain formulae in the mediurri- 
gain regime. Now we investigate its dependence on the energy spread of the electron bearn. 
According to Dattoli's formula [2] the gain for a beam with irms energy spread aE differs frorn 
the gain for a monoenergetic beam with the Same energy E, by the reductioil factor 
wliere NE is the number of undulator periods and n the harmoriic number at which the laser 
lases. Alternatively to Dattoli" formula a more sophisticated approach to the gain reduction 
due to electron energy spread is used in the literature [3]. We cornpare both approaches with 
each other and with the results of tlie simulation code. 
1- L""""""" J 
Fig. 1 shows the ratio G/Go for the undii- 
lators designed for ELBE as a functiori of 
the energy spread aE. The log electrons of 
a bunch produced by the liriac of ELBE are 
represented by 10000 test-electrons with an 
energy distribution according to CE. Addi- 
tionally t o  ELBE with 62 = 85pC we study 
bunch charges of 7 and 200 pC. The figiircs 
show that the gain degradatiori obtained 
by the simulation code is sufficiently well 
reproduced by both approximations. Only 
for larger bunch charges (Q=200pC) arid 
energy spread 2 80 keV the degradatiori 
factors start to  systematically underestinia- 
te the actual gain reductiori. 
Tlie deviation at a~ = 0 from orie, in par- 
ticular for larger bunch charges, illustrates 
the deviation from the small-signal regirnc. 
and the importance of the nonlinear terrns 
in the rriedium-gain reginie. 
Moreover fig. 1 sliows that tlie gain can rt.- 
markably be risen by reducing the eriergg 
spread frorn the designed value of roughly 
90 keV to 30-50 keV. 
Fig. 1 Ratio between the single-pass gain G obtained by means of a one-dimensional simulation codv 
and the sniall-signal gain Go as a function of the rms energlr. spread o~ of the electron beam for t h ~  
undulators considered for ELBE [4]. The simulation has been performed for 10000 test-electrons with :I 
Gaussian energy distribution with mean value E, = 20MeV and mriance g ~ .  The undulator paranic'trlr- 
is fu-ed to $C„, = 1.0. The error bars indicate the statistical errors of the simulation. The lines show thr 
gain degradation accordhg to eq. 1 (broken Iines) and ref. 131 (full lines). 
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Beam Matching for the MIR-FEL Project 
P.GIPPNER AND G.WÜSTEFELD~ 
In order to obtain within the undulator a maximum overlap between the electron beam and the 
electromagnetic field accumulated in the optical resonator, the electron beam should be matched 
to the beta function of the undulator. An example of an optimum beam matching was mentio- 
ned by W.A.Gillespie et al. [I]. For demonstrating the matching procedure for our MIR-FEL 
project [2] we simulated a FEL by a set-up of permanent magnets with the following parameters: 
X, = 27mm undulator period, 
gap width, g = 12mm 
B. = 0.562T maximum magnetic field in the middle plain, 
D = 6.75mm width of the dipoles in z-direction, 
N, = 40 number of periods. 
L, = 1080 length of the whole undulator. 
'26340. length z(mm) 28098. '26340. length z(mm) 28098. 
Fig. 1 Electron beam matching for our Fig. 2 Tkrtical electron envelopes o f  a rnatched 
MIR-FEL niodel. hea111 tlirough the uridulator. The daslied lines 
show single particlr trajertories. 
Our calculations show that an optirnun~ matching is attained wlieil tlie a - mu2~i:r: at the 
undulator entranct: fiillfils the conditioris 
C34 = 0 waist in the (y.z)-plairi, 
(733 = e y f i p o  half of the beam width in tlie (y,z)-plain. 
Thereby, cy represents the geonietric emittancc in y-directiori, wliereas thc radius of curvatmt? 
po is defined by the eyiaation p = epoBo. Since scales iriversely proportioml with p, arid p o  is 
proportional to p, the given expression for a33 should t)e independeiit of the electron iiiornerituui. 
The results of the matching procedme axe giveri in fig.1, whidi dlom the diinemioris of ct 
matclied beani within the undulator in thc (x,z)- and tlie (Y+)-plain, respectively. Fig.2 presents 
tlle Fehaviour of the beam in the (y,z)-plairi in a better scale. It ca11 clensly be wen, that tht. 
betatron oscillations of tlie envelopes are supprcssed to a great extend a.nd only the siuglt. 
electrons exhibit oscillations within a erivelope '%tub&' of lower tlia~i 1 1111x1 diamcter. 
The calculatio~is were performed usiiig the computer cocies MIRKO [3] and PARMELA [43 
by consideration sf the space cliarge effects. The results of PARMELA dei~io~istrate hat tlie 
ellipses in the phase spaces [x,x" and (y, y') stay tyli~iclmuged t l~ough tlie t~ndulator. when tlw 
space cliarge is not iiicluded in the calculatioris. 
BESSY II, Berlin 
A Prototype of a "Passive" Tunable Undulator for ELBE 
Tuning an undulator the correction of the fringe fields by additional coils or by movable magnets 
has to be done to attain a proper matcfiing of tlie electron bearn into the wiggle field. In order 
to make tuning more convenient, we tried to find a fringe field for an undulator (of hybrid 
type), which allows the variation of the gap without additional correction elements. Such an 
undulator niatching may be called a "passive" one. Thereby the elongation of the electrons for 
a given energy should be nearly independent on the gap width g, whereas the displacerrient A 
and the dope of the electron trajectory at the undulator exit should be as small as possible. 
Fig. 1 Half of  the geometry of  a model for a "passive" undulator. The grey rectangles represent NdFeB 
permanent magnets, the black details shon- poles of  decarburized iron. On the left hand side onlx the half 
of  the cer~tral pole is visiWe. The symbols pz and r n ~  deriote poles arid rnagnets of  reduced thickrzessc.s 
mourited at the Same girder like the rest of  the structure. 
The geometry of a model for a "passive" undulator simulated witli the code RADIA [I] is shown 
in fig. 1. The dirnensions of the iron poles and the permanent magnets are the Same as for 
the TESLA-Test-Facility (TTF) at DESY [2]. Tlie undulator period is X, = 27.3 mrri. It was 
assumed that all permanent magnets have the remarent magnetization of M, = 1.12 T. 
The undulator was adjusted for a gap width of g = 16 nini by variation of tlie distance twt- 
wem the border magriets m:! arid tlie poles pz . Accordirigly we calculated the field component 
By(O, 0,z )  in the middle plane varying the gap parameter in the iritervall 10 rnni 5 g 5 22 rum. 
The trajectories of reference electrons with an energy of Eki, = 20.0 MeV were achieved hy 
twofold integration. 
These trajectories are shown in fig. 2 for seven different gaps. As cari be seeri the mean valucs 
X of the e,lectro~i elollgation are nearly independent on g and lie at about 0.2 mm. Finally th t~  
fig. 3 denisnstrates that the displacements A at the undulator exit as a function of g are orily 
small. Both parameters, X as well as A, should be compatible with the properties of the optical 
resanator. 
Fig. 2 Trajectories of reference electrons with zo = 0 nim, Oo = 0 degr and Eki ,  = 20.0 Aiel' in the 
middle plane of  the studied "passive" undulator. The results for g = 10 nim, 12 mni, 14 mm, .... 22 mm 
are s~zperimposed. 
0,6 I I I I 1 
Ekin=20 MeV 
0,s- 
nnn ! I 
E„=20.0 MeV dmm - 
Fig. 3: The displacement 3 d t l e  electron trajectories as a furiction of tht. gap wiidth g. Th.  iricidenct> 
energy of tlie reftrmcc electropi rvas Eki, = 20.0 Mel'. 
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Field Measurements for the ENEA Permanent Magnet Undulator 
P.GIPPNER, G.P. GALLERANO', U. WOLF, A.SCHAMLOTT, A. DORIA~ AND E. GIOVENALE~ 
The ENEA FEL experiments done in the early eighties were aimed at the generation of laser 
light in the IR region[l]. The undulator is characterized by a period of X, = 50 mm, a length 
of L, = 2250 mm, a working gap of h, = 13 - 24 mm and a renianent field of B, = 9.5 kG. 
The field distribution of this Halbach type undulator was recently measured in order to be sure 
that the permanent magnets, mounted at ENEA in 1984, did not suffer considerable defects. The 
measured magnetic field component By(O, 0, Z) in the middle plane as well as the first and secorld 
field integrals for a 20 MeV electron are sliown in fig. 1. Superimposing a weak homogeneous 
magnetic field of B. = -1.32 G the trajectory cling to the undulator axis resonably well. 
2 
Y 1 
( 4  ---":-:-t--"""-':t:------- 
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Fig. 1 The measured fiekd component B, (O,O,z) (a), the first integral (t?) of this component, whith is 
proportional tcz the angle O of the moving electron relative to the z-axis, and the trajectory of this 
elec&m (c). The trajectory closely folloms the z-axis hy addition of a constant field B. = -1.32 C: to 
B$ (0309zj (CI). 
Considerations on the resonator of the ELBE FELS 
The FZ-Rossendorf wants to build up a free-electron-laser User facility at  the ELBE project. 
Some investigations on the design of the optical resonator of the MIR-FEL in the wavelength 
range from 5 to 30 pni have already been made. A resonator consists of two mirrors of a given 
radius of curvature between which the optical power that is built up by the laser medium is 
amplified at each round trip. The stability of a resonator is determined by the g-parameter, 
defined by g = 1 - L/R (where L is the length of the cavity and R is the mirror radius 
of curvature). For a symmetric resonator 92 must be srnaller than 1 [I]. The optical cavity 
length of the ELBE-FELS is determined by the repetition rate of the electron bunches from 
the accelerator. In this way the cavity length was fixed at 12.68 m. The Rayleigh range sliould 
be between 1 / a 2  and 112 of the undulator length [2]. The first value leads to a minimum mode 
Fig. 1 Angular tolerante 0, of the resona- 
tor mirrors (i~pper paiiel) aanci heam radius 
wggz for 99% energy trarismission at 11nd11- 
lator ~ x i t  (101vcr panel) as a fiuictiun of the 
RayleigI~ rmge ZR each at t h  niost critical 
~va~-e1en@h. 
volume in tlie undulator region arid hence to a 
high small-signal gain, the second one minimizes 
tlie field size at undulator exit. 
The beam tube of tlie undulator we want to use 
has a length of 190 cni and an internal transverse 
dimension of 1 cni X 4 cm. It acts as an aperture, 
especially for longer wavelengtlis. The transverse 
mode size of the beam is a function of the Ray- 
leigh range. An examination of thtt dependence of 
the optical mode size on the Rayleigh rarlge ZR for 
tlie longest wavelength of tlie MIR-FEL of 30 pm 
leads to a miiiimuin value at tlie undulatur exit if 
ZR = 95 cni (Fig.1). In tliis case the losses due 
to diffraction are ininimized but tlie optical beam 
radius is still biggcr then the spacing left hy the 
aperture. We are still axariiinirig the influcnce of 
tliis restriction of spacs 011 the rnode strricturc. A 
Rayleigh range of 95 cni leads to w rniil-or rtidi~xs of 
curvature of 6.418 m cuid a g-pararneter of -0,956, 
with g" = 6.914. The angulu toleran~e, that is 
the maximtirn angular tilt cJf a mirxor is giveu 't>y 
@, < ~ 2 X I n L * ( l - - ~ ] ~ * ( l - t - ~ ) ~  , I t i s & -  
fincci that way that the tilted optkd axis still lies 
witliiri the tsansverse iriocie volurne of tlie opticizl 
field [I]. With the paranietcrs ühove, oue abtrtins 
8, = 56.9 prad for tlie most rritird wrtvelength 
of 5 pni. 
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Considerations for IR-Absorption Experiments at the ELBE FELS 
~ ~ . \ J ~ E N Z E L ,  W.SEIDEL,  E.GROSSE 
Infiared absorption measurements for material sciences or biological investigations will be 
one of the most important types of future experiments at the ELBE Free Electron Lasers (FEL). 
The Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) is ari ultraserisitive absorbance measure- 
ment technique. Light from a pulsed laser enters an optical cavity and rings down due to 
losses from the cavity mirrors and from the sample inside the cavity. The most important 
property of this method is: measuring the rate of absorption and not the amourit makes thtl 
result independent from intensity fluctuations of the light source. The multiple reflectioris in 
the cavity produce loiig path lengths, which increases the sensitivity of the method. For these 
reasons the CRDS is especially useful for trace gases and thiri films. 
The intensity at the output of the cavity after n round trips of the light will be 
where I(to) is the initial intensity of the light, tR tlie rourid trip time, R the mirror reflectivity. 
arid where the losses in the cavity are induced only by tlie mirror reflectivity. In that case wc 
find an exponeritial decay 
I(to -I- ntR) = 1 ( t 0 ) P ~ / Q  
with the decay constant ro = h. Note, that the absorption serisitivity here is direct n 
function of the mirror reflectivity. The round trip time can be found by tR  = %, with tlie 
velocity of the light c and the lengtli of the cavity Lc. 
hitroducing a sample into the cavity tlie decay will be irifluericed by the absorbance cw and tlie 
thickriess I of the sample, too. The ring down decay constant is tlien 
Knowing tlie sample thickriess, the absorbance a cari be easily determined using this expression. 
First results of this techriique were presented in [I]. 
A considerable erihancement of the sigrial-to-noise ratio for this method is attained with Pulse- 
Stacking (PS) in the ring down cavity. To that end the cavity round trip time is selected to be - 
by a small integer factor - smaller than tlie pulse repetitioii time of tlie beam coming frorn the 
FEL. Thus the cavity length is just an integer fraction of the FEL resonator lengtli, riiaking thv 
PS-CRDS a technique very well suited to be conibiiied with a FEL with its high repetition rate 
a ~ i d  its wide wavelerigth rarige. 
Experimental requirenients are a very fast detector and a fast data acquisition system, a good 
vaciiiim systeni arourid the optical cavity, highly reflective cavity rnirrors and eventually an 
optical beam shutter system, e.g. a serniconductor switch with a synchronized Titan-Sapphirc- 
Laser or acusto-optical modulators. 
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Meta1 Meshes as Reflectors in the Infrared 
Strip gratings and meta1 meshes are used as partial reflectors and filter elements at submillime- 
ter wavelengths. For the realization of flat reflectors no supporting substrate is needed resulting 
in broad band reflectivity and output coupling. The application of these meshes for the infrared 
region as laser mirrors seems to be possible and is proved in this work. 
Using the Free Electron Laser FIREFLY of the Hansen Experimental Physics Laboratory (HE- 
PL) at Stanford University, we measured tlie transmission and reflectivity of an inductive mesh 
(Ni, 2000 lineslinch, lattice constant g = 13pm) in the wavelength region from 35 pm to 55 
Pm. We compare the results with calculated transmission and reflectivity values in dependence 
ori the wavelengths. The calculations are based on an equivalent circuit transmission-line model 
cited first in [I]. 
The transmission was investigated with two calibrated detectors arid a beamsplitter, whereas 
one of the detectors measured the incoming intensity of the light, tlie other one the transmitted 
intensity. For the measurement of the reflectance we used the Cavity Ring Down Teclmique. A 
cavity with two meshes as cavity mirrors surrounded by a vacnurn system was necessary. The 
ring down tirne in the cavity depends only on the length of the cavity Lc and on tbe reflectivity 
R of the cavity mirrors, under tlie assumption that no other intensity losses appear irisicle the 
cavity. Fron1 the exponential decay time T" of the intensity after the end of thc light pulse the 
reflectivity R can be found: T" = h, with the round trip time t~ = 2Lc/c ( C  is the velecity 
of the light). 
As it can be seen in Fig 1, the agreemnent for the investigated ~vavelexagths [X 2- y) of tBe 
experinlental and the theoretical values is good. TIE mIniniuni in the tramrnitt;-tnce at about 13 
,um can be explaiued with X N y in khis region. Metd mtsshes can Be u s ~ d  as 6uirrors in t k  far 
infrared region. For applications in 211e mid infrared regioxi, however, mesheies with ~niä.11er grid 
periods a e  necessary but not available up t s  now. 
Universität Afarburg 
' BBPL, Stanford 
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Optimization of the ELBE Injector for the Production of Electron Beams 
with Minimum Transverse Emittance 
For radiation physics and radiation biology experiments an electron beani with a normalized 
transverse RMS emittance of less than 1 n mm mrad arid an average current of 100 pA is 
required. This requirenient can be met by cutting down the 1 mA average current delivered by 
the cw therniionic RF gun [1,2] with two diaphragms in the injector bearn path, thus reducing 
the initia11.2 n mm mrad transverse emittance to less than 0.5 .rr mm mrad before the entrarice 
of tlie accelerator cavities. 
envelopes : rms and 90% 
o 200 400 600 z-axis [cm] 80° 
nomlalized rms-ernittance 
Fig. 1 Envelope and transverse emittance of  a 100 pA electron hearn iri tIw ELI3E accelerator; doublrl 
lines ~mark the positiorls of  solenoid m a s e t s ,  single lines inark the positions o f  the two buncliers. 
diaphragnis are shown as thick lines and the accelerator cavities are underhid grey. 
The proposed design was developed usirrg the PARMELA [3] code. Figure 1 sliows the coniputed 
bearn properties within the ELBE accelerator. Solenoid fields arid RF phases of buncliers arid 
cavities have been adapted to the srnaller space charge of the reduced electron current arid 
optimized to acliieve a mininium possible transverse emittance of the beam at tlie accelerator 
exit. With these settings an 18 MeV electron beam with a normalized transverse RMS emittance 
of 0.75 n mm mrad arid an energy spread of less than 100 keV cari be produced. 
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Design of the Bearn Transport System 
for the Radiation Physics Cave at ELBE 
The beamline, whicli transports the accelerated electrons to the radiation physics target 
cliamber has to be achromatic in order to conserve the transverse emittance of the electron 
beani. Additionally, it has to provide a versatile focusing of the beam onto the target allowing 
to achieve either a minimal beani spot size or a minimal beam divergence. 
Fig. 1 The placemerlt of electron 
optical elements on the radiation 
physics beamline 
The general outline of the design is shown in figure 1. Its main features liavc to nieet giveii 
special limitations. The center of the beamline from the switching magnet to tlie first dipole 
lies inside a concrete wall and is not accessible for optical elements, preventing a symmetrical 
design. In order to provide enough space for experimental setugs tlie beamline segments between 
tlie dipoles and the target chamber are kept very short. precluding tlie insertion of quadrupales 
in these positions. Thus, all necessary focusing has to be provided by the first dipole arid the 
preceding quadrupole triplet. 
As slmwn in figure 2, tlie requirenleuts of a narraw focusiag arid a low diverge~we, miserving 
the low enlittance uf tlse beam, m n  be ~rrr?t with tlie proposed desiga. 
Energy Resolution of a CCD Camera for X-ray Detection B 
\Ii. NEUBERT, B. ~ A 4 ~ ~ . 4 N N ,  mT. ENGHARDT AND m'. ~ ~ A G N E R  
Channeling radiation (CR) detected at zero degree with respect to the beam axis is always 
accompanied by the continuous bremsstrahlung spectrum. In order to get a reasonable effect- 
to-background ratio an energy resolution of the X-ray detector better than 10% is required. 
Connected with this task we investigated the 
properties of a thermoelectrically cooled CCD 
camera [I]. The Be entrance window (200 pm) 
and the thickness of the silicon chip fix the 
mostly efficient registration range from E 4 keV 
to E 15 keV (see below, Fig.3). The caniera was 
irradiated by a 5"e source and fluorescence 
X-rays. The 1152 times 1242 pixels (each 
22.5 pm2) were read out by a 200 kHz ADC 
and the following histogramniing over tlie full 
fratne provides the pulse height distribution. 
Tlie energy resolution has been measured as 
function of the cooling temperature (see Fig.1). 
The theoretical limit was attained withiti the 
range -55'C 5 T < -50°C corresponding to an 
energy resolution of a 2 120 eV. The section of 
the pulse lieight spectrum of Fig.2 denionstrates 
the resolved K, and K3 lines. 
Temperature ('C) 
Fig. 1 Energy resolution of the CCD camera 
W. cooling. Dots: measured energy resoliitio~~ 
of K X-rays from a ""F source, Open circles: 
width of the thermd noise distribution. 
The eriergy resolution of tlie CCD catnera in the expected energy range of CR is sliowri in 
Fig.3. Outside the nmrow effective range tliere is an iticreasing contribution of noise froni thc 
dark current which deteriorates the attainable energy resolution. 
W '  k.,L 0 i 
250 300 350 400 450 
CHANNEL 
Fig. 2 X-ras spectrurri o f  a uncollimated 5"e 
source, obtairied after background subtraction 
arid liistogramniing over the whole sensitive 
artta of thc C O  camera. 
E (keV) 
Fig. 3 Energy resolution of the CCD camera vs. X-rq- 
energy. Black dots: h e  widtli obtained from Gaussian 
fits to the ICo, and Kj3 lines escited by an "I Am sotirc.~ 
in radiators of  Fe,Cu,Rb and Tb, solid curve: cfetwti- 
on efficiency [I], dotted Lule: fit for experimental data. 
dashed liner theoretical Iimit of  the energy resolution. 
[I] TE/CCD Qperatiorr Manuals, Prinsetotvn Instruments, Uay 1997 
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GEANT Simulations of Experimental Setups for Channeling Radiation " 
W. SEUBERT? B. ;?;Aw~L%NN, P. GIPPNER, V.V. >~[OROKHOWKI~ AND J. FREUDENBERG 
Channeling radiation is always affected by bremsstrahlung which is not only produced by the 
electron beam penetrating the crystal but also by scattered electrons which lnteract with the 
construction materials. In order to localize the most important interaction areas and sources of 
bremsstrahlung at the low-energy experimental area at S-DALINAC Monte-Carlo simulations 
using a realistic geometry have been performed with the GEANT progam package [l]. The 
results of simulations carried out for incident 9 MeV electrons on a 100 pm diamond crystal are 
presented in Fig.1. Multiscattering of the electrons spreads the beam and produces the most 
important background in the narrow exit tubes of the goniometer and magnet chamber compared 
to smaller contributions from the beam dump (see right part of Fig.1)' 
Fig. 1 Particle tracking staxting just in front of the taxget in the center of the pniorneter rJ1a111ber (A) 
through the bending rriagnet (B) to the beam dump (C), Ieft: 10 trigger events (e-), inferactisn by 
bremsstrahlung and knock-on electrons, right: 30events with additional multiscattoring and energy 10s~ 
in the crystal, red lines: electrons, blue dashed lines: phstons. 
In preparation of experiments at the radiation source ELBE 
similar considerations have been performed in order to opti- 
mize the design of the corresponding setup. The Rossendorf 
goniometer chamber is shown in Fig.2. We used ehe beam 
parameters provided by the Code MMIRKO [2] for the psojected 
beam line at  the targct position x=0.581nm and y=0.24mm 
corresponding to a phase space ellipse which contains 90 % 
of the intensity of the 20MeV electron bea~n. T11e distribu- 
tion in the transversal phase space supplies X'=$ =L3 mmd. 
After transmission of the diamond cry~tal (80p~n) the beam Fig.2 Brinm tracki~lg 
sixe is broadened by the above mcntioned iateractions but iilclttiiiag rnuItisratteri11g. 
fits into the exit tube of the goniometer chamber. Only 0.2 9% "Jonergy IOSS and gmemtion 
of the electrons stacked jllto tlie surrowiding material, btit tMs crf knocb-rm electrms. 
portion r i s s  to 8 9% in the following nasrow tube (CF 92); thw 
an increased b e m  Ene diarneter as coaigarcd t s  the sta~idwd size Es izi&~;att.d, Sliuula%irtzis of 
the bremsstrahlung speetra genera-tcd in ths beam line materid are in pmgress. 
Resonant Channeling Radiation in a Hypersonic Field W 
Electroniagrietic processes are substantially influenced by tlie iiiediuni [I]. Tlie planned app- 
lication of cliannelirig of relativistic electrons in single crystals for tlie prodiictioii of qiiasi- 
~iioriocliroinatic X-radiation at ELBE initiatetl tlie iiivestigatioii of effects wliicli caii IN ust:d for 
a stiiiiulated eiiliancenient of tlie iiitensity of tliis radiatioii. It lias alrcady beeil sliowii that ;tri 
intensification of tlie radiation eniission should take place wlieii tlic crystal is cxcited by ari ap- 
propriate liypersonic wave [2]. Tlie optiiiiization of this eEect, liowevcr. requires tlic fundaiiicntal 
understaridirig of tlie iiiediariism of such exteriial stiniulatioil. 
Tlie description of the charirieling process at tlie energies E of interest (E 5 100 MeV) n e d s  
a quaritilrn nieclianical treatriient. For simplicity, tlic case of plariar positron cliariiielirig in :L 
loiigitudiiial liypersonic field Iias been considered. 111 adiabatic approxirnation arid ~icglectiiig tlw 
spiii degree of freedorn, tlie Dirac equation for the wavc fiinctioii p~ of tlie positron charirielcd 
in an acoustic superlattice takes tlie form 
[(E - u ) ~  - rn; + f i ' ~  + fi' (DU)V] p, = 0 
E - U + rrbo 
where rno the rest rnass of the positroii. Tlie acoiistically rnodified crystal potential 
U ( x .  z )  = U. cos X:,+ + bx"1-t / I  cos k,z). ( 2 )  
contains tlie amplitudes U. arid p depending 0x1 tlie power of the hypersound, tlie parariieter 
b of tlie non-affected crystal potential U ( x )  = bx" and k, = 27r/X, is tlie wave iiiiniber of tlic 
liypersound propagating alorig the z-coordiaate which coincides with tlie direction of positrori 
niotiori. Tlie 2-coordinate is taken to be norrnal to tlie clianrieling plane. To solve ey . ( l )  the 
fu~ictioii c p ~  is expanded in a series of functions S,(z) whicli describe the oscillatioris of the 
positrori in the trarisverse plane. For srnall values of tlie potential U tlie fiinction p~ becomes a 
sirperpositioii of only tliree states with rnomerita y, = (p,, - M ,  , p, . y, + filz,) witli p„ being 
tlie nioiiieiiturri in the state n. 
A resonarire appears in tlie aniplitudes of tlie wave functioii if the wave lengtli of tlie hypersound 
X, approaclies the critical value m / w E  related to the frequency w~ = of the transverstl 
oscillation of the positron. This resoriance condition is for~nally tlie same as it has been fourid 
carlier withiii a classical descriptioii [2]. 
The probability of radiative transitioris corisists of five ternis with frequencies 
wliere O f i  is the non-affected frequency. For I/ = -1, -2 the emission of a photon rnay t)e 
accompanied witli an increase of the trarisversal eriergy of the positron (Rfi < 0) .  To achieve 
rworraiice. the frecpenry of the Iiypersoiirid iiiust be of tlie order of 10 GHz. 
A wrification of resorianit electrori-clraiilieli~ig radiation at ELBE is of fundamental interest. 
"nstztube of dpplied Problems of Physics. Ekrevan, Rep. of Alrnenia 
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Parametric X-Radiation from Piezoelectric Crystals U' 
\T. \ \ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7  A.R. &IKRTCHYAK', H. BACKE', X .  CLAWITTER', F. HAGENBUCK': 0. KETTIG'. 
G. KUBE~,  Ur. LAUTH? Y.K. IV~IRZOYAX~, X.H. MKRTCHYAK~, H. PRADE, S.P. T A R O Y A ~  
Parametric X-radiation (PXR) spectra and angular distributions from the piezoelectric crystals 
Si02, LiNbOs and KH2POd have been measured for the first time at an electron energy of 855 
MeV at tlie Mainz microtron facility MAMI. 
The crystals were mounted on a goniometer situated inside a vacuum chamber and adjusted by 
scanniiig of planar channeling radiation so as to fulfill the condition for axial channeling along 
a main crystal axis. Then they were rotated around the vertical goniorneter axis to a glaiicing 
angle of OB=22.5'. The PXR was measured using a small 300 pni thick SiLi detector positioned 
under 4 5 O  with respect to the electrori beam axis at a distance of about Ci ni. 
In these measurements an original two-dimensional registration method was applied wiiere tlie 
PXR energy spectruiii was registered simultaneously witli the moiiotoiiously changing rotation 
angle R of the crystal around tlie horizontal goniometer axis. This allows oiie to obtaiii a, complete 
picture of PXR reflexes frorn tlie crystal. 
It is known that PXR induced in a crystal by traversing relativistic electroiis is emitted in 
conformity with the Bragg equation for the respective crystal planes. It can. tliereforc. be inter- 
preted as a diffraction of electromagnetic waves accompanied with the moviiig electron. Heiice. 
iii these measurements we observed PXR. reflexes from all crgstal planes (i.e. elerneiits of crystal 
symmetry) for whicli tiie Bragg law was fulfilled. 
One of the PXR matrices rneasured for a 0.81 inm thick quartz crystal is shown for illiistration 
in Fig. 1. In lioiior of tlie Armeniari scieritist Alpik R. Mkrtcliyaii we have iiairit:d this figiirc 
Alpikogramme @. 
X-Ray Diffraction on Piezocrystalline Specimen in the Presence 
of an Acoustic Field 
W. WAGNER. W. ~ I A T z ~ ,  \-.E;. RIIRZOYAP?. X.H. IVIKRTCHSAN', AR.  MKRTCHSAN~, 
H. PRADE. X.  SCHELL^ 
Tlie dynamic diffractiori of X-rays on piezoelectric single crystals excited by acoustic vibrations 
was stiidied at the Rossendorf Bearn Line (ROBL) [I] of the ESRF in Grenoble. Earlier inve- 
stigations using characteristic X-rays sliowed tliat for crystals of pt <1 ( p  - linear absorption 
coefficient. t - crystal tliickness) a nearly complete transfer of morioeiiergetic X-rays can be 
achieved resembling a total mirror reflectioii [2]. 
A parallel beani (liorizontal divergerice 5 5") of moiiochromatic syriclirotrori radiation (E = 
17keL AE/E N 10-') was scattered by a quartz single crystal of X-cut. Tlie crystal was mounted 
in Laue geoiiietry on a 6-axes goniometer for precise adjustment to fulfill the Bragg coridition 
for tbe (1011) plane. Longitudinal standing ultrasonic waves of wavelength X = 2t were excited 
in the crgstal forming a quasi-static acoustic superlattice. 
To irivestigate tlie efiect of ultrasound ori X-ray diffraction we measured the intensities of tlie 
diffracted arid the transmitted bearn around the Bragg angle in dependence oii the magnitiide 
of the ultrasoriic vibrations. Exaniples of such spectra are presented in Fig. 1. 
Ghncing angle I degree Glancing angle I degree 
Fig. 1 Pat t tm of rlifiactetl (Mt pancd) arirl trarismitted (right panel) bmm V-itliout ultrasouritl ((1) ard 
fof trw r-alnrs of  tht. niagnitudt. of ziltraso~iic vibratioris (b. C).  
The intmsitp of tlte diffracted h a n i  (curve a on tlie left panel) increases witli iricreasirig inagni- 
t i i d ~  of iiltrltsunic vibrat"io~~s up to saturation (ciirve 15). and tlie widtli of the reflex also increases 
steadily (b. C) .  Iri t-liis way. tthc iritegrated reflecti~ig power could be increased by a factor of aboiit 
ten. Tlit: residts are in qiialitative agreerneiit witli calculatiom perfornied in the framework of 
the (fynariiical cfiffractioa theory [3]. The revcrse pictiirc is olwerved for tlie transrnitted beam 
(rig'tit pariel). Xdditiorially. a ddecrease of the linear d~sorptioii cocfficient has been found. 
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Parametric X-ray Detection at S-DALINAC using a CCD Camera B 
The tlierinoelectrically cooled CCD-caniera described in [I] was used at S-DALINAC to detect 
parametric X-rays (PXR) from 8 MeV electrons penetrating a Silicon crystal. As this camera 
does not contain a mechaiiical shutter. special precautions are necessary to prevent tlie chip 
from being irradiated during readout time. Therefore, tlie electroii beam of tlie accelerator was 
gated using tlie status signals froni the camera controller. The radiatioii was collimated down 
to 5.0*10-6 sr solid angle at aii angle of 44" to the forward direction. Thus: a circular regioii 
with approximately 1 cni diairieter was irradiated on the CCD. For eacli angular positioii of the 
crystal oiie image franie from the CCD was analyzed. The nuniber of events in tlie peak as well 
as the peak energy are plotted in figure 1 showing the characteristic distribution for paranietric 
X-rays. The obtained spectra compare very well witli those rneasured at the same positiori usiiig 
a Si(Li) detector. 
m e n e r g y  intensity 
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Fig. 1 T h  arigular distiibution of iritmsity 
arid energy n~rasured with the CCD caniera 
Tlie sliape of an X-ray liiie in tlie pulse lieiglit tiistribiit,ioi~ slionvs it rdlifr proiiliiit'itt hs- 
eiicrgetic slielf (see figure 2). This slielf originatcs froiii cvcrits wliere tlw sig~id &arg<% froin oiici 
X-ray photoii is spread over two or imre neighl>oriiig pixels. Iii imiw to wrrc'c't ftir this rffwt. 
a cluster recognitioii algoritliin was applied that siinis iip thc tliasge c.ollc~tcx1 in iill :tcl,j;ic~it, 
pixels tliat exceed the iioise tliresliold. To prtwtrit thc gtwrwtioii of txccwiw pilntp liy 4 hi?; 
algorithiii. tlie total irradiat,ioii of tlw CCD hws to br low so tliat tlic triiv t ~ ~ i t s  arv sp;tti;illy 
well sqarwted. 
Witli this t:xperiilieiit. tlie operd>ilif of tlie CCD caiiiera iii ;in a~~c~4~r.f ; t tor  syiii-ltmiiizcti iitrxlci 
aiid in a high iioise liigli radiation hwkgroi~nd c~ivirsrii~wt.iit llas l>et.~i ~i t~i~i~~i~str i t fe~c~.  t ln s sfiiwiilg 
its iisability for fiitiire iiuagirig applic'atiolis. 
Compton Scattering of Laser Light off the ELBE Electron Beam 
H.W. BARZ AND E. GROSSE 
High energy photons can be produced by 
scattering laser liglit off relativistic electron 
bearns (i.e. Conipton backscattering). A pho- 
ton with energy Eph wliich is scattered off 
an electron with a much larger eriergp of 
2 E, = ym,c gets a maximum energy of 
Ec = 4y2Eph in tlie direction of the elec- 
tron wheri Compton scattered. Fig. 1 illu- 
strates the double differential cross section 
do/df2dEc near the niaxirnurn energy for the 
scatteririg of 2.36 eV (green) laser liglit off 
a 40 MeV electron beam which will be ge- 
rierated at tlie ELBE facility. For this case 
tlie iiiaxirnuni eriergy of tlie scattered pho- 
tori arnourits to 59.24 keV. The finite erier- 
gy widtli AE, arid the angular widtli A0, 
of the beam leads to an broadening of tlie 
peak cross sectiori of daldfl rz 320 -y%nb/sr 
over an eriergy range AEc where tlie rela- 
tive spread AEc/Ec is given by conibiiiirig 
y"A02 arid 2AE,/Ee with tlie electron be- 
ani liavirig an angular spread of 0.07 nirad 
arid an eriergy spread of 25 keV. As sliowri 
in Fig. 1 the ratlier sliarp angle-eriergy corre- 
Iatioii results froiii tlie high brilliance of tlie 
t>eani. 
Fig. 1 Contour plot of tlie double diffmeiiti- 
al cross section da/dRdEc for the productiori 
of keV pliotons by scattering laser light off a 
40 MeV electron heain. Tlie width of the band 
in the plot results froni an rins angular spread 
of 0.07 mrad and a ~ i  rms energy spread of 25 
keV of tlie electron beain (the different areas 
denote cross sections above 3, 6, and 9 b/eV/sr. 
respectively). 
Tlie effective cross for gerierating photoiis sensitivelp deperids 0x1 tlie requircci energp resolutioii 
arid tlic opeiiing arigle allowed for the backscattered photons: For a 1 %J rnis eriergy resolution a 
cross sectio~i of about 12 mb out of the total orie of 600 rnl, is usable. The yield of backscattered 
photoris is iriversely proportiorial to the size of tlie cross section of tlie overlap Zone of laser arid 
electrori hearxis. If it is in the nirii" range a 2nT laser light will result in a rate of 10" Cornptori 
scattered pliotoris pcr secoiid for tlie above rrieritioiied eriergy resolutiori. A very interestirig 
pawibility is to use the free clectrorl laser (FEL) liglit witliiri the uridulator by doublilig the 
freqiiency of the electroii bim<:li ernissiori arid scatter tlie light off every second buricli. As tliere 
is a considerably liiglier power tlian in a staridard laser an iriterisity of loT/s of B keV pliotons 
cari be produced at usi~ig ari IR FEL laser of 5 p n  wavelerigth. 
Estimates of the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal and Ter-Mikaelian Effects B 
A charged particle, traversing an amorphous material: suffers multiple scatterings. aiid as a 
consequence it radiates photons. At relativistic energies, where the Lorentz factor y » 1. the 
separation of the particle and the emitted photon occurs over a large longitudinal distance, called 
formation length. If the emission process is disturbed, the emitted radiation will be reduced due 
to destriictive interferences (often referred to as Laridau-Pomeranchuk effect). The emissiori 
process can be interrupted either by multiple scattering of the particle (Laridau-Ponieraiichuk- 
Migdal effect (LPM)) or by scattering of the photon iri the mediuni (Ter-Mikaelian effect (TM)). 
For a rough qualitative estiniate of these effects one rnay employ the approach of Galitskg arid 
Gurevicli [I]. where the radiatiori spectruni is dI/dw = q(dI/dw)IBH with (dI/dw)lBH % L'O'ILS~ 
as Bethe-Heitler (BH) spectruni. The suppression factor is the ratio of the cohererice lengtli in 
mediuni to that one in vacuum. It reads in suitable variables for W > wo 
where < = ywolw. 71 = yLpnr/y arid yLpnI = $woiirorn2/~~: wo N 60 - 80 eV is tlie plnsma 
frequency, X. % 1 crii stands for the radiation length (for copper - . . lead). arid E, % 21 MeV 
deiiotes tlie radiation constant. The riormalized radiation spectriini is displayed in fig. 1. 
Institutp of Th~oruxtzrnl Ph~,szcs, hZer1, Ulurumr ' I?thtitut f i i~  T h  orf h t  Itt PhgszL. TZ' Ur+ \dt ?L 
Set-up for Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence (NRF) Experiments at ELBE B 
K.D. SCHILLING. R SCHWENGNER, L. KÄUBLER, F. DÖNAI: 
NRF experinients using unpolarized as well as linearly polarized bremsstrahlurig represent a 
powerful tool for precise arid systernatic investigations of the structure of stable nuclei arid for 
a niodel-independent determination of lifetimes in the fs-region. In order to efficiently perform 
such experinients, a high beain intensity and stability as well as excellent backgroiind conditioris 
are needed in cornbination with liighly eEcient Ge detectors. All tliis is planned to be realized 
in a special beam station at tlie new ELBE radiation source. 
The set-up design is sclieniatically displayed in Fig. 1. The electroii beani is transported by 
a non-dispersive dipole/c~uadrupole magnet systeni and focused onto a thin (25-100 pni Al) 
brernsstrahlung radiator. Tlie steering coils in front of the radiator enable tlie incideiice polar 
and aziniuthal angles of the electron bearn to be changed in order to optimize the generation 
of linearly polarized pliotons. After passing throiigh tlie thin radiator tlie electrons are finally 
deflected by a 45" dipole magnet ilito tlie beam dunip. Tlie (off-axis) brenisstralilung pliotoris 
produced in the radiator will be collimated arid directed onto the scatteririg (NRF) target located 
approxirnately 4 m downstream in tlie experiniental hall. This geoinetry will ensiire favourable 
background coriditions. Tlie y-rays scattered off the NRF target are detected witli EUROBALL 
Cluster riiodules (see e.g. [I]) representing very powerful instrunients for NRF experiineiits in 
tlie energy regioii of iriterest (about 5 to 10 MeV). 
A 1.6 m thick wall of lieavy concrete blocks separates tlie bearn area froin the electron bearri 
line with radiator cliariiber and beam dunip. Tliis sliielding and tlie especially constructed 2.3 ni 
long colliniator (with a sliglitly increasing aperture arid made froni pure Al, selected because of 
its high neutron separatiori energy of 13 MeV) will efficiently reduce the undesired photon and 
iieiitron background. Tlie actual beam eaergy (up to about 13 MeV) will be carefully adapted 
to tlie neutron separation eiiergies of tlie radiator and collirnator niaterials in order to avoid 
resp. ininirriize rieutroii prodiiction. By utilizing average beam currents of tlie order of 500 pA 
in the cw-reginie. plioton fliixes of 5 X 10' pliotons per MeV s for 7 MeV photons at Ee- = 10 
MeV can be expected at tlie NR.F interaction area. Tlie energy depositioii iri the radiator foil 
does thereby not exceed 30 W. 
concrete 




Fig. 1 Pollarimd Immsstrahlung facility at ELBE. 
Considerations for the Bremsstrahlung-Photon Radiator at ELBE 
A. V I T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  F. DÖKAU, E. GROSSE, L. KÄUBLER, K. D. SCHILLING, H. SCHNARE: R. SCHWENGNER 
One major area of research of the new ELBE facility [l] will be devoted to nucle- 
ar spectroscopy studies by means of Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence (NRF) experiments 
using polarized photons. In these experiments the nucleus of interest will be exited by 
resoriant absorption of photons froni a conti- 
nuous spectrum of polarized Bremsstrahlung- 
photons. The subsequent decay of excited 
states will then reveal informatiori about the 
excitation energy, angular momentum, pari- 
ty. arid lifetirne. The use of real photons will 
result preferentially in magnetic and electric 
dipole excitations which can be studied in re- 
gions even at high level densities. For the de- 
termination of parities of tlie exited states 
at energies below 5 MeV unpolarized photons 
and a Compton-polarimeter can be used whi- 
le at higher energies polarized photons froni 
off-axis Bremsstrahlung-production will be a 
suitable tool. These experiinents will greatly 
benefit from the high duty factor and the higli 
electron beam intensity available at tlie ELBE 
facility. In order to obtaiii the optimal radiator 
configuration tlie photon fluxes produced witli 
two different radiator materials were cdcula- 
ted usiiig the program library GEANT [2]. Fi- 
giire 1 shows thc: iiumber of photons @, eniit- 
ted into a forward coiie witli au opeiiing an- 
gle of 20 mrad for photori energies below aiid 
above 5 MeV. It can be seen tliat Q > ,  for botli 
radiators aliiiost saturates almx? tliicknesstw 
of 200 pm making thicker radittors iinfavor- 
abl: as they lead to  an increased eiicqy d ~ -  
positioii arid sniall aiigle scatteririg. Dur to 
tlie liigher derisity and atomic cliarge of Nio- 
1)ium tlie higli-e~iergv plioton fliix prodiit-ed 
in a Niobitim radiator exceeds 61ie flux f r c m  
aii Aluniiim~ii radiator 1. a factor of tlirec. 60 
teii. Tlic? higher available phtori fliix conibi- 
iied with Blie higli inelti~ig point fwors tlie usi3 
A l  Niobium I 
Aluminum 
0 200 400 
t m w ,  (W) 
Fig. 1 Plioto~i fiiis prodiit'rd i~ito a fi)rrr-arrl umib isititl~ 
3 3  = 20 11iri3tI I y  ä11 1 I~I-4 t*lcrtroli i r c ~ t l  of 101JrtT- 
kinotic e11orgy iriipi~igitig o~iro C~II .4Iuriiiimi~ [cirrh) 
oi- J-iohiinrii (trianglw ) nitfia tor of cfiff~w~it thitk~ir:<.s 
triiilirrtort. Tlic opc)Ii (ftili) syul)r>ls fictn. thi. iiitogiotrrl 
ffiis i i j )  to (at)oil') p110to11 i'~lt>l~iw rif ;i Jltll: Liiitts 
arc) <1raw11 to gui& tlw (y. 
Calculation of Neutron Production using FLUKA 
B. NAUIVL~NK A D E. GROSSE 
For tlie estiination of activation and background neutron radiation in physics experirnents at  
ELBE the knowledge of the pliotoneutron production in structural comporients of the electroii 
accelerator is required. Detailed calculatioris of such processes are especially irnportant as 
at  ELBE it is planned to use the iieutrons gerierated froni the electroii bearri [l]. For time 
of fliglt studies sub-nanosecond neutron pulses rnay be obtained [2]. In traditional nuclear 
pliysics transport codes as EGS4 [3]. GEANT [4] or MCNP [5] pliotonuclear reactions are not 
i~ripleirieiited arid tlie neutron production can oaly be approxirnated iri a two-stage tecliniyiie 
by coiiverting a bremsstralilurig photon fluerice into a iieutroii source, as described in [6]. 
Thus the Monte Carlo radiatiori trarisport prograrn FLUKA [7] was irnplemented for simulating 
not only electrornagnetic interactioiis of photons and electrons, but also pliotonuclear reactioris 
aiid the subsequent neutron propagation. Tlie present status of tlie FLUKA photonuclear 
cross-section database is docuniented iri detail in [8]. Tlie photonuclear cross-sections from the 
FLUKA database were coinpared witli experiiriental data from [9] for various niaterials with 
~iuclei of 6LZ573 arid a good agreement was found for nuclei witli 2213.  
Using tlie progain FLU- 
KA tracking calculations 
of tlie full particle casca- 
de in irradiated rnaterials 
have been done for tlie 
neutron production iri va- 
rious l~earn durnp niateri- 
als [lO]. Here the eiiiitted 
rieutrori yield per ilicideiit 
electrorl arid tlie eiiergy de- 
position in various materi- 
als witli widely different Z 
arc presented for 50 MeV 
c~lcctrons (see Fig. 1). 
For these calculations tlie 
sizc of the trarget was scaled 
with t ht radiation lengtli 
Xo. tlirl radiiis of thc cyliii- 
@ C  V A 1  D T i  O F e  .Cu A N b  A T a  
-7 
atomic number Z 
Fig.1 2-de~~erdence of rieutron production and deposited energy in 
riiaterial borr~barded with a pointlike beam of 50AieS- electrons. 
tfrical tsrget beiiig X. and its deptli 0.3-Xo or 3.Xo. respectively. Tlie srnooth Z dependence 
of both plottcd qiiantities. wheri scaled with tlieir radiatioii lengtli. allows a straightforward 
iriterpolation to other materials. 
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FLUKA Simulations for a Pulsed Neutron Beam at ELBE 
Experiments with a pulsed neutron beam can be performed at ELBE allowing the study of the 
energy dependence of cross sections using the time of flight technique. Measurements with a 
neutron bearn generated from a pulsed electron beam of-30 MeV hitting a tantalum radiator 
have been simulated using tlie particle transport program FLUKA [I]. The purpose of tliese 
calculations is to optimize the geometry of the neutron radiator. Calculations have been carried 
out for three rotation symmetric radiators as shown in fig. 1. The radiator thickness seen by tlie 
electron bearn equals the radiation length in tantalum - - -- 
X. = 4.1 mm. The large radiator has an apex angle of about :W .....C.. _......-.. 15" corresponding to tlie electron distribution caused by small o 2  ....... .--- e 
angle scattering. The emitted neutron beam will be used at a ' - .--.. -....._ -.> ...... 
reaction target arranged perpendicular to the electron beam :f 
....... -... -....._ 
trons have been simulated; because of the rotational synimetry 
B1- '  direction. The time of flight and the kinetic energy of the neu- -OhO? O8 J 
z i rm 
a 30 mrad ring detector surrounding the radiator at 90" could Fig.1 Radiator shaws. 
be introduced to obtain good statistics. The energy spectra of the neutrons lcaving thi? radiator 
surface and entering the ring detector are shown in fig. 2; the total number of neutrons per 
eledron are also indicated. Calculations with the program MCNP [2,3] confirm thesc results. 
The neutron emission times directly at the surface of the radiator arc! displaycd in fig.3 
indicating the possibility for obtaining sub-ns neutron pulses. 
- -  
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Fig.2 E11erg-y spectra of neutrons leavjng 
the radiator ( p e ~  incident elcctron). 
The energy dependence of the arrival time of 
the neutrons when entering the ring detector 
after a flight path of 1 m is shown in fig. 3 for 
olle radiator geo~netry (d = 5 111111). For a cktec- 
tor time resoluti~n of 300 ps a~id  a fligllt patlth 
of 1 m (resp. 3 ni) a neutron cnergy r~solution 
AE/E of 0.8% (resp. 0.3%) can be obtained for 
neutrons of 1 MeV kirietic energy. 
A Possible Beam Dump Design for Intense Electron Beams 
Experiments at the radiation source ELBE require beam dumps fulfilling the safety con- 
ditiom iip to tlie inaxinium electron beam current of I mA. Tlie construction materials 
have to meet requirements as low specific energy deposition, heat resistance combined with 
sufficient thermal cond~ctivity~ modest neutron production rate and a low level of produ- 
ced long-living nuclides. Here. we present a possible layout for a power dissipation of 50 kW. 
The core is proposed to be built from purified graphite covered by a water cooled copper coating. 
The construction shown in Fig. 1 was 
irriaged by a corresponding GEANT 
geoinetry including the material pa- 
ramcters [I]. The origin of the elec- 
tron beam characterized by a spati- 
al distribiition of =2n11n a ~ i d  a
divergente of od;yt=12 mrad was as- 
sumed to be at a distance of 2 m  in 
front of the entrance of the graphi- 
te core. Under these conditions. the 
incident beam strikes completely tlie Table 1 Energy depositioxi in the dump ~naterials 
cone-shaped hole of the beam dump. 
The slowing-down of the electrons and the production of bremsstrahlung as well as the associa- 
ted energy release were simulated with tlie GEANT 3.21 package. In this way. we calculated the 
cnergy deposition in all construction materials involved (see Table 1). The power dissipation in 
thc graphite core is plotted in Fig. 2. Dose calculations were performed with a cubic water phan- 
toni ( 1 = 20 cm ) which was positioned at the downstream position 2.20 m, i.e. 20 cm backward 
t h  simulated beam origiii. Tlie expected dose from tlie photons and electrons backscattered 
by the graphite corc amounts to 9 Gy/h provided that the incident beam current is 1 mA. A 
eomplete representation of the Morite Carlo simulations is published in [2]. 
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Calculation of the Activation of Beam Dump Materials 
B. ~ A C M A N X  AND \V. KEUBERT 
The GEANT 3.21 program package allows to calculate the bremsstrahlung photon yields in 
electron-nucleus interactions [l] but not secondary reactions induced by photons like (y,n). 
In order to calculate the activation of different dump materials (e.g. C, Al. Cu. Cr, Ni. Mn. Fe) 
by such processes a special procedure explained in the following has beeil perforined. In 
these calculations the corresponding (y,n)-cross sections are required. Most of tliese data are 
available in [2,3]. the cross section of iron was taken from [4]. Tlie saturatioii activity of a given 
radioactive nucleus is calculated by 
where I is the beam current and Nz is the number of stable iliiclei in tlw probe irradiated 1)y 
tlie photon fluence 6. In a first approximation, the fliieiice F-, was cal(:ulrttsd ns tlie iiuiiilwr of 
photons per energy bin wliich traiismit the surface of the considered probt:. T l i ~  kiiowii half-lif~ 
of the isotope allows to calculate the activity N(t) at a given tiiiie. 
Furthermore. activation by radiative capture of the coinplenrentary prodiicwi nwtroiis lins also 
been taken into account by using the (1i.y) cross section data froni [r)]. Tho cdci~lation of thc 
neiitron productiori in the graphite core of tliti beani dunip artl t)ased oii siniulatiozis with thl 
MCNP program package (151). which were fountl to 1)e iil agreeiiiciit witli (kstiniatcs in [ G ] .  L ~ I P  
obtained neiitron yield was traiisfc)rnieti into an ciiergy spt!ctriix~i (Watt, (listri1)iitim) 
Hadron Physics 
The research topics of the hadron phj-sics department are strangeness and electromagnetic 
radiation from colliding hadron s~stems. These probes allon- insights in the properties of 
hadrons and nuclear matter as formed in hea~7--ion collisions in the 1 Gel' region. In 
particular. we are interested in in-medium modifications of hadrons. The KaoS collabora- 
tion at  GSI/Darmstadt has detected an abnormal enhancement of anti-kaon production 
(re1ati.c-e to kaon production) in hea.c?--ion collisions a t  equivalent beam energies. Most 
interpreta tions of this effect point to an anti-kaon mass reduction (sometimes interpre- 
ted as indication of partial restoratioli of chiral sj-mmetrj- in dense nuclear matter). This 
finding is corrohorated I)y a specific monientum dependence of the anti-kaon-to-kaon ra- 
tio and azimuthal anisotropies as measured bj- the FOPI and KaoS colla borations. lkry 
reccnt nieaslirenients a t  KaoS focus on kaon and anti-kaon detection in reactions n-ith 
.c-arious heam azid target combinations to get a systematic mass and energ- dependence. 
Last year a series of esperiments with a proton beam has been performed. These inse- 
stigatio~is are goiiig to be continued n-itli the A4KIiE spectrometer at  COSl;/Jülich in a 
supplementaq- pliase space region. Especiallj- the reaction p -t- ''C -+ I<' + ..Y will he 
studiecl. In-iiiediurii effects are espected to be different in such hadrozi-induced reactions, 
wliere 110 ~~o~izpr(~ssion of matter takes place. 
ITltli the 471. detector FOPI at SE also hidden strangeness is measurable, e.g., in @ pro- 
dnction whicli is identified via the kaon-an ti-kaon decay channel. 
Coiiiplementarj- to the mentioned nieasurements of hadron spectra in heayv-ion collisions 
one ucwls a detailed knon-ledge ofhadron reactions iii the same energy region. For iustance, 
thtl first nleasurenxmts witli the time of fiight spectrometer TOF at COSI' are dcwted 
to tlie strangeness production in the reaction pp -+ p4lh7+ azid to h-emsstrahlung in tIie 
reaction pp -+ pp?, thus extending tlie data base by providiiig Cross sections of e1ementar.v 
hadrozi reactiozis. 
ITIiile selected hadron channels. in particular tlie abow nientioned anti-kao~is. aro sensitiw 
to in-medizzzii effcrts. ri direct nieasurenient of spec-tral functiozis is desirahle. Tliis goiil 
can 1)e accomplislied ria the dielectron decaj- chanuel of light vector mesons. Inded.  thci 
upcoming H+4DES project a t STS is aimed a t T-erieizig thcl predicted in-niediuni pnqmtiw 
of p. 3 and (5 mesons in a nuclear em-ironriient. To ensure a participatioii in tliis futunl 
c1c.r-c1lopmcut. tlle thircl drift cliaznher planc for the H-ADES e-q~eriziie~it s huilt iri thc 
tlctector lahoratoq- in Rossmdorf. T h  em-isaged physical prograriinit~ c.r)stirs a largrl rangt1 
of roac*tioiis at ~cirious targct nzdei bombarded ~?I!T- hea17- i o m  protozls iiutl p i t m  iis 
ckliwred 1- thc svzichrotron SB. 
Tlic nientioneti detector systenis arrl ziiulti-purpose izistiillatiozis. Tlierefi~re. a iiiiit*li nitltlr 
sclt of sarious interesting aspects has been esplord antl rcporteci in ii serits of puiTr1it.a tioiis. 
I t  shoultl he eziiphasized that the iiientioiied in~wtigations iirc perfornietl in roiiipwratisdy 
l a r p  collaborations. in particular .rr-itli Genruazi imivcrsity g-rozq~s, as listcd I>dow. Our iwll 
equipped detector labora toqv allows 11s to support tlwse groups hy Imil(iizg larg? cletwrt~r 
c40mponents, such as previouslj- parts of the HELITROS for FOPI. the B-4RRE.L f i r  
TOF. the side wire c~iam1)c'rs for -4A-IiE, tind non. drift r'lian~lwrs for H-ADES. Tlitw 
activities represent an importan t part of our ~sork. 
Th(. theory group in the hadron physir:.; d~partiiimt is iictwziqazq-ing thrwl q w r i t i m -  
tal acti~ities. Predictioiis arid interpretatimis of select~d iopi<:s' in tlie n d n i  cjf stracltig~ 
and rare electromagnetic prohes are prosidcd. Somc of thrw mlculations rtlfer to thr 
mergj- raiige co~-ered b- tlip ~ s p ~ r i l i i e ~ ~ t s  perfixnlerl nit  h FZR piirtkipa t itm. ot hcm d ~ a l  
with mrious ~~lieiioine~~ologi~al aspects of the qilark-gliion plasziia. as ii state rr-itli li<Illiral 
srmmetq- restoration in stronglv interacting matter, produced in high-energ7- heayr-ion 
reactions. 11-hereas the inrestigations on dense and hot hadronic matter as produced in 
medium-energy collisions are of  strong interest for the understanding of astronomical ob- 
jects Iike supernor-ae and ueutron stars, the quark-gluon phase transition studies are of  
relel-ance for more violent scenarios (e.g. bigbang) . 
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Medium Effects in Kaon and Antikaon Production in C+C Collisions 
F. LAGE', C. STURXI" AND THE KAOS COLLABORATION 
Recent experiments on kaon and antikaon production in nucleus-nucleus collisions found a large 
K-/K+ ratio [I], a vanishing in-plane flow of K+ mesons [2] and an enhanced out-of-plane 
emission of K+ mesons [3]. These effects have been attributed to modifications of kaon and 
antikaon properties in dense nuclear matter [4.5]. 
Here we report on the first comparative measurement of the K+ and K- production in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions at beam energies near and below the free NN thresholds. Figure 1 
shows tlie data taken in C+C collisions as function of tlie excess energy [6]. The excess energy 
is defined as -JS - dth with fith = 2.55 GeV (kaons) and 2.86 GeV (antikaons) being the 
threshold energy in the nucleon-nucleon system. The kaon and antikaon multiplicities per 
participating nucleon nearly fall on the sanie curve (open and full symbols). This result is in 
contrast to the parameterizations of the nucleon-nucleon data (lines) which are fitted to tlie 
available proton-proton data and averaged over the isospin channels. We have calculated the 
multiplicities from the production cross sections via MI< = a K / a ~  with the total reaction cross 
section aR=0.95 b for C+C arid aR=47 nib for p+p. The average nu~nber of participaiits is 
assuined to be <Apart >=6 for C+C (according to a geometrical niodel) and <APcLrt >=2 for 
p+p. The large differerice in tlie Kt/K- ratio for C+C arid p+p provides strong experimeiital 
evidence for an enlianced antikaon production in nucleus-nucleus collisions. The sgstematic 
uncertainties of the experimental data partly cancel wlieri looking differentially at K-/K3 
ratios. Figure 2 presents the K-/K+ cross section ratio as a function of tlie c.ni. kinetic. eiiergg 
of the K mesons for C+C collisions at 1.8 AGeV. Tho K-/K' ratio steeply tier:reases with 
increasing kinetic energy of the K mesons in contradictioii to relativistic tra~isport c'alculations 
[8] which predict a constant K-/K+ ratio if in-niediurri niass inodifications of tlie K inesons arc. 
neglected. 
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Probing the Nuclear Equation of State by Kaon Production in 
Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions B:G 
C. STUR~I' AKD THE KAOS COLLABORATION 
The equation of state of nuclear matter (EOS) plays an important role to understand the stability 
of rieutron stars and tlie dynaniics of a Supernova explosion. Tlie formation of a dense nuclear 
fireball in nucleus-nucleus collisions provides the possibility to study nuclear matter properties at 
high baryon density. In particular, the azimuthal emissiori pattern of nucleons and subtlireshold 
kaon production are observables whicli are expected to be sensitive to the EOS. Subtliresliold 
kaon production is related to collective processes in nuclear matter. These processes are strorigly 
enlianced at liigh baryon density which is obtained in central collisioris. Due to strarigerless 
conservation Kt mesoris leave tlie interaction Zone without beiiig reabsorbed. Accordiiig to 
traiisport calculations [1,2]. tlie relative K+ yield obtained in Au+Au collisioris at 1 AGeV is 
about two tiines larger for a soft EOS tlian for a stiff orie. The riormalized K+ yield is a sensitivcl 
probe of tlie EOS and is predicted to iiicrease witli iiicreasing mass of tlie collision systerri arid 
with decreasing bearn energy [2,3]. 
Therefore, the excitation functions foi Kt prodiic- 
4 -3 I .& 10 - Aui-Au tioii in Au+Au collisions sliould be different fronl 
E 4 c+c . X--= 1 I tlie one in C+C collisioris: the cross section ratio 10 - ,. , .m I<+ K+ E 
, * i ~ , l u + , l u ( E b e a r r 2 ) / ~ C r + C : (  b e a m )  is expected to iricrease 
-5 I *  
10 - ,P/  1 with decreasing bearn energy Ebeam for a soft EOS (for 
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a stiff EOS this ratio would remain constaiit). In order 
to study tliis effect we have performed a systematic 
measuremeiit of Kt production as a function of beam 
energy in C+C arid Au+Au collisions using the Kaon 
Spectrorneter (KaoS) at SIS. Tlie nieasurenients liavc 
been performed at various laboratory angles in order 
to study the kaon polar angle distribution whicli was 
fouiid to be slightly forward-backward peaked. Tlie 
total cross sections a ~ +  are calculated 1)y integratiiig 
tlie fit results over mornenturn and extrapolating to 
Fig. 1 upprr part: Escitatio~i furictio~is 47r takirig into accoixnt the nonisotropic emission. The 
iiicliisive K+ production rnultiplicities are determined 113; 
cif tht. Iii ~~niltiplicity per nuckon for 
-471+=lu ~ m d  C+C' reactioiis as fu~icti- MI<+ = a I ;+ /a~  with aR = 47r(1.2 X ~ ~ / ~ ) " 1 n ~ .  In tlic 
011  of tlw bram m c r w  solid 1i1ie.s are upper part of Fig. 1 tlie KS rnultiplicities per nucleon as 
fit$ to  thc datri. brr-wpart: Thr ratio of 
ineasured in C+C arid Au+Au collisioris are shown as 
rnc.asrii.rd I<+ ~mzltiplicitics in du+=lu a fuiiction of tlie heam energy. The lower part of Fig. 1 
and C+C' systcms. preseiits tlie ratio of the ineasur~d Kt ~nultiplicities per 
riucleon for tliree beam energies. The kaon rnultiplicities 
are not nieasured at exactly the Same beam energies. We have corrected this effect by shifting 
the Au+Au cfata in eiiergg accordir; to tlie fit. It can clearly be Seen that the ratio increases 
witli ciecreasiiig beam energy. However. this canriot be considered yet as a proof for a soft EOS. 
T1ie stee~wr excitation function for K' meson productiori in C+C collisions may also result 
froni tlie srrialler size of the collichig systern a ~ i d  tlius the snialler total energy available for 
pmticlr pmdtictioii. A dctaild analpsis of these data using state of the art transport models 
sho~ild clarify this questio~i arid put furtlier coilstraints oii tIie compressibility of nuclear matter. 
About the pt Dependence of Kaon Squeeze-Out for Low p, 
C. PLETTNER, . KOTTE, \V. NEUBERT, D. WOHLFARTH, AND THE FOPI COLLABORATIOS 
With tlie drift chamber Helitron cliarged kaons at midrapidity for small transverse momenta 
(100 MeV/c < pt < 250 MeV/c) can be measured [I]. For the system 9 6 ~ u  + 9 6 ~ u  at an incident 
energy of 1.69 AVGeV the high number of identified Kf mesons pertnits the investigation of 
tlie azimutlial distribution dN/d4 (4  being the angle with respect to tlie reaction plane in 
dependence on the transverse momenta pt. Tlie anisotropy of kaori emission is quaritified by the 
out-of-plane ratio Ri7 [2]. RnT > 1 mearis preferential out-of-plane emission. Rb < 1 preferential 
in-plane flow. The precision d<PE of the reaction plane determination varies with the centrality 
of the heavy ion reaction. For semicentral events dq5~ amounts to 29". for central arid peripheral 
collisions it increases to 34". GEANT simulations have shown that the background in the niass - 
region of Kf mesons for velocities close to the center of mass velocity is due to protons. Using 
the output of IQMD simulations as an event generator for GEANT, tlie effect of tlie ddetector 
acceptance on tlie Squeeze-Out signal has been studied. 
Especidly at &lt3O0 the proton distrilmtioiis artre tlistortcd t l u ~  to tlit. liniitcd Nelitroii ;i(.(m('l>tihlir.t' 
(see fig. 1). It afFccts dso tlie aziniiitliitl rlistri1)utions of k;tons bcc*msr~ of tlir high Proton 
1)ackgromid. Dependirig 0x1 tlie transvcwt. iiioiiic:iitiini riiiige. t l i ~  pmtoii chc~iit;ziiiiiuttio~i of tlie 
kaon sigiirtl lies between 42% aiid 71%. Fortuiiatdy. tlic viiliw r>f R'," r h w  iiot cltywid vtlry 
sensitive1 on tlic anioiint of tlic sul>trac.tt~ti barkgrouiid. 1x1 ti~hlt  I t hc* eornw t 4  vtilws R X fttr 
protons atid kaoiis wt. givcn. RQhlD c.ril(-ulat.ions of \Vaiig ct id. I43 1i;tvt~ s l i o ~ i .  thnt oiily 1)'; 
incliidiiig a delisity tlepeiidt~iit kaon potriitid into tht) trarisport ~iiodtll sudi ;I, ~i l r i i~ t i~ t l  of I2.x 
witli pt can be explained. 
IQMD, full pt range IQMD, Helitron acceptance Experimental data 
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Fig 1. Symmetrized aziniuthal distrihiztions dN/d+ of prottms (squitlrs) arid kams ((lots) ;it 
midrapidity (0.35 < yl/yProj < 0.65). T h t ~  ciirvcs corrcspr)~ltl to Fo~irier fits ((+E [2.3]). Thr i Ioft 
panel shows the result of IQMD ealciilatious with 110 ~ d d i t i ~ ~ ~ i t l  (wnstrai~its in pt. 111 tlw niidcili* 
patiel dN/d+ witithiii the geoinetrical aceq~tance of t4e Hclitrom is j h t t ~ t l .  T h  right p;itit4 giws 
the experimental daB. 
Midrapidity Ratio of Charged Kaons at Low Transverse Momenta 
C .  PLETTNER, R. KOTTE, 17.'. ~ E U B E R T .  D. ~ 'OHLFARTH,  AND THE FOPI COLLABORATION 
In summer 1996 the FOPI collaboration measured with its 47r covering detector system [I] at 
GSI, Darmstadt, the products of the heavy ion reaction '"U + Y 6 ~ i i / 9 6 ~ r 0 2  at an energy of 
1.69 A-GeV. For each systeni approximately 4 million central events have been writteri on tape. 
The main coniponents of tlie FOPI detector systerri are two radial symmetric drift chambers, 
the Ceritral Drift Chamber (CDC) and the Helitron, sitting inside a supercoriductirig solenoid 
witli a maximuni magnet field of 0.6 T. They Cover tlie polar angle rarige frorn 33" to 140" 
arid from 15" to 26", respectively. Both drift chanibers are capable of ideritifying pions arid 
hydrogen isotopes. However, for kaon identification the velocity informatiori froni tirrie-of-flight 
scintillation detectors, namely tlie Plastic Barrel and the Plastic Wall, becorries essential. 




Fig 1. Mass spectra of the reaction ""71 + '"1 (C 1.69A-GeV for KS mesons (left 
K* aud K- identification with tlie CDC/Barrel detector comnbinatioii is well settled and several 
papers on strangeness physics have beeil published or are on tlieir way [2,3.]. In ref. [4] it has been 
shown that K+ niesons cari be separated froni tlie data usirig Helitron togetlier witli Plastic Wall 
inforination. It is obvious froni fig. 1. that also a clear K- signal caii bt! digged out frorii the data. 
Thus. wc: are able to deterniine tlie K-/K+ ratio at inidrapidity (0.35 < g/gpToj  < 0.65) for 
trarisversc rxionienta between 100 RileV/(: arid 250 MeV/c. The eficiency for Kf ideritification lias 
becii estiinated to 331;". Tlie crucial point of the analysis is the treatnierit of the background. 
With the backgroiind approxiniatioii plotted in fig. 1 wc? get 3935 K+ niesons and 371 K- 
mesons. Thc prelimiriary ratio is (9.4 f 2.8)%. The error depends rnairily on uncertainties in the 
I>ac*kgroiirid cieterniinatiori. This resiilt would give, according to RBUU calculatioris (51. a strong 
hirit for in-medium rnodifications of K niesori properties in liot and dense nuclear matter. 
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+(1020) Vector Meson Reconstruction with the Helitron/Plastic Wall 
Detector Combination of FOPI B," 
C. PLETTNER, . KOSTE. W. KEUBERT, D. WOHLFARTH, 
AND THE FOPI COLLABORATIOK 
Nowadays, yields and phase space distributions of 
cliarged K mesons as well as of neutral vector me- 
sons (like p(770), w(783) and the d(1020)) decaying 
into pairs of charged rnesons or leptons play a cruci- 
al role in the investigation of possible modifications 
of particle properties in hot and dense nuclear mat- 
ter produced in heavy-ion collisions. 
Here. we present data which are taken with the He- 
litron/Plastic Wall conibination of the 47r detector 
systenl FOPI at GSI [I]. Similar to the analysis Per- 
forrned within tlie acceptance of the detector combi- 
nation of Central Drift Chamber and Plastic Barrel 
[2] we investigated pairs of cliarged K mesons within 
the comnion acceptance of the forward drift chani- 
her Helitrori and the Plastic Wall [3]. 
Almost 7 - 106 central collisions comprising about 
15% of the total cross section have been scanned 
for the reaction g 6 ~ u + g 6 ~ ~  at 1.69 A-GeV beam 
energy. Kaons with velocities 0.4 < /? < 0.8 have 
been analyzed within the polar angle range of 15' < 
8 < 28'. About 520 events have been found contai- 
ning both a K+ arid a K- candidate. The dediiced 
distribution of invariant masses of K+/K- pairs is 
given in fig. 1 together with the corresponding back- 
ground distribution (upper part). The lower part gi- 
ves the difference spectrurii (dots) together with a 
fit applying a Breit-Wigner distribution (f11ll line). 
Fig. 2 shows the distributions of K niemns as wcll 
as K+/K- pairs in tlie plane of nornidized traris- 
Verse rnoinent iim &' = (pt /A) / (p/A)F$j vs. nor- 
rnalized rapidity = (y - y„)/yrl,,. (For syniriie- 
tric collisions at 1.69 A-GeV bm.ni energy one lias 
(p/A)FGj.= 0.890 GeV/c and T/„, = 0.845.) 
A prelininiarg analgsis (includirig i.%cieiicy correc- 
tioris and Morite Carlo estiniates of tlie ctctector 
acceptance) gields a $-tuK- ratio of n;,/rrri- = 
0.57 % 0.29(stat.) f O.2Ofsy.st.) iridicatiiig tfittt the 
decay of interniedittte 46(1020) nic~sons contribut~s 
substantially (i-e. due to the lt>raiic.hiiig ratio of 
~ o + h - - K - / f t o t  = 0.491 with about 30%) to tlw 
subthreshold K- production cross section. 
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Fig. 1 Uppc?r panel: The invariant rriass dis- 
tribution of pairs of arid Ii- niesons (full 
liistogram). T k  Batcli~d histograrii sl1on:s' 
the unmrrrlated barkgrouritl (1riost1.v ~nis- 
ideritifird protons) obtairied via ri-mt misirig 
techiiqiies. Lorvor pa~icd: T h  ~orresjm~ltling 
clistrihritior~ after backgruur~d siil)trartiori. 
(71pper pmoJ) in tlw pli1m3 of  I I ~ ~ T I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~  
tiails.i?3rst* ri~rxiit~r~tnri~ VS. wpidity. h i w r  
panel: Th:. silrt~c~ fix Ti" /Ks p ; h  n-ithont 
( k f t  I X W ~  1 < ~ i d  ~ i t l i  (15~$it ljiirt ii t q ~ ~ t f *  < W O ~ Z Z I ( ~  
tlw o( 10-0) rimss. fxic.kgrc~uiirl mlttriwtiorl 
has t ~ r w  pt~rft)ritirtl. Tho rhs1ic.d ard dot t t ~ l  
lirtw give thr. jiular trr?filr Uiiiits mci iho t z p j ~ r  
vdoriity tfirrdiolti. r t ~ y w c t i w ~ ~ .  
Antikaon and Kaon Production near Threshold 
in Proton-Nucleus Collisions 
In August/Septe~iiber 1998 the KaoS collaboration performed an experiment 0x1 K+ and K- 
production in pA collisioris using the Kaon Spectrometer [I] and tlie first proton beam at GSI. 
Data for tliree targets was takeii at different beani energies around the ksori arid antikaori 
production threshold. The K+ and K- productiori yield was measured at up to five different 
laboratory angles (see Table 1). thus a wide range of phase space was covered. 
Table 1: Range of  kaon enzission angles (passed in 8 " steps) for heam energy arid 
target material. For the I? statistics the estiniated total numhers are shown. 
K+ K- K- statistics 
C:Au Ni C,Au Ni C Ni Au 
1.6 GeV 40"- 64" 40" - - - - 
2.5 GeV 32" - 64" 40" 32" - 56 " 40" 4400 1000 5700 
3.5 GeV 32"- 56" - 32"- 56" - 13000 - 12000 
In addition to the usual time-of-flight condition a new kind of trigger was used during tliis 
nieasurement . It consists of a programmable unit t hat attempts to reconstruct reasonable tracks 
detected in tliree scintillator hodoscopes 121. Tliis method improves background suppressioii by 
about olle order of magnitude. Because of tlie reduced background it was possible to raise the 
bearri interisity by the same factor. whicli led to the highest detection rates ever seen in a KaoS 
cxperiment. Figure 1 gives an exarnple of K- arid KS Counts for the highest bearri energy used. 
Tlie arialysis of the data has begmi recently arid is still in Progress. 
rn [Mevlc2] rn [ M e ~ l c * ]  
Fig. 1 K-mcwm Inass spectra for p+=lu at beam energy of  3.5 Gel- This data n-as taken wthin 1 h (K-) 
antl 12 min (K"), resj~cctiw@. 
GSI Durrnstadt "ugiellonian Unzwmity Cracozv. Institute of Physics, Polund 
"TC' Dawnstadt. Inatztut fiit- Krrnph?pik "SI. nour at Michigan State Univemity. NSCL. USA 
.' Unzvcrsittit Frankfwt. Instztut fiir Ker~~phpik * FZR and T U  Dresden. Institut fGr Kern- und Teilchenphysik 
;IPniwrs&ät Itfurbwg, Ph@alzsche.s Institut 
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Analysis of K+ Data from ANKE 
hi. DEBOWSKI, H. ~ I ~ L L E R ,  CH. SCHISEIDER, AND ANKE COLLABORATIOX 
The measurement of KS mesons is an important tool in studies of the properties of nuclear 
matter. Because of their 3-quark content the interaction of the K+ mesons in the nuclear medium 
is relatively weak, thus once produced they leave the nuclear medium without being reabsorbed. 
The ANKE spectrometer has been designed for the detection of rare kaon events produced in 
proton-nucleus collisions at beam energies far below tlie free N-N tlireshold for K' production 
(1.58 GeV proton kinetic eriergy). It is one of tlie internal beani experiments installed in the 
COSY ring in Jülicli. 
The niajor advantage of the spectrometer is the coverage of the forward eniissiori angles. Witli 
the standard magnetic field setting particles with monienta 0.1-0.6 GeV/c can be detected. 
In tlie first half of 1999 first production runs on the subthresliold kaon production iii p+C 
collisions have been performed at proton beani energies of 2.3, 2.0. 1.8, 1.5. 1.2 and 1.0 GeV. 
Luniinosities of (1 -2 ) -10~~cm-~+-~  were obtained with a carbon-strip target (polycrystalliile 
dianiond, d=4pin). 
Tlie cliallenge iri the experiment is the kaoii identification. At these low boniharding euergies tlie 
ratio of K+ mesons to other particles is up to 1/10" Kaons can be very efficiently ideiitified by 
using tlie inforniation from telescope detectors especially desigiied for tlic: Kt identification [I] 
conibi~ied witli tlie TOF between the Start and Stop counters. However, at lowest bea~ii eiv.xgies 
these criteria were insufficient for a clean K' identification due to the l't,ackgrouriti of rescattsred 
ejectiles. Tlie additional information from wire cliambers was necessary to reduco tlie eiiornioiis 
background. Beside of tlie precise information on tlie particle riionientmii a~itf its eniission angl:lt?. 
tlie wire cliambers allow to distinguisli between particles emitted froni tlie target mit1 tlioscb 
rescattered on tlie magiiet frame. Figure 1 shows tlie strong correlation of the vertical positioiis 
in the two wire chanibers (MWPC1/2) for particlt:~ coining directly from targt%. Tlic (itrts asidc 
tlie diagonal result froni particles whicli were rescattctrcd on tlicir way to thcb t~lpscopcs. A cwt 
put on the yood events reduces tlie backgrouiid drnstically ili tlt: kao~i-regio~i a id tliiis inrikw 
tlie kaoii-peak visible. Tlie prelirriiriary result of tho 1 GeV ruii is sliow11 in Fig. 2. T11 spito of 
tlie very low kaon productioii cross sectioii at tliis cncrgy. it is possi1)lv to i&ilti& I<+ nicbsolis. 
Fig. 1 Dependmw of tfie swtiml liir posititm 
iri 3111-PCI - J-1 arid 31WPC2 - $2. T h  b;i!id 
om tfw iiingonsl r.orrt~spords to p o d  t r ~ k s .  rlitl 
dots rwtsitlil rfw tm~irf itrr I)atkgroutitI p;irrit.lts 
111 sw ht . tp : / f  ikpdltj. ikp .kfa-juelich.de:8085/docJPublications .html 
Commissioning of the MWPCs at ANKE B 
CH. SCHNEIDER, A i .  FREITAG. J. HCTSCH. k1. SOBIELLA AWD -4XEiE COLLABORATIOK 
The spectrometer ANKE was installed in one of tlie straight sections of tlie cooler synchrotron 
COSY Jülich in May 1998. During the first beam times tlie detectors arid the data acquisition 
sgstem were tested with proton and pion ejectiles from proton induced reactions on carbon arid 
polyethylene targets. In the commissioning phase pions frorn the reaction pp-+d./r+ were useti 
to calibrate the apparatus. Part of the beam tinie was spent on tlie program of K+ detection in 
proton nucleus collisions below the free NN-threshold. Data were taken for protorl ori carbon at 
2.3, 1.8; 1.5 and 1.2 GeV. 
In the Kaon detection system of tlie ANKE spectrometer a particle track is nieasured by two 
multi wire chambers with dimerision 1.4 X 0.5 ni and 2.0 X 0.9 ni, constructed in tlie detector la- 
boratory of tlie FZ Rossendorf [I]. The chamber read-out electronic lias been developed in 
cooperation of the Rutlierford Appleton Laboratory. the ZEL Jülich and the FZ Rossendorf. It 
is a cliamber mounted high integrated system which bases ori tlie Chips RAL118 and R.AL111 [2]. 
The information frorn the chaniber is essential for the momenturn determiriation and tlie iin- 
derstanding of the background which is a major step in the selection of tlie kaoris. During tlie 
comrnissioning of ANKE the RAL system was tested for the first tinie with real beairi conditions. 
Therefore the properties of tlie MWPCs together witli the readout system cari be stuctied witli 
the opportunity of a high particle flux crossing the chambers under differerit aarigles. 
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Fig. 1 Jlmsrirled clizst~r niidth as a ftzuctiori of t l r ~  Fig. 2 Ratc capability of thle %T-ire charnbers. 
particle track anglle. 
Previous investigations h m  showri that if a particle crosses a MTVPC iinder a large angle. sigrials 
from all hit wires cari only be detected with a ccrtain probal~ility. It is tllerefore necessar'; to 
apply procetlures to reconstruct the hit patterns in a proper way [I]. An appropriate qiiantity to 
yrove the expected interplay of the cllariil~er sigials. the electronics, thc data readoiit arid tht. 
hit reconstruction is the riuinber of hit wires as a function of tlie particle crossing angle. This is 
showri in fig. 1. Tlie hatched area between the upper arid lower step fiirictions sliows the expectett 
lw'tiavior froni pure geometrical considerations. For both chambers it is well denionstrateci that 
the WVPCs arid t h ~  data readout and analysis works properly. A high rate capabilitg of thc 
MWPC is recpired if ANKE is operated with a fast kaon productioii trigger in the near future. 
In fig. 2 tlie loading current of MWPC1 is sliowri as a function of the COSY intensity for the 
reactiori protoii (1.8 GeV) on carhon. With the chosen gas mixture of Ar : COz = 70 % : 30 % it is 
possitrl: to run tfie MWPCs iip to an intensity of 1.15-10'' protons at these conditions. 
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Recent Results on pp Bremsstrahlung and Associated Strangeness 
Production with the COSY-TOF Spectrometer *.Ii 
Motivated by the lack of data on eleinentary proton-protori reactions the reactions pp -+ p m  
and pp -+ pK+A were studied witli the TOF spectrometer at tlie COSY accelerator in Jülicli. 
Tlie differential cross section of the first reaction, the pp brenisstrahlung. was rrieasured in a 
kiriematically coniplete experiment at a beam momentuni of 797 MeV/c. A plot of tlie obtained 
missirig rnass spectrurn is sliown in Fig. 1 and compared to a Morite Carlo siniulation. 
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Fig. 1 Alissing mass spectrurn of the pp breriisstrah- Fig. 2 Cross sectioms of  t h ~ p p  --+ p1<'-1 rcac- 
lung (dots) a~id AIonte Carlo simulatio~i [solid li~ie) tio11. Thc curws corrc~sponrl tii d i f fWnt  thtw- 
retical riiodcls [cf. [2]) 
Altliougli the rneasurement was perforrned with tlie TOP spectronictcr not y ~ t  coiripl~t~~ly up- 
graded to its designed 27r (lab) solid angle acccptaiict: (tlic actual acwptaiic.r a ~ i o u i i t ( ~ ~  to 
approxirnately 1 sr). also angular distributioris arid Dalitz plots werci o1)tairiccl [I]. f i on i  tlrti 
Dalitz plots it turned out that iio proton proton final statt. iiiteractioii (FSI) is 01)s~rvt.d for t l i ~  
pp + ppy reaction. Tlie reason for tlie ahseiice of FSI is ciirrently unclcr iiivrstigat,ion. 
In anotlier kineinatically coiriplete experi~ricmt l i ~  assoc.i;ttcd strangtrirss \vits iiit.rstig;~tcatf itt 
beam rnornenta 2.50 GeV/c aiid 2.75 GeV/c. Tlir total eross srctioiis (Fig. 2)  for thcsci iiio- 
merita wert: extracted to l x  (2.7 f 0.3) jib mid (12.0 f 0.4) pb. rcspcc.tivt$-. Also ;irigiilar niid 
moriieiituin distributions were measiired for tliis rtw.tiori. Fiirtlxerriiorc Dalitz plots arid iiiissiiig 
iiiass distrilxitions for the diffkrcnt 2-bociy su1)systerris wcw deiti i~rl  121. Tlic riiissiiig niiiss dis- 
tributions follow roiiglily pliase spacr. The cliicstion wlietlwr tlic o1)servtd srii;ill cl(~viati~ns from 
tlie pliase space distrihutioris can be attrilmt~d to ~-esoii<tiic.c l~ehavior in olir uf thrt t w  ptrt ic'le 
subsysteiiis can he ailswereü anly 1,y tlie rwxt nic;t~iirrrii(~rit. witli tlw ftill i~pgrilrlc d' tlit3 "FOF 
spectrometer available. Also tlie h-polarization wiw rriit.iiind iu dr~niihwc.r ori tlit* trit~isv<~rst. 
nionierituln in tlie cnis using tlie self-arialyziiig proprrty of t l i ~  .rw;tk d ~ r - i y  .I -+ i-;-p. 
More accurate and coniprelieiisive data oii tlie p p ~  rwrtioii wen3 t;tkt.ii by tlw citd cf 1!MX with 
tlie full upgrade of tlir TOF spectronieter (i.e., t h ~  BA4RREL drtwtor h i l t  iii Rosscwiorf mt i  
tlie RING detector built in Jiilidi) anti a p o l a r i ~ ~ d  proroii Imiili (rxrravtocl Etw t l 1 ~  first tiiiic). 
Tlie data ailalysis is in progress, 
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Hidden Strangeness in the Reaction NN + N N 4  B 
A.I. TITOV~, B. KAMPFER, V.V. SHKLYAR~ 
Recently [I] we have shown that polarization observables of the reaction pp -+ ppq5 are sensitive 
to a hidden strangeness component in the proton. Such investigations are motivated by tlie 
observatiori of an  apparerit violation of the OZI rule in pp -+ q5X reactions, whicli can be resolved 
by the assumptioli of a suhstaritial sS adniixture in the proton. Furtliermore, with respect to 
fortlicoming HADES experiments the basic features of the elenientary reaction N N  + NN4(-+ 
e+e-) need to be understood. The reactiori pp -+ PP$(-+ K K )  is also accessihle at COSY. 
Fig. 1 Diagrammatic representation of processes of the q5 production. 
Iii tlie oiie-boson-excharige model we liave calculated [2] the tree level diagrams displayed iri 
fig. 1. The rnain contribution conies from the iriternal riieson conversiori la. The ernissiori frorri 
exterrial legs, lb. can be niicroscopically interpreted as coupling of tlie q5 to tlie virtual kaon a:loutl 
siirroiiiidirig tlie nucleori. The process l c  is the kriock-out of the ss cornporierit. In diagrarris l b  
arid l c  tlie T. a. p arid W mesoris are exchariged. For details of parariieter fixing arid a discussion 
of uricertainties related to unkriown phase relations we refer tlie interested reader to [SI. In 
figs. 2 arid 3 we sliow the spiri density matrix arid tlie decay asyrnmetry (threshold predictioris 
are depicted by tlie long-daslied liries). One cari See a strong modificatiori of the anisotropy 
for 4 -+ C+C decays by the knock-out niechariism at small arigles 6'. Tliis effect is srnaller for 
K*Kk'- decays arid depends ori tlie strarigeriess weight b2. 
@ -> e'e- 
e Edegl 0 weg1 
Fig. 2 T l l ~  spin dwsitj- matrix elen~ent poo for tlie Fig. 3 Tfie asynrnetrj- of # -+ e+e- d e m  nor- 
rtvzction pp 3 ppQ at 0.1 Ck\*ahove tlireshold for rnalized to the tlireshold value for an imaginary 
cIiff~r~rit cliarmds arid f«r an i~riaginary tr~rfio. tn-o-bodj- T marris. Solid, dotted and dot-daslicd 
T mntris. Ci~ntririlmtioi~ from t11r OB33 chanriel lincs correspond to b2=0., 0.01 and 0.05. -4 p s i -  
1i1: tk>t-&~sl~rc~ li~ir-. o h~rtwmtrahlung charind Ib: tiw r-alne of  the pliasc factor nl [2] (real phase) 
triarigk~ rnark~rs. o sl~ake-off Ic: dot rna-kers. is niarked h ~ -  crosses (diamonds). 
Soft Hadron Production in pp Collisions B 
H. MULLER 
Soft hadron production is a non-perturbative process the understanding of wliich is at present 
based to a large extent on phenomenological models. Tlie ROC niodel [I] is an atternpt to 
describe soft liadron production in the whole center-of-mass energy region frorn threshold up to 
several tens of GeV, where the complete liadronic interaction is dorninated by soft productioii. 
At still higher energies riew pheiioniena like high-pt jets occur and rriake the interaction picture 
niore coniplicated. 
Tlie model is based on tlie assuniption tliat the relative Cross section of each possible final state 
is giveri by its statistical weight. whicli is. liowever, modified by applying enipirical transition 
matrix elenients as additional weights and cuts in tlie phase space. 
The production process is assunied to proceed via intermediate states called fireballs or clusters. 
They are created iri a first stage of tlie interaction arid have tlieir origin in tlie corriplicated inter- 
nal partonic structure of the two interacting liadrons. In dependerice on the iriipact paraineter 
arid the collision energy a varying nuniber of fireballs is produced. Tlie probability of creating a 
definite number of fireballs is in the present version of tlie ROC rriotiel parameterized by a iicga- 
tive binoniial distribution. Tlie well knowri facts of liniitetl transverse nioirierita of tlie prodiiced 
particles and the observation of so called leadirig particles are i~~ipleiiiented lo; distributhg tlie 
produced fireballs in longitudinal phase-space thc? diniensioiis of wl~icli are fixed I ) J ~  ~"WU pwra- 
nieters. tlie niean transverse riionientuni of tlie fireballs arid tlie riieaii longitiidiiial uioiiieiitiim 
of tlie two leading fireballs. Tlie fireballs are cliaracterized t>y two parstnieters. a teiiiprratixw C) 
arid a radius R. which deterniine thc relative eriergy and the riicmi ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ity of thcl par t ich 
iri wliidi tlie fireballs decay. Particle prodiiction is assii11it.d to procc?cd via tlitl c.nWkm of quark- 
antiqiiark pairs whicli are siibsecpeiitly randoiiily conhincd to forrii tlic resiiltiiig liatiroiis. T h  
suppressiori of straiigeriess productioii relative to 1x1) arid (lowii quarks is titk~ii iito acwiiiit by 
one furtlier paranieter. 
p + p 3 hadron + X p + p 2 X pronys 
ter set. In the present version tlie parameters have been fixed at the higliest energy considered 
(-JS = 63 GeV). The energy dependence of the mean multiplicity of charged particles lias been 
reproduced by slight chances (not more than about 10 %) of O and R. All the other parameters 
r'emain unchanged. In this way a huge amount of data in a wide energy region can be quite well 
reproduced. For instance, in Figs. 1 arid 2 the energy dependence of the calculated multiplicities 
of various particles and of the topological Cross sections are compared witli experimental data. 
In botli cases the reproduction of the data is quite: satisfactory. 
p ( 2 0 0 G e V / c ) + p  -+ pl(ly,lS0.25)+p,+X 
p + p d s  = 27.5 GeV - 
- - 1 0  , 8 , . , '  
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- Fig. 3 Measured rnultiplicities I-ersus rnodel results. 
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Fig. 4 Ir~cltisir-r tri-o-partick correlatiorl furictioris for clmged-cliargrd (GCC). nrlgatil-e-11egatir-e (Cp-) 
and p o s i t i ~ - C > - e i e  (C f - )  particles as a furiction of  t11e rapiclity differerice y. - y, wlieri 1 y, 15 0.23. 
Points are experir~iental data takeri froni 161. histograrns slion- tlie 111odel calculations. 
Fig. 3 sliows tlie mnultiplicities of produced particles at 27.5 GeV. With tlie exception of A* = 
11(1520) tlie points lic in tlie vicinity of the daslied line. wliidi is defined by the equality of 
rnctasured antl calculated mndtiplicities. 
Curi-elatioii caefficierits G(y1. y2) = p2(31. o f i )  - 1)1 ( I J I ) ~ ~  (Y.) with pi (Y) = a- 'do /dy  arid 
pa (yi . y2) = @-'d20/C1:yi dm h i n g  t.licl one and two-particle rapidity densities are sliown in Fig. 4. 
The peaks in Fig. 4 indicate that tlie particles are not randomly distribiited. Instead. tliere is an 
incrmsed prohabilitp to f i r d  a second particlcl near tlie rapidity value of tlie first one. This is a 
dirwt experinmital proroof of tlie firel~all hypotliesis. Tlie model results tend to overestiniate the 
t:o~rrelatiori iridicating tliat the fireball pararneters O arid R mnust be further optimized. 
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Thermal Particle Production at SIS? B 
The dynamics of heavy-ion collisions up to bombarding energies of 2 A-GeV is quite successfully 
described by transport approaches of the BUU type. These models are usually very involved. 
and tliere is a natural desire to understand the experimental data within simpler models. Among 
those approaches the thermal models play an important role. At SPS and AGS energies the final 
particles abundances are very successfully described within thermal models. Recently several 
authors [1,2] were aiming to describe the particle ratios also at SIS energies. 
In order to study to what an extent tlie assumptiotis of the thermal equilibrium is realized 
in heavy ion collisions at SIS energies we perform calculations within our transport niodel [3]. 
First we study tlie relaxation process towards chemical and thermal local equilibrium. For tliis 
purpose we enclose nuclear matter in a box with a volume of 5000 fm? The initial state consists 
of two currents of homogeneous matter flowing against each other. The initial paranieters are 
chosen to reproduce realistic conditions for freeze out, namely density p = 0.5p0 and energy per 
baryon C = e / p  - mpWt„= 140 MeV. 
time [fdc] 
10 - . i<+ creation - I K+ freeze out -.-..-..... - 8 -  n creatimn - ---. - 
2 nfreeze out ------- 
p freeze out  
-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
Qzz 
Status of the Production of Large Trapezoidal Drift Chambers for the 
HADES Experiment B 
F. D O H R ~ I A ~ ,  W. ENGHARDT. E. GROSSE, L. NAUMANN, M. SOBIELLA 
.4KD THE H,&DES-COLL.~BOR.~TIOK 
Fig. 1 =I AIDC' III frazne on a trayezoidally shaped table. Readout pads h a w  to be glued into the fraznc 
b&re rvi~dizig. Xote the size of  the frame. 
Thc setup of the high accepta~ice di-electrori spectrometer HADES at GSI. Dariristadt, has 
l)cguri in 1008. The large supcrcoiiductiiig niagnet as well as botli riiainfrariies liave beeri 
installed [I]. A pion productiori target was operated successfully iri tlie HADES bearrilirie. First 
experinierits investigating thc properties of vector niesoiis in dense nuclear rnatter are sclieduled 
for 1990 [2]. 
At the tietector Iaboratory of tlie FZ  Rossendorf tlie final design of the Zarge trapezoidal low- 
niass cirift dianibers Qcf. figure 1) of the HADES tracking systerri has been developed. Being the 
second largest traikirig plane (MDC 111) of the spectronieter it consists of 6 niodules with an 
;ic.tivc area of - 2.2 rn%nd a drift cell size 8 X 12 mm2. Eacli rnodule lias 6 tirift iell layers, i.e. Ci 
aiodc. ;trrd T catliodc franies. Sirice the sizc of the fraines is enoriiloiis. tliey have to be asse~ribled 
frtm foilr pictacs. Tlie frarries consist of Stesalit material (Stesalit EP107-G118-30, Y = 30 GPa). 
Both the riiacliiiiing arid tlie gluing of tlre franies liave beeri done at a sniall coinpany (Kossniarin. 
T8532 Tt~ttlirige~i. Gerrriariy) whidi liacl already proveri to be well equipped for nianufacturing 
ariotlier of tlre HADES tracking plarres (MDC I) for trlie detector laboratory of GSI Darmstadt [2]. 
AIcanwliilta. the entire set of frames for all G detector niodules has beeil delivered to Rossendorf. 
Al-wires ( 811 and 100 p i  dia~rieter.) for catliocie arid field wires arid turigsteri wires (20 pm) have 
bpen orcle~xd. Rc-adout pack fm the wires Iiaw 1)eeri developed arid llave beeil delivered. The 
prodl~ction »f the ~iiod~iles has started in tlie beginriing of 1999. A first mociule is expected to 
be wriiplef txi in fall 1999. 
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A Model of the Dilepton Spectrum from W Meson Decays Applicable to 
HADES Experiments B - w  
B. KÄMPFER, O.P. PAVLENKO' 
The current CERES experiments at CERN and the starting HADES measurements at GSI have 
initiated a great deal of activities in understanding the behavior of hadrons in dense hadronic 
matter. In spite of tliese activities there is so far no comnionly accepted understanding of pro- 
perties of liadrons in a dense nuclear environment. Iii particular, according to the Brown-Rho 
scaling hypotliesis [I] the vector niesoii masses sliould universally drop in the matter witli in- 
creasing density of tlie medium. At the sanie time several analyses of the meson masses based 
on an effective Lagrangian which combine chiral SU(3) dynamics witli vector mesoii doiniiiance 
[2] show different in-medium niodifications of tlie p and W rnasses: the p niesoii niass clianges 
only slightly in comparison with the corresponding modificatiori of W mass. The last approacli 
is also in agreement with QCD sum rule analyses if one replaces tlie simple delta functioii 
approximation of the spectral function p] by the full spectrmn. 
All the above mentioned theoretical estimates assunie the vector niesons to be at rcst relative to 
the surrounding medium, i.e., tiie phase space of the produced dileptons froni nieson deea;ys is 
,ton rates restricted by G= 0, wliere Cis tlie momentum of lepton pair. On the other Iiaiid the dilq 
d ~ / d ~ q ,  planned to be nieasured in HADES experirnents. depend 011 tlie full four-irioiiielitiii~l qp 
providing very iniportant experimental information 011 the in-medium currerit-current corrclatioii 
function in a wide kinematical region of qp. 
111 order to axialyze the full dilepton spectra froni nieson decays riieasured witli HADES WP will 
use, in a first atternpt. the simple model of splierically synirnetrical collectivt: flow of riiicle- 
ar matter. In Boltzmann approxiination for tht: tliernial distrilnitinri of W inesons wc gt>t tlir 
following expression for the dilepton spectriini froni ineson dt:ra;ys 
d N  - VdqoTd -- exp (- 2) sinli (T) i i (q).  
d5q ( 2 ? ~ ) ~ y v y  
where tlie function A(q) deiiotes t,hc HADES ac:reptaiiw [J]. qo is tliv cimgy of tlw r1rat;viiig 
niesoii and q  = 14. arid v stands for tlic avcragetl radial f l c ~  vclocity. T l i ~  vdiitw of thti w 
meson decay temperature Td anü tIie correspoidirig i i iatt~r volutiit~ iirt> ohtaiiicd witliin tlw 
liydrodynaiiiic model [Ci] under tlie assuinptioii of approxiiiiately ~oiistiz~it pri)filrw of trliipwatitn* 
arid density at tlie niesori decw instaiit t d  = l/r„ wlwre iii-iii~rlitini niodiiiratioiis of thr s: int3soii 
widtli I', are to bt? included. 
Tlie goal of siicli a niodel is to take into ~ ~ o i i r i t  t h  e&ct of d i i d  f h v  w1iii.h liiis p ~ v c ~ t i  
iniportant in lioavy-iori collisioiis at SIS viicrgit~s. IiiiLwi tq. (I  1 (lc~ic~iistrütc*~ lt:tt t f ~  clilrytoii 
spectriiin depends oii tlip flow- propcrtit'wof intitti~r d t ~  to 1)oossiiig tht* ~iirious rrmtri1~utir)mi t t r  
a coniniou reftwric-r frarne. Rclsiilts of iiii~ilcrird siiiiiiltttioiis will hr rt~pr~rttd elsewlicw. 
Quark Propagator and Dilepton Production in the Quark-Gluon Plasma B 
As an experiniental probe of the quark-gluon plasma. virtual photons decaying into lepton pairs 
Iiave been proposed since they are emitted from the fireball witliout further interaction. We 
will argue on general grourids by considering in-medium properties of quarks, that the thermal 
dilepton spectrunl of deconfined matter features distinct structures which niay provide a uriique 
signal for the experiniental creation of this new state of matter. 
Tlie infiuence of tlie plasma on tlie properties of particles is described by the selfenergy, whicli 
lias for tlie light quarks tlie general form C ( p o , p )  = -U$ - byo, witli U ,  b being functions of tlie 
energy po aiid monientuni p. The exact propagator S = (5';' - C)-l can be decornposed into 
lielicity eigenstates corresporiding to the propagating excitatio~is: a particle niode q+ aiid an 
antiparticle-hole excitation q- called plasmino. The dispersion relations W* ( p )  of both ferrriionic 
inodes are given by the poles of the propagator and can be expressed by tlie functions U and b. 
As a general feature resting only 0x1 isotropy arguments, both branclies cari be shown to have tlie 
same rest energy w+(O) and opposite slope at vanishiiig niomentuni. On the otlier hand, 1,oth 
branclies approach the light cone for hard niomenta, W* ( p )  + p. Consequentely, the dispersion 
relation starting with tlie negative slope (tlie plasniirio braricli, as it turns out) has a miiiinium 
at a non-vanishing momentuni [I]. Tliis argument shows that the non-trivial minimum found 
previously iii perturbative calculations, as well as in an effective non-perturbative apyroach 
takirig tlie gluon condensate into account [2]. is a general feature of tlie quark propagator. 
Tlie existence of this niininium has interesting consequences on the spectruni of emitted lepton 
pirs .  These are produced by electrornagnetic transitions betweeii the branclies, q+ -+ q-y*, or 
by annihilation. q&* --+ y*. For Zero 3-~nomentuin of tlie lepton pair. e. g.. the first process 
coiitributes for irivariant masses M snialler than tlie rriaxiniu~ii of tlie eriergy difference E ( p )  = 
w+(p) - W- ( P )  of tlie two branclies, where it terniinates with a van-Hove singularity caused by 
tlie diverging deiisity of states (dE(p) /dp) - ' .  Similaril'r: tlie plasniirio amiihilation cl-~annel 
opens at  211 = 2w-(p„i,) with a second van-Hove singularity due to the dip in tlie plasiniiio 
braridi. At Ai = 2w&(0) tlie qiiark aniiihilation sets in. wliicli domiriates at large invariant 
inass. Due to tlle close relation to tlie plas~nirio dip. tlie dilepton rate obtained from tlie exact 
dispersion relation is tlius exyected to liave similar peaks arid gaps as calculated iii tlie approadi 
[J]. cf. Fig. 1. Altliougli atlier effects as. e. g., bre~iisstralilung will smear out tliese singularities, it 
will I)<: wortliwhile looking for distiiict structures of tlie dilepton rate at invariant masses below 
1 GeV as a strong ilidication of tlie preserice of collective excitatioris of decorifiried quarks. 
Fig. 1 The dileptori prorluction rate at rctnishirqq 
3-11~01nerttz1m as calculafed in [2J 
Interpreting the Dilepton Excess in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Reactions by a 
Unique Thermal Source B>'- 
E;. GALLMEISTER, B.  KÄMPFER. O.P. PAVLENKO' 
Recently the NA50 collaboration launched the interpretation of the observed excess of dimuons 
in the intermediate mass region, Seen in the reaction Pb(158 A.GeV) + Pb, as abnornrally 
enhanced Open charm production; the NA38 data of the reaction S(200 A-GeV) + U is similarlg 
interpreted. 111 contrast. the dielectron excess in the low-mass region, observed in tlie reaction 
Pb(158 A-GeV) + Au by tlie CERES collaboration, is quite naturally explained by secomiary 
processes which can be interpreted as thermal dilepton radiation from tlie fire ball. Also previous 
interpretations of the low-mass dielectron excess in the reaction S(200 A-GeV) + Au (CERES) 
arid the intermediate-mass dimuon excess in the reaction S(200 AeGeV) -t W (HELIOS-3) as 
thermal dileptons successfully describe the data. 
Desirable is, of Course, a unique interpretion of all of tlie mentio~ietl measiirements. As a first 
step we have pararneterized tlie CERES excess by a simple thermal source functioil (see ficr. 1). 
The Same source function is shown [I] to describe also the NA50 rneasuremerits (see fig. 2). 
Dileptons, Charm and Bottom at RHIC and LHC B 
K. GALLPIIEISTER, B. KAMPFER, O.P. PA~~LEKKO~ 
To get information on the Iiottest stages of deconfined matter during heavy-ion collisions, dilep- 
toiis as a penetrating probe are one of the most favourable messengers. With increasing beani 
eiiergy also otlier production channels for dileptons gain importance, especially tlie correlated 
semileptonic decays of Open charm arid bottorn rnesons. 
We have studied tlie systernatics of these rates and the Drell-Yan (DY) process with iricreasing 
energy Js froni SPS to the future colliders RHIC aiid LHC for tlie intermediate niass regiori. 
where the thermal signal is expected to be best visible [2]. There is no preferable eriergy regiori 
for observing the thermal sigiial of deconfined matter. When going to very high energy l/s the 
thernial signal exceeds the DY yield, however the charm and bottorn coiitributioris become even 
stronger (see fig. 1). 
Kineniatical cuts superimposed to the detector acceptance Open a window for the thermal 
signal. One possibility is to look at the double differential rate dN/dM:dQt (where Ml is the 
transverse nlass arid QL is the transverse momentum) within a narrow ML range and a suitably 
adjusted sirigle-lepton transverse rnonientuni cut p F n  [I]: The thermal signal, obeyirig tlie 
so-called ML-scaling. extends nearly up to the kinematical boundary, whereas the backgrourid 
is suppiessed for larger QL-valiies. Another possibility is to use only an iricreased pyin-cut. 
Then the backgrouiid in the invariant uiass spectrurn becoines suppressed (fig. 2) [2]. The 
thermal signal sliows a 'plateau', while tlie DY yield has a threshold like behavior at M = 2pyn. 
Also the charrri arid bottoni contributions are strorigly suppressed below this value of M. 
s'" [GeV] 
Fig. 1 Thr cltpl,imlt~ritr~ of clilcy~toms fi-01x1 tlzr Fig. 2 The inmriant mass spectra of di1epton.s 
lorwst-orcfcr proresses (D3- arid corrclated fronz the DI-process, charm and bottom decay. 
semilrptrmic. clrcays of Open cham and bottoni arid thernzal emission at  LHC V-ithin t6e ALICE 
ni t~so~~s)  anti the thernd sozzrce (tx1.7 purely acceptance. The single-electron Iow tra~lsr-rrse 
decao>nfiriecf rnatttir) (3x1 s'b'. nion~entum cut is P?"' = 3 Gel: The fat dots 
indicate the estimates of the lort=Jf thermal 
plateau as described in 121. T h  lahels at thr 
thrrnlal curves indicate initial temperatures. 
Thermodynamics of Deconfined Matter at Finite Chemieal Potential B 
The available lattice QCD calculations are presently constrained to vanishing chemical po- 
tential~ p of the quarks. In contrast. the equation of state of deconfined matter is calculated 
at finite values of the temperature T at p = 0 for pure SU(3) gluon gauge fields and for the 
four flavor case with small quark masses. We have extended [l] our previous quasi-particle 
inodel [2] to extrapolate the lattice QCD results at p = 0 to finite values of p. Tlie rnodel 
is based on an ansatz for the pressure which contains tlie contributions of tlie quasi-particles 
and a rnean field terni. The resulting expression for the eritropy density looks formally as 
that one of a superposition of ideal gases. however. tlie quasi-particles are explicitly tem- 
perature and density dependent. A selfconsistency condition results in an equation which 
transports the information from the T axis into the T - p plane (see fig. 1). Our model does 
not Cover the transition to confined matter. However, there is a regio~i whcre tlic effective 
coupling strength becomes large (see fig. 2). In this region the confinernerit traiisitioii is expected. 
Tadpole Resummed 44 Thermodynarnics B 
Finite temperature quantum field theory is the framework to describe hot and dense quan- 
tum systems as tlie quark-gluon plasma (QGP). This state of matter. presumably attainable in 
relativistic heavy-ion collisions. is characterized by a strong coupling strerigth. Herice, the quan- 
titative description of properties of tlie QGP requires nonperturbative rnethods. In the following. 
a consistent analytical approacli is outlined for the 44 model field theory with tlie Lagrarigiaii 
L = (aP4)(Pq5) - 9 44, and a possible extensioii to QCD is poiiited out. 
Our approacli [I] is based on the functional Luttiriger-Ward forrriulation of therrnodyna- 
mics as origirially derived in conderised matter physics. With Tx denotiilg the finite tem- 
perature phase space integration, tlie thermodynamic potential of the scalar theory reads 
IR = 2 V T X  [ln(-A-l) + A n ]  + fll where II and A = (AÖ' - II)-' deiiote the exact sel- 
fenergy arid propagator, respectively. The functional R1 can be decoriiposed into the selferiergy 
skeletori co~itributioris. Owing to tlie fundamental stationary property GR/SII = 0 there is a close 
relatiori between fl and II. which in leading order with IR' zz f2; = -3 yields for tlie sel- 
fenergy the approximation IIl = 12 9 = 12 ($) T x  Al. Renornializing & by iutmduciiig 
tlie physical coupling g" X =X + 12 at a nioiiientiiin scale - T, 111 is deterniined 
b~ 
where W, = (II' +J?)$. arid n ~ ( a )  = [ exp (~ )  - 11-I is the Bose function. Tlie pressure, which 
is related to the thermodynarnic potential by p = -fl/k7, is approxiniated by 
snd displayed iri fig. 1. The approximatioris (1. 2) represeiit conipleto resuniinatio~is of all dia- 
grarris witli a tadpole topology. In contrast to tlie perturbative results. even for large values of 
Q. pi as showii in fig. 1 has a srnootli behavior and does not deviate rriuch from tlie free limit. 
I ' I ' I ,  I ' 
P?,.' Fig.  1 T l ~ e  pressure yi . eq. (2). and the ideal 
1.0 T'- - - -. - - Pi gas contributiori pid ( t l ~ e  first term in eq. (2)) .. - - '.._ - - - - - ---- rr-hicli looks like an ideal gas of quasiparticlw 0.75 - 
R, 
. Pid with rriass as deterri~ir~etl bv eq. (1)  as 
\ 4 0.5 - - functions of the couplirg strengt11 {j in units 
PI$-. .. - of 1 % ~  = T'. For cornparison. t11e leading 
0.25 - and nest-to-leachg order perturbatir-e results 
are slmri-n as n-ell. 
1 . 1 . 1 . 1 .  
2 4 6 8  
9 
Corifirmeti by other iionperturbative approaches to the 4' theory. this general behavior is also 
fotinct in lattice siniiilatioris of tlie QGP. Indeed. an effective quasiparticle model motivated by 
the striicture of (2) reproduces. with suitable selferiergy approximatioiis. available lattice data. 
JIoreover. this iioriperturhative model allows predictions [Z] beyoiid lattice calculatioiis. 
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Induced Soft Gluon Radiation in a QCD Medium B 
The soft gluon radiation induced by energetic partons propagating through a medium of quarks 
arid gluons is of great interest now, since the radiative energy loss and corresponding stopping 
power of quark or gluon jets might serve as a probe of the quark-gluon plasma formation in ul- 
trarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. It was recently shown that the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal 
effect plays a very important role for the formation of gluon bremsstrahlung in a QCD mediuni. 
At the Same time it is well-known from electrodynamics that the radiation can be modified not 
only by multiple scatterings of the radiating particle but also by tlie medium polarizatio~i, i.e. 
the enlitted photon is affected. It was firstly pointed out by Ter-Mikaeliaii [ I ]  that the dielec- 
tric polarization of the medium can also cause a loss of coherence, suppressing in this way the 
emission process. 
The strong reduction of the formation length, reflecting tlie suppressiori of radiation due to the 
dielectrical effect. can be Seen in electrodynamics by the following siniple qualitative estimates. 
In the high-frequency approximation the dielectrical "coristant" becomes E = 1-w;/w2, wliere wI, 
is tlie plasnia frequency. In a mediuni the dispersion relation between ericrgy W and irioiiieiitiiiii 
4 -, + 
k beconies W = 1k1/& in contrast to tlie vacuuni dispersiori relation W = Ikl (we use iiiiits with 
TL = C = 1). As a result tlie "vacuuni" formation length lf = 2y2/w is rediiced fo l j  = 2wlw;f iii 
the interval wp « W « ywp. wliere y is tlie Lorentz factor of tlie radiati~ig particle. 
Due to the long-range properties of color forces one can expect tliat tlie polarizatiori of a ()CD 
medium is also important for the induced gluon radiatioii. In a recent note 121 wt: liave comi- 
dered the influence of the QCD ~nediuni polarizatiori oii tlie iii<lii<:etl soft gliion eiiiissioii and 
dernonstrated the existence of the non-Abelian analogiie to tlie Ter-Mikaeliaii effect. WP trm- 
ted tlie gluon radiatiori for single scatkering of a fast parton and hctvc sliowri tliat. tliitl tro t l ~  
polarization of the surrouiiding medium, tlie resultiiig gluoii spectriirn in thc siiiall trrtiwvwsc 
iiiomentuni regioii is considerably siippressed arid the irifrared divergeriw is rt?giilarizt~tf tty t h t j  
gluon mass. This result is extended to nniltiple scatteriiigs iii a QCD iricvliiiiii. 
Our approacli is based oii tlie quasi-Aheliari diagrariis displaycd in fig. 1. whicll proviclt~ tlic* 
iiiaiii coritribiitiori to the radiatioii ariiplitiide iiri a ccrtaiii phasc spwc rcyjoli ['L] iii tfit. A C = 0 
gauge [J]. It sliould bc: enipliasized tliat ;L c.oriiplett: analysis of tlw Tw-XIikarliai~ cffocAt ixi QC'D 
needs tlie consideratioii of iiiterferences Ix?twccii gliioii procliic-tiou aiid rcw;tttrriiig aiiiplit iiclt's. 
i.e. rnuch more diagrariis thaii dispkayed in fig. 1. 
Effect of Opaqueness in Two-Pion Correlations in Relativistic Heavy-Ion 
Collisions B 
Measuremerits of correlations of pions as a function of their relative momenta are used to deter- 
niirie tlie source size in heavy ion reactioris using the Hanbury-Brown arid Twiss effect. If pions 
are rescattered withiri the hot riuclear source tliey are emitted from a relatively small surface 
regiori whidi is determiried forni tlieir meari free patli [I]. This effect will reduce tlie apparent 
radius of tlie source if the correlatiori functiori C2(K. q) is measured in outward direction, i.e. if 
tlie differerice of tlie morneiita of the two pioris q = p - p' is parallel to tlie average pair nio- 
riieritum K = $(p + P'). To investigate this effect quarititatively we iritroduce irito the equatiori 
of motiori for tlie pioris an absorptive potential. 
The correlation functiori Cz is essentially determined by tlie Square of the derisity rnatrix p(p, p') 
wliicli is giveri by tlie overlap of tlie pion wave functions and the source function S(r,  V) 
wliere W .  W' denote tlie pion eriergies, T is the life time of the source whicli depends also ori 
tlie velocity field V. For details See ref. [2]. The wave furictioris are obtained by solving the 
Klein-Gordon equatiori wit li a potential U 
Tlie meari free path X is estiriiated from the baryoiiic derisity arid the piori-riucleori cross-sectiori 
riiairily governed by the A resoiiarice. Due to the therrnd niotion the widtli of tlie A resonarice is 
iricreased to about 250 MeV. Usirig a Gaussiari source distributiori cliaracterized by a radius Ro 
tlict calculated correlatiori functiori C2 still lias the typical Gaussiari sliape ~ X ~ ( - ~ ~ R $ ~ , )  but 
~ ~ i t l i  an apparerit radius RHBT. Fig. 1 shows tlie obtairied radii for ari ideal uncharged source 
(left arid also tlie cornnion irifluerice of opaqueness, flow arid cliarge (riglit ppael). Tlie 
cllarge leads to an iiicrease of tlie sideward radius for negative pioris while the flow reduces all 
tht: obsc?rvcd radii witli growirig monieritum of the pion pair. Tlie influeiice of the opaqiieriess 
destroys tlie correlation of tlie emissiori time T with tlie differerice betweeii outward arid sideward 
radius. 
Z=O <ß>=O -1 Z = l m  <P>= 0.35 
R0=4.5 fm .r=5 fmlc T=80 MeV 
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Fig. 1 Ratios of HBT radii to  
tbe geometrical radius extracted 
from sideward ar~d outward coi- 
rdatioris as a filnctior~ of  tlle ave- 
rage n~onlentum K o f  the pian 
pair. The left panel shows the 
pure opaqnemss effect while the 
right panel shows in addition the 
il~fluence o f  Coulo~nb and veloci- 
t-y field in  the sonrce. 
Pion Exchange Effects in Elastic Backward Proton-Deuteron Scattering B 
L.P. KAPT.&RI~, B. KÄIIPFER, S.M. DORKIN' S.S. S E ~ I I K H ~  
In a recent work [I] we have studied relativistic effects and polarization observables in elastic 
proton - deuteron (pd) backward scattering. This approach is based on the impulse approxi- 
niation, i.e., the one-nucleon exchange diagram shown in fig. 1, and a realistic deuteron wave 
function obtained as solution of the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation. The comparison of some ob- 
servables (such as Cross section, polarization transfer and tensor analyzing power) with available 
experimental data shows that some gross features are satisfactorily well described, but there 
are still remarkable deviations in detail. Therefore, one might argue that one has to go beyond 
the impulse approximation to get better agreement with data. As first extension we are goixig 
to include the triangle diagrams displayed in fig. I. Such improvements are necessary siiice at 
COSY-TOF the elastic backward scattering reaction @'d -+ @'(l8O0)d(O0) will be measured in 
near future with polarized proto~i beams (approved COSY proposal 68.1). In this experinient 
tlie proton-proton polarization transfer can be nieasured. As example of our calculations 121 we 
exhibit in fig. 2 the proton arid the deuteron polarization transfer. 
P" 
Fig . 1 The one-nucleozi (left diagram) and the one-piozi exchange grapl~s for tliv rlastic ptl rcwtion. 
Fig. 
On the Sequence of Proton and Composite Particle Emission in Central 
Reactions of Ru+Ru at 400 A MeV BsG 
R. I<;OTTE, H. \T. BARZ: I\-. NEUBERT. C. PLETTNER. D. \f70H~FARTH, 
AND THE FOPI COLLABORATION 
Fig. 1 LTpper panel: Forward (full dots) 
a~id hackn-ard (open dots) longitudinal 
experi~~iental correlatio~z functio~~s of
'He-p pairs. Tlie arrori- marks the 
positio~~ of a resonance due to tlie 
dem)- of the particle-unhound grozznd 
state of %i (J" = 2-. = 6 Mel-). 
The full and daslz~d Iines giw tlie 
corrwponding model predictio~~s 
witli t11e true (apparent) time delay 
of m ~ ,  - rP = 11.7 (4.5) fni/c. Tlie 
hatched area i~lclicatc~s the iznreliaMr re- 
gim. Lorwr panel: Fora-ard/hackri.ard 
ratio of esperinimtal (squares) and 
tll~oretical (line) correlatio~z fuiictions. 
Small-angle correlatioris of pairs of light charged pasticles 
produced in central collisions of 9 6 R ~  + 9 6 ~ ~  at a beam 
energy of 400 A.MeV are investigated with tlie FOPI de- 
tector systerri at GSI Darrristadt [I]. In order to detesmirie 
the space-time differences iri the ernissiori of rionideritical 
particles, we follaw the recipe of Lediiicki et al. [2] who 
proposed to measure tlie ratio of longitudirial correlatiori 
functions R(q) + 1 of particles liaving tlie relative rno- 
menturn q = p(vl - vz) parallel and anti-parallel to the 
pair velocity v i . ~  = (pi + pa)/(m1 + 7 r ~ ) .  where vl,n arid 
pl,n are the velocities arid nionierita of particles 1,2 in tlie 
source frame, arid p = rnirn2/(mz + r n a )  is their redu- 
ced niass. The forward and backward correlatiori fuiicti- 
011s are defiried by the cuts ori tlie angle betweeri q an$ 
~ 1 2 .  COS< > 0 arid cosC < 0. respectively. This clioice 
selects pairs witli the lorigitudinal velocity comporierit V L  
of particle 1 beirig larger or srrialler tliari the correspori- 
dirig value of particle 2. A ceritral source is selected by 
a cut ori large charged-particle aiultiplicities in tlie outer 
Plastic Wall whicli coniprises about 8 % of the total Cross 
section. Tlie corriparisori of tlie correlatioris with tlie corre- 
sporiding results of a final-state interactiori rriodel delivers 
quantitative estirriates of tlie apparerit eriiission tiriies 131. 
Time differences as sliort as 1 fm/c N 3 10-" sec are re- 
solved. The strorig collective expaiisiori of tlie participa~it 
zorie found in ceiitral collisioris iritrodiices not oiily an ap- 
parerit reductiori of tlie source raciiiis (see also ref. [4]) but 
also a rnodificatioii of the erriissiori tirrie differerices whicli 
is strorigest for large differerices of tlie particle masses. After correctirig for botli effects, for the 
first tiilic [3] a coriq)lc%e sequerice of the eniissiori tirnes of p. d. t, : 3 ~ e .  arid tr particles is preseri- 
ted (cf. taMe 1). Herc. tlie source radius is fixed by fitting tlie p-p arid d-ti correlatiori furictioris 
witli a Gaiissiari sourct: of Zero lifetirne arid radius Ro = 5.7 frn. 
Figiire 1 shows. as an examplt?. tlie resiilt for %e-p pairs. Obvioiisly tlie particles experierice 
ri, stro1igt.r final statt: iriteractioii if V ~ ( ' ~ H ~ )  > v~,(z>). This is 0111;~ ~)ossil>le if tlie %e particles 
are erriitted 1der tliari the protons. Tlie flow correctioii iricreases tlie apparerit eriiissiori time 
differente 131- aboiit 7 fxii/c. 
Table 1 T h  emissio~~ time seqrrence of p. d, t. " ~ e ,  and a particles derived fror11 the ratios 
R'/R- for äll ten cor~~biimtio~~s f noriide~~tical particles. 
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F'ragmentation of 12C and 27A1 by 1 GeV Protons 
Comparison of Experimental Data with Model Calculations "' 
L&. , ~ N D R O N E N K O ~ ,  L.1.N. ANDRONENKO', \TT. I\;EUBERT AND D.hi. SELIVESTROY~ 
Fragment production by 1 GeV protons interacting with targets from Be to Au was investi- 
gated in ref. 11,2]. An incident proton initiates a cascade of successive NN and .rrN collisions - - - 
leaving target residues with excitation energies sufficient to undergo clusterization. These pro- 
cesses are well described by the Intra-Nuclear Cascade (INC) model coupled with the Statistical 
Multifragnientation Model (SMM) as far as medium-weight target nuclei are coiisidered [3.4]. 
Here, we compare inclusive data (measured at Olab = 30° and 126") available for light nuclei 
with corresponding calculations. The results demonstrate that (i) coinposite particle production 
by coalescence has minor influence on the findings presented below and that (ii) the calculated 
kinetic energy spectra of fragments with Z > 2 are steeper (i.e. equivalent to louler. apparent 
ternperatures) compared with the experimental ones. Tlie consideration of preequilibriuni einis- 
sion of light charged particles does not improve the repro- 
duction. For ligliter target-nuclei the data differ rnore arid 1 o3 E,= 1 GeV 1 
reactions) is siirprisingly well reprodiiced. clata i i r  2=3. 
more from an equilibrated scenario inipleniented in the 
model. We present here two examples. Fig. 1 shows the 
E charge distributions of the fragments obtained froni C arid 
z 1 0 2  
Al targets. In case of Al the alrnost exact reproduction $ 
of the shape of the Z distribution by the model points 5 'O 
<O 
to predorninant thermal production. The kinetic energy 2 
spectra of selected fragments (with fixed Z) and of 5 
separated isotopes also show a rather gootf agreeinent 
(fig. 2). However. witli regard to the carbon target tlie 
Fig. 2 Kiiwtic energy spwtra. dors: clara. rlaslirrl fizm: Pig. 3 Iihrtir. tsirrgy spor*tr;i. rwtrttirm 
nioving soiirtr firs. solid l i ~ r ~ s :  nicltk4 c i i l d a t i ~ ~ l s .  ;!W ~ 1 1 ~  s:ar~ic~ i h  jrl fig 2. 
. - C torget 11 l 
* - Ai target 121 C. INC + SMM .L: 
St. Pstersburg JVuclmr Physirs Insfrtutt . 188350 Gatrhint~. Xuhsta 
relative yields are not consistent with the results of the 10-' 
- 
0 5 10 
niodel. But we niention the nearly correct description Fragment charge 
of the slopes of the He isotopes (fig. 3). Especially. tlic Fig. 1 Frag~ilent ( h r g i ~ y i ~ l t k .  solid 
exceptional behaviour of 3 ~ e  (also observed in ot1it.r linw: cdriibtioiis ncmiializr*tl to 
Application of Pulse Shape Analysis to Isotope Separation in Bragg Curve 
Spectroscopy " 
hI.3. XXDRONENKO~ AND MT. NEUBERT 
Flash-ADC's as integral part of a setup designed for fragmentation studies in p+A reactions [l] 
allow to register the complete pulse sliape of the current signal generated iii the Bragg Ioniza- 
tion Chambers (BIC). The separation of certain isotopes becomes possible by the simultaneous 
measurernent of the TOF, range and energy loss, whicli can be additionally verified by using 
redundant quantities. Here we report on a refinement of isotope separation. As mentioned in 
[2]. tlie current signal from the BIC as iniage of the Bragg curve is influenced by tlie apparatiis 
response (especially by the amplifiers shaping times). Tlius, the Bragg peak lieiglit (BP) depeiids 
for a given Z also on the mass A. This fact was used to improve the Z resolution. rnoreover 
it allows resolving isotopes of light nuclei like Li and Be. too. Our niethod used is based 011 
the generation of a reference shape as already demonstrated iri [3]. In analogy, we derived a set 
of reference shapes for tlie isotopes produced in p+12C interactions (fig. 1).  The pulse shapes 
exhibit perceptible differences of botli the BP and the sliape itself over the whole pulse duration 
if different isotopes are involved. If the relationship of a registered pulse shape to a giveii Z 
was recognized during tlie data processing then the most probable reference sh,ape was selected 
by tlie X%riterion wliicli allows to specify the range arid determination of tlie mass nuniber. 
In fig. 2 we sliow tlie obtained energy spectra of ' ~ e  and  OB^ (right panel) the separation of 
wliicli was not feasible by usual methods (left panel). Tlie smallest possible X2 as nieasure of 
tlie quality of a registered pulse can also serve as a condition for a dynamic data reduction to 
remove events distorted by iioise or pile-up as well as a criterion to searcli for rare events during 
tlie acquisition process. 
,,L-_---- ,,L'---- 0 : .  , . . '  
100 150 100 150 100 150 
Ranae Ranqe Range 
aoo *so 
Range Range Range 
Fig. 1 Rcftwnce shapes for He, Li, Be, B ar~d C. Fig. 2 Kineii'c energy distrihutiorls of 
Be isotopes. 
St. P ~ t e m b u q  Nuclear Physics Institute, 188550 Gatchina, Russia 
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Nuclear Physics 
The actil-ities in the nuclear phpics department can be shorth- characterized as follons: 
The esperiniental and theoretical studies of  nuclei at high spin concentrated on 
tlie pl~enomena related with the spin orientation and the breaking of the discrete 
niirror ~-rrrnietries of  deformed nuclear shapes in conjunction with rotational degrees 
of  fkedoni. -4mong- the topics treated by our group the leading one has been the ma- 
gnetic rotation n-hich is also due consideraide attention paid to this phenomenon in 
phj-sics comniunity The dor t  to  del-elop nea- theoretical methods for the restoration 
of broken F-znmetries and to include quantum corrections rr-ere successful. 
Tlie design of the experimental set-up for a polarized photo11 beam at the ELBE 
accelerator has been n-orked out. This facilit~ TI-ill enable us to realize the nuclear 
resonance Auorescence experiments at our home institution. Con~panld to thc 
measurements perfornied up to now in collabora tion at the SDA4LI.3--4C in Darmstad t 
and a t  tlie DI'XAAAIITRO?; in Stuttgart the photo~i encrgr range for the escitatiori 
o f  dipole states can be estended arid the parity ide~itification at high <xcitation 
energy is possible. 
TT participated in an ISOL tJpe experinient at tlie Unilac of  thc GSI Darrristaclt 
aiming at the properties of proton-rich exotic nuclei. T h  ~neasureznents iudiidctl 
the ax-ailable mass separation technique and the coincident rccwrtling of  .J-dclayrd 
7-raj-s nith the Rossendorf CLVSTER Detector and CS1 scgrl~entetl Clowr clrtw- 
tor. Tlie next experiments planned in rollaboration n?th <;SI ronccrn .Y=Z niir.itli 
around mass nurnber .4=70 n-here hoth tlie on-line niass scparator a f  ZIiiliir anti tlio 
fragnient separater at SIS will he used. 
transi tions. 
112 der-eloped a contour integration metliod to account for the correlation energs gain 
due to small amplitude quantum oscillations about a classical1~- stable mean field state. 
This method is applicable to  nuclei and Clusters and i t  allons us to include really the 
large configuration spaces needed for the treatment o f  practical cases. The proposed state 
mixing approach enables one to treat the tunneling process o f  a nuclear sj-stem from a 
gir-en potential energr- minimum to another minirnum. The approach describes e g -  the 
continuous cliange of  a finite many-bodj- smteni from one symmetrj- type to anothcr one 
TT-hich inight esemplifi- similar transition phenomena in other don~ains of  phpics. 
Experimeiits, firstl>r at the JIP Tandem in Heidellm-g and later at the large YarraJ- 
EUROB-ALL at Legiiaro. ri-ere performed to olmrr-e nuclei with N N Z around the mass 
number -4=70. The ri-eak production cliannel for tliis proton rich nuclides reqnire tlie 
simultaneous measurement o f  charged particles arid neutrons in coincidence n-ith the 
eiiiit ted 3 -raj-s. Here, for the first time the Rossendorf Silicon Dctector Ball (RoSiB) ri-as 
successful1~- employed together m-ith tlie EUROBALL neutron ri-all rvhich was crucial 
for selecting the reaction channels. Tlie collected E LTROBrlLL data implied surp~ising 
results for the isotopes 727i3~r. In particular. the band structures of 73Br obtainecl aiith 
the high sensitivity of the ELTROB=lLL spectrometer achicrm ri-ith the value hw =1.8 
-Ziel7 a nerr- limit of  rotational freyuency that is higlier than a q -  valiie observed 1)efore in 
nuclei. Tlie interpreta tion of those structures. in particular tlieir sta11ilit.v is a cliallenging 
task for the theorj-. 
111 preparation to our planned measurements ri-ith Bremsstrahlung at the ELBE accelera- 
tor (3. ?') experinients ozi the semi-magic X=50 isotones 88Sr and 87Rb were performed at 
the S-D-4LIXLiC in Darmstadt and at t6e D13-A4AIITR03T in Stuttgart. respectir-elj; in 
colläboration n-ith our partner groups at the uniwrsities. Tlie emphasis o f  tlie Darnistadt 
q m - i m e n t  was on the paritj- deterniination for the dipole sta tes Oy usiug a set-up of  
tu-o EVROB=ILL CLCSTER detectors a s  Coriipton polarirneters. Tlie physical qziestion 
bohind tbese espc~riiiients concerns the syteznatic searcli for tri-o-phonoii clipole states in 
-\7=N isotoxws 11-hich can be firn11.r- assignctl onlv i f  tlie paritv is cletermined. Tlie plauning 
fbr orir po1arizt.d Br~nmtrahlung sonrco at ELBE ainis a t tht. paritj- nieasureinents iii the 
11igher e.witation emrgt- region E =G-1 0 .lIelF rrrliere the Compton polarimeter beconies 
izicffktieilt. Presclntl~: the sct-up of  tlie polarized Breinsstrahlung at ELBE is optiriiized 
fbr gi't-ing higli enorigh i1itcrisit.v arid to redrzce the photon baekground froni scattering 
;i~ltl tht. effects o f  possil)le neritron prodiiction. 
1x1 miti~iuiiifi. tlw azialj-sis o f  FClBOS tlata the iiidq~endent nieasureniclnt of wloci t~-  
iiutl mcbrgi- fir l~em:.r- f iag~~rmts a t FOBOS allon-ed ont. t» ;1pp[~- a refined separa tion 
o f  t h ~  rt.wctiou c.haunc%s. fol. the fission process by zzsing a nen- paranietrization for tlie 
cfata aual~sis. Tliis lmcls to a more consistent unclerstilndi~ig of  tBe t.omplex +-ziilmics 
of t l ~ e  Iwar-,r-ion iiic1ncc.cI reactions in twergl- region 10-1 00 Mel 7-4 inr-estigated in these 
FOBOS t.sprizir~wts. 
113th rtxard of the niagnctic .susceptiJ~ilit~- o f ;-llnminuni dusters tlie rs'ults demonstrate 
tlw risefid applimtiori o f  the ~~zidear 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ -  ho+- metllods to clzzster phj-sics. 
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking in Rotating Nuclei 
The concepts of spontaneous symmetry breaking are applied to the rotating mean field of nuclei. 
The description is based on the tilted axis cranking model, which takes into account that the 
rotational axis can take any orientation with respect to the deformed density distribution. Tlie 
appearance of rotational bands in nuclei is analyzed [I]. focusing on weakly deformed nuclei at, 
high angular momentum. The quantization of the angular momentum of the valence nucleons 
leads to new phenomena. Magnetic rotation represents the free quantized rotation of a magnetic 
dipole in a near spherical nucleus. Band termination is a consequence of the restricted amount 
of angular momentum readily accessible. The discrete symmetries of tlie mean field Hamiltonian 
provide a classification scheme of rotational bands, both in weakly arid strongly defornied nuclei. 
New symmetries result from the combination of the spatial symmetries of the density distribution 
with the vector of the angular momentum. We analyze iii detail tlie case of tliree niirror planes. 
Most bands correspond to rotation about a principal axis and about aii axis tilted withiii a plane. 
If the angular momentum vector lies outside all three planes, tlie chiral syrnmetry is brokcri. tlic 
consequences of which are discussed. A brief survey of the cases with t.wo and one niirror plsiias 
is given. 
Magnetic Rotation - Rethinking Nuclear Structure 
Until recently it was thouglit that regular rotational barids appeared only in nuclei with a 
substantial deformation. whereas near-spherical nuclei always emitted irregular pattern of y- 
rays. However. in the early 1990s very regular pattern of y-rays - and hence possible evidence 
for rotation - were detected from nuclei that were known to be almost perfect splieres. The 
y-rays do not have electric quadrupole character (E2) but magnetic dipole (MI). Hence, they 
must be einitted from a rotating magnetic dipole. 
The figure on the front page illustrates tliis exotic type of quantal rotor, which was suggested 
in [I]. Tlie new rnode called "Magnetic Rotation" is generated by just a few proton particles 
and neutron holes (or vice versa) outside a closed shell core, which remains passive. The active 
nucleons move on orbits with a high angular rnomentum, which are siniilar to the current loops 
sliown in tlie figure. They interact via the excliange phonoris of surface vibrations. Since the 
interaction is attractive between tlie proton particles. tlieir current loops and, as a consequence, 
their angular niomenta align themselves to the long vector &. The Same holds for the neutron 
holes. wliich align to T". The repulsive interaction between the particles and holes tries to keep 
tlie current loops of tlie protons arid neutrons as mucli separated as possible. Hence, the energy 
lias a ~iiiriimuni for an angle of 90' between and 2 which defines the bottorn of the rotational 
band. The higher members of the band are generated by gradually aligning with Tliis 
process lias been dubbed tlie "sliears" mechanism because it resembles the closing of a pair of 
shears with a spring that tries to keep it Open. Like classical gyroscopes, the blades of the shears 
inust rotate in order to conipensate for the torque exerted by the spring. 
The two blades have very different magnetic inoments because the protons are charged but tlie 
neutroiis not and tlieir spin nioments have opposite signs. Tlierefore. the Cross arrangement of 
tlie current loops generates a large transversal component ppWp of the magnetic dipole moment. 
wliicli perniits to specify the orientation angle. Magnetic rotation is the quantized motion of 
pP„„. wliich is observed as regular bands of strong M1 transitions. The transversal dipole mo- 
nient beco~iies shorter when tthe shears close. Therefore, the rate of rnagnetic dipole radiation. 
wliich is proportiorial to p&pP. decreases witli increasing angular nionientuni. 
hiagnetic rotat+ioii was discovered in t21e Pb  - isotopes. but predicted to exist in a number of 
otlier  nass regioris as well 121. Within the period of tliis report. ~nagnetic rotation was found in 
xz.x l ~ b  [3]. 'l°Cd [ 4  and 106.108S~i [5,6]. Magnetic rotation in its purest form appears in 106Sn. 
tlic: cleviations of whicli froin tlie splierical sliape are less tliari 5%. Tlie experinient [3] was carried 
out. hy tlic FZR group at t k  GASP spectroaieter in Legriaro. Our coritribution to the work [4-Ci] 
corisivts in tlie tlieoretical iriterpretation. 
Fig. 1 Sec front pagc 
diagnetic rntntion. Thrr l&i.ql~-j proton parficks und neutron holes form cuvent loops embedded i n  in 
near- syherical rrrass distribution of the nucleus. These cwrent loops as well us the associated transuerse 
magwtic mornent pp„,., albw us  to speciiy the angle of a rotation around the axis f. The total angular 
momanfwn J itzcreases by the gtaduul atignment of the particle und hole angular rnomenta und 5,. 
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Study of Magnetic Rotation in s2Rb and s4Rb within the TAC Model B 
R. SCHWENGXER, H. SCHNARE, S. FRACEXDORF. F. DÖXAL, L. KÄUBLER, H. PRADE. 
h. JUNGCLACS', K. P. LIEB'? C. LINGK'. S. SKODA', J. EBERTH', G. D E - ~ N G E L I S ~ ,  -4. GADEA?, 
E. FARNEA~. D.R. ~ ' A P O L I ~ .  C .  h. UR3 AND G.  L0  BIANCO~ 
In our study of Rb isotopes [1.2] we have observed regular rnagnetic dipole ( M l )  bands iri the 
odd-odd nuclei 8 2 ~ b 4 5  and 8 4 ~ b 4 7  that show the typical cliaracteristics of magnetic rotation. 
Tlierefore. we have interpreted these bands in the framework of tlie tilted-axis crariking (TAC) 
model[3]. In tlie calculations. the configuration ~ ( f p )  rr(g'tj2) v(gsji)  liai beeil adopted. whicli is 
tlie lowest-lying four-quasiparticle (4qp) configuratioii witli negative parity for Z = 37 and N = 
45, 47. Equilibrium deformations of ez = 0.16 and eg = 0.14 were obtfzined for tlie atfopted 4qp 
configuration in s 2 ~ b  and "Rb, respectively. The nuclei turn out to be soft with respect to y 
deforrnation with a tendency to positive values in s 2 ~ ~ >  but negative values in 8 4 ~ l ~ .  Thus. values 
of y = 20" arid y = -15" have been used for %'Rb and 8 4 ~ b .  respectively. The depentlerwe of tlit. 
spin on the rotational frequency for the M 1  bands in 8 2 ~ b  and '"~b is giveri in the upper panels 
of Fig. 1. It shows that the calculated curves follow well tht: experimental rcgular bt?liaviour. 
Experimental arid calculated ratios of traiisitiori streiigths B ( M  1 ) / B ( E 2 )  are coriipar<?d iii tlio 
lower panels of Fig. 1. The ratios calculated for tlie proposetl 4qp configiiratioii iii "RI) are in 
excellent agreenient with the experimental values. In 8 3 ~ 1 )  thr: bcliavioiir of tlie rxpcrir~liwtd 
B ( M l ) / B ( E 2 )  ratios is fairly well described in tlie calculation up to i ~ w  = 0.7 McV. wlit!rms 
the upbeiid above fiw = 0.7 MeV cannot be described witli tlie clioseii 4qp corifigiiratioii. 
Tliis TAC-niodel description proves the applicability of tlie co1ic:c:pt of riiapiicttic. rotatioli to t l i ~  
M 1  bands in '"1) and X 4 ~ b  and provides tlie first eviderico of this iiovtd rot,atioiial iiiorb in tliv 
niass regiori around A = 80 [4]. 
79Br - a Transitional Nucleus between Magnetic and Collective Rotation B 
In our study of tlie nucleus 7 Y ~ r  we liave investigated in particular tlie magnetic tlipole (MI) 
band starting with a 1312- state at 2393 keV [1,2]. Tliis M1  band coexists with collectivc electric 
quadrupole (E2) bands which are built on low-lying 512- arid 9/2+ states arid correspolid to a 
quadrupole deforination of the nucleus of ß2 N 0.2. In contrast to this, M1 bands rcpreseiitirig 
magnetic rotation [3] have been observed so far orily in nearly splierical iiuclei at high spiri, whilc 
the low-spin structure of tliose iiuclei is irregular [4]. 
We have interpreted tlie M 1  band in 7 9 ~ r  in tlie franiework of tlie tilted-axis cran- 
king (TAC) niodel [5]. In the calculations, the low-lying three-yuasiparticle (3qp) cori- 
figuratioii ~ ( g ~ , ~ )  v(gglz) ~ ( f p )  lias been assurned. For this corifiguration an equilibri- 
um deforniation of €2 = 0.20 and a sliallow minimum of the y deforriiation iri a ran- 
ge of about -20" 5 y 5 +20° were obtained. Experimental and calculated B(M1) 
and B(E2) transitiori strerigtlis and the B(Ml)/B(E2) ratios are conipared in Fig. 1. 
Tlie B(M1) transition strengths (top panel) calculated for 
y = 0 and y = +20° reproduce the behaviour of the expe- 
rimental values in the range of 0.4 < h w  < 0.6 MeV. Tlie 
increase of the experiniental B(M1) values above h w  N 0.6 
MeV canriot be described witli the chosen 3qp configurati- 
oii but point to a configuration cliange. The experiniental 
B(E2) values (middle pariel) tend to decrease with incre- 
asirig frequency arid may also iiidicate the terrnination of 
tlie 3qp configuration at hw N 0.6 MeV. The calculated 
B(E2) values for y = 0 reproduce tlie experiniental values 
at tLw = 0.45 MeV. 
Tlie rriagnitude and the decrease of the experinierital arid 
(:alciilated B(hl1) values as a furiction of hw sliows that 
the M1  band iiicludes a strong magiietic cornporient and 
tlie particle spiris aligii alorlg tlie axis of tlie total spin 
witli increasing rotatioiial frequency (sliears nieclianism). 
On tlie otlier liaiid. collective rotatiorral spin contributes 
as well to tlie total spin at higlier freqieiicy Tlius. tlie 
TAC descriptio~i retlects tlie trarisitional cliaracter of tliis 
lmid whicli includes cornporients of botli rriagnetic arid 
mllective rotation. Tlle iiricrease of the B(M1) strengtlis 
arid decrease of B(E2) strengtlis above h w  = 0.6 MeV 
rnay arise froni a band crossirig of proton orbitals and is 
rurreritly invest.igated withiri tlie TAC model. 
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Integral Representation 
of the Random Phase Approximation Correlation Energy 
F. DÖNAU, D. ALMEHED AND R.G. NAZMITDINO\~~ 
Tlie Random Phase Approximation (RPA) enables one to account for the quantized srnall am- 
plitude motion not included into the static Mean Field (MF) treatment of the nuclear or Cluster 
systems. These quantal fluctuations lead not only to series of collective excitations like rotatioli 
and vibrations but give rise also to typical correlations in the ground state which change its 
properties. Tlie correlation energy gairi in RPA can be fornially written as 
where W, are tlie RPA eigen frequencies and ei denote the rnean field (quasiparticle) energies 
of the Hamiltonian. Sirice tlie number of the RPA eigen frequencies might be quite large as. for 
instance, in heavy nuclei of the order 104 and none of the eigen frequencies can be neglected. 
tlie calculation of the correlation energy E„„ is rather difficult wen for separable interactions. 
We propose to apply the following contour integral representation [I] 
wliere g(z) is an arbitrary complex function whicli is analytical in tlie ericlosed integration rctgioii 
arid F(z)  is tlie definiiig function of the RPA dispersiori relation F ( w )  = 0 the zeros of wliich 
provide the frequencies W,. The correlation energy (1) is obtailied by settiiig g(w) = x. T h  
integration fornlula is also appropriate to calculate other iniportant qiiantit,ies of the s y s t t ~  w. 
for instance, tlie level density or the transition densities. Tlie poles of thc dcriv;tt,ivv F 1 ( z )  &W 
tlie two quasiparticle energies Ep ei + ej siicli that tlie s p ~ t r a l  fu~iii<:tioii - Iiiis tlw pidrs 
synimetrically around the real X-axis as sliown in fig. 1. 
Tilted Axis Cranking with Particle Number Projection B 
Tlie transition of a nucleus from a paired to an unpaired state at high angular mornentum is 
an interesting problem that is studied by means of modern y-detector arrays. Tlie Tilted Axis 
Cranking [I] (TAC) model represents the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) theory of the Iiigli-K 
bands. whicli perniits tlie calculation of the energies and intra band transition probabilities. 
Tlie TAC niodel has been applied to the high-K multi quasiparticle bands in 178J79 W [2] wliere 
tlie transition froin tlie paired to the unpaired state is found when breaking quasiparticle pairs. 
Tlie angular monientum was also well reproduced. It is known from investigation at the band 
Iieads [3] that tlie HFB model tends to underestimate the energy distance between the bands. 
We have used tlie TAC model in combination witli particle number projection to analyze tlie 
influence of dynamical pairing correlations in the high-K bands of 1 7 8 ~  and tlieir effect on 
tlie relative energy. angular monientuni arid y-transition ratios. The particle nuniber projection 
is used together with a static pair field to represent the dynamical pairing correlations whicli 
is needed to reproduce tlie relative energy of the rotational bands. In situatioris wliere an 
unprojected calculation will give totally quenched static pair gap A our calculation will give 
a finite A whicli in this way also accounts for sonie of tlie dynamic pair correlatiori. Tlie 
calculations sliow that our model is able to reproduce the experimental [4] values of tlie relative 
energy (see fig. 1) as well as angular niomentum (see fig. 2) and y-transition ratios. Our results 
are also compared witli an unpaired calculation (A = 0). 
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Restoration of Broken Signature Symmetry 
by Mixing of Mean Field Solutions 
F. Dfin-AC. JING-YE ZHXNG' A S D  L.L. RIEDINGER~ 
The A I  = 1 staggering effects observed in rotational bands are a comequence of an inherent 
signature (C2) symmetry of the nuclear wave function against a 180' rotation about tlie spin 
directioii. This symmetry is naturally broken by the mean field cranking approximation for ro- 
tational bands with a non-zero K-value. This is because the nucleiis prefers at low rotational 
frequency in these bands the tilted axis rotation (TAC), i.e. it does riot rotate about principal 
deformation axis. Otherwise. due to tlie signature synimetry tl~ere xist two physically equiva- 
lent TAC states which correspond in the potential energy surfaca to the two sgilinietry-related 
degeiierate minima with a barrier in between thenl. The possible tunrieling process fort11 aiid 
back between these two minima appears as a typical bifurcation of the rotational band kiiowii 
as signature splitting. We describe this many-body process in whicli all n~icleoiis participate by 
diagonalizing an effective nuclear Hamiltonian of the pairing-plus-quadrupolc typt within a siiii- 
ple set of quasiparticle states. Two of these states have a tilted crankiilg axis (TAG) anti tlitk two 
other ones correspond to the familiar principal axis rotation (PAC:). Tlie prar:tic:d pcrfonliarirti 
of such a diagonalization is technically ambitious hecause the PAC aiid TAG qiiasipartil states 
are complicated many-body states forrning in additioii a non-ort11ogo:olial I>;lsis sct. The st%tirig 
up of the Hamiltonian matrix in such a hasis and tht: su1)scqiieiit c~alciil;.ttioii of tlic trarisitioii 
matrix elernents were enabled by applyirig here the tools receritly dcvi~lopc~l [I] in ordw to  ti<trivv 
tlie overlaps and Hamiltonian kerne1 for non-orthogonal Hartrttc%-Fock-Bogoli111)ov (HFl3) stat cw. 
This microscopic approach is able to restore t l i ~  t)rokeii sigriatmr s y l ~ m ~ f  ry itil<l wpro~111w t h  
quantuni fluctuations between syrnmetry-related HFB statcs whic.11 (\nit3rgo i;t.i splittiiig of t l i ~  
band energies and in parallel tlie st,aggerii~g iri intra1)eiici M1 t,raiisitio~is P]. Tliib 1)r~giiiiiiiig tctf 
tlie signatiire splitting in e K-band (:an 1)c iut,t:rprc~t,ed as i t  sigrlal for a sliiootli t smsit ioii of t liv 
rotational state froin tlie TAC to t , l i~ PAC regiiiw. tliv drsvriptioil of wliic4i iitwis tc, go I)c*;vctml 
tlie selfconsisteiit Ineaii field approxii~iatioli. 
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7 3 ~ r  - A World Record in Nuclear Rotational Frequency B 
Nuclei in the N N Z = 35 - 40 region display a variety of structural effects. In particular. 
pronounced angular momentum alignnient of a few individual nucleons is characteristic for 
tliese neutron deficient isotopes. An experiment was performed at the Laboratori Nazioniali di 
Legnaro to explore these nuclei with the highly-efficient EUROBALL y-ray spectronieter coupled 
to tlie ISIS Si-Ball and the n-Wall for particle identification. High-spin states in the nuclei were 
populated by a fusion-evaporatioii reaction of a ' O C ~  ion beani focussed on a 1°Ca target at 
185 MeV. A preliminary analysis of the data led to a substantial extension of tlie previously 
knowri level scherrie of 7%r [I]. with the observatiori of y-ray energies greater than 3 MeV (Fig. 
1) in three rotational bands (Fig. 2). The y energy Ey=3.7 MeV from the top transitioii in 
band C corresponds to a rotatiorial frequency of about fiw = Ey/2 N 1.8 MeV, which is more 
than 3 tinies larger than a typical value in the rare earth region (fiw N 0.5 MeV, A=180). A 
more realistic cornparison. consideririg the difFerent mass regions, is performed by estiniating the 
strength of tlie Coriolis interaction (E, X wl cx wA4lI3) relative to the sliell separation energy 
(AEsI, oc ~ ~ ' 1 ~ ) .  This ratio (X w ~ w l " )  is a factor 2 larger in the case of 7 3 ~ r  compared to the 
rare eartli region. A strong influence of the Coriolis interaction to the single particle niotion of 
the riucleons is expected. 
Transition Strengths in the N=49 Nucleus s7Sr 
C. BORCAK, R. SCHWEMGNER, H. SCHXARE, J. REIF, 11. WILHELM~, A. FITZLER~. S. KASEMXNX~, 
E. RADER~LACHER' AND P. \'OK BRENTAXO~ 
In order to understand the nature of the excited states in the N=49 nucleus 8 7 ~ r  [I] we have 
continued our study witli the determiaation of level lifetinies using the Doppler siiift attenuatiou 
niethod. Mean lifetimes for seven high-spin states have been established. Tlie reduced experi- 
mental transition strengtlis deduced froni these lifetimes are giveii in Tahle 1. 
The experimental states liave been interpreted in ternis of tlie shell niodel. perforiiiing tlie cal- 
culations with the RITSSCHIL code [2], A comparisori of experinieiitally o't>served 1cv& witli 
predictions of the shell model calculations is sliown iii Fig. 1. The excitatiori energies of the 
experimental states are generally well reproduced by tlie calculatioii. 
The structure of the positive parity states is mainly deteririiried by the coiiplii~g of thc! pro- 
tori cluster configuration ( ( ~ f ~ / ~ ) ( l ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ) ? .  wliere J hns tlie values OfL, 2fif arid 4 t ~  witli tlio two 
reinaining protons in the g9/2 orbital. arid with one neiitron hole in tlie 9912 orbital. Tlie iieg;tt;ivo- 
parity grast states can be descrihed by tlie coupling of tlic a(0g~12)v(0g$2) co~iiigiiratimi witli 
the reinaining 9 protons in tlie f p  shell. The alignrnent of tlie protoris a ~ i d  neiitroris is grrtdually 
increasirig witli the ilicreasing spin. in the 2312- state they h i n g  fiilly aligiied with rrspcct 
to each other. Experimental and calculated transition strctngths arc coiiipar~tf in Taltfc 1. Tl10 
shell iiiodel predicts two fast M 1 transitions betweeri tlie lowest lyiiig 25/2*. 23/2+, aiid 21 
states. These states have seniority v=5 arid are fornied 1)y a recouyliiig of tlw fixlly itlig~itvl ~ r g g ~ ~  
coiifigiiration witli the protons in the f p  siibslieli arid witli mir iioiit,roii 1101~ iii tlic !jfj+ orbital. 
Tliis recoupling is tlie origin of these large B(hf1) valiies. 
- -- P 
Table 1 Experimental and cal(:iilat,td 
transition probabilities in 8 7 ~ r .  given in 
Weisskouf units ( W.U. 
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High Spin States in the odd-odd 7 2 ~ r  Nucleus 
C .  BORCAK, H. SCHNARE, R. SCHWENGNER, F. D Ö N A U ,  L. ~ ~ Ä U B L E R .  J EBERTH~, 
T. STEIXHARDT~. 0. THELEN~. AI. H A U S R I A ~ ; X ~ ,  A. NULLER%. -4. JITNGCLAUS-, I(. P. LIEB-, 
D. JEKKIXS? R. ~ ~ D S W O R T H ~ .  A. \ ~ I L S O N ~ ,  G. DE ANGELIS~. ,4. GADEA', D.R. NAPOLI~,  
>A. -~LGORA', S. LENZI' 
Tlie odd-odd iiuclei in the A = 80 regioii offer a good opportunity to study the interaction 
between the unpaired neutron and protoii. arid the coupling of these quasi-particles with the 
quadrupole deformed core. The aiialysis of tliese nuclei is in ger~eral difficiilt sirice the nuclear 
excitations niodes depend critically oii the proton and neutron niinil~ers arid on tlieir specific 
quasiparticle orbitals involved. 
Odd-odd bromine isotopes display coniplicated low-lying structures, ofteii isonieric. arid liigh- 
spin rotational bands. huilt oii these isomeric states. 
-' 
The lLBr ~iucleus has been studied before in [3]. The preserit studg is 1)ased on tlle aiialysis of 
the EUROBALL experirnent described in [4] and results in tlie levd schenic preseiited in Fig. 1. 
Tlie previoiisly known three rotational bands were extended, reaching the excitation criergy of 
about 13 MeV, and tlie unfavoured signature-partner of the positive-parity band was identified. 
Fig. I T ~ P  kvrl sc11~1rw ckrlii~ed fronl the present experirnent. X11e neri- transitions are 
figarctl abow the levcds liaring a tfiirker lirie. 
The structure at  low spins is generated by the single particle excitations of tlie unpaired proton 
arid neutron. respectively. whilst at liigher spins rotational pattern dominates. Tlie same feature 
is observed in the 7 6 ~ r  nucleus. where the band built on 4+ isomer shows an irregular pattern 
at low spins, whereas above spin 9$ it emerges as a more regular rotational band [I]. This band . . 
has been iiiterpreted as a good exaniple for a doubly-blocked g9/2 band [2]. 
The behaviour of the kinematical 
50 i 
moment of inertia for tlie observed 
I bands in 7 2 ~ r  is shown in Fia. 2. For 
2 Band A 
Band B 
tlie positive-parity bands it rerriairis 
A Band C fairly coristant at a value whicli is close 
%X A Band D to that of rigid rotation for this micleiis 
\ ,. T (19.3 f i 2 ~ e v - l  (Fig. 2-top). arid is vtq- .+- -4 similar to tliat of tlie positive parity 
barids in 7 B ~ r  [2]. This plienonienori 
of rigid rotatioii can be discussed in 
temis of tlie blocking effect for tlie 99/2 
orbitals. 
The aligned angular rnoriieiiturii vcrsus - 
rotational frequency is preseritttd in 
25 1 Fig. 2-bottom. For botli iiegativ~- 
I Br 
20 - _ parity bands an upslope of tlic aiigular 
t niomentum is occuring at 0.6 MeV 
g i s  1 - freque~icy~ whicll signals a gradiial - 
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First Experiments with the Rossendorf Si-Ball RoSiB B 
RoSiB is a 47r Silicon ball consisting of N = 42 detector elements [I]. It is designed for the 
detection of light charged particles inside modern 47r y-ray spectro~neters (e.g. EUROBALL) 
and exploits the pulse shape discriniination technique for particlc identificatio~i [2]. Two 
experiments have been performed at the MP tandem accclerator of the MPI Heidelberg, using 
the fusion evaporation reactions 3 8 ~ i  (220 MeV) + S ü ~ i  and '" (95 MeV) + "Pli. Thc seti~p 
consisted of the Rossendorf Cluster detector. three individual HPGe detectors, thc Si-Ball 
RoSiB and a reduced version of the EUROBALL neutron wall [3]. Fig. 1 shows a 2D-plot of 
zero-crossirig time versus energy deposition for one Si-detector. By defiiiing gates in such ma- 
trices different exit channels of the fusion evaporation reaction are selected as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 1 Color image of the ~natrix zero-crossing time 
(ZCT) Terms energy deposition (E) for a Si-detector 
of RoSiB in forrvard direction. shori-ing the particle 
discrimina tion br tween pro tons and alpl~as. T h  
data has been taken in t I~e  reaction 1 6 0  + 08Ni at 
95 MeT.'. 
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Fig.2 Comparison betrveen the total 7 -  
spectrum (top) and particle-gated y-ray spectra 
from the reaction lGO + "Ni at 95 MeV. y-lines 
of selected nucki are labeled by their energies. 
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1s the 4.742 MeV state in s8Sr really the two-phonon (2; @ 3;) state? 
In even-mass seniimagic nuclei with N=82 or 2=50 two-phonon states with JT=l- have been 
observed [ I ] .  formed by tlie coupling of the first quadrupole and octupole phorions (21  I8 31).  It is 
a longstanding question whether such states can be found also in the semimagic N=50 nuclei [2]. 
In '%r a J = l  state at 4.742 MeV lias been observed in a nuclear resonance fluorescence experi- 
ment [3]. Tlie parity of this level was not confirmed experimentally. Nevertlieless, it is considered 
to be tlie 1- two-phonon state [3]. Therefore, a (y,y') experiment on "Sr has been perfornied 
[4] with an electron energy of 6.8 MeV at the S-DALINAC accelerator using two EUROBALL 
CLUSTER detectors placed at 90" arid 127" to tlie photon beam, wliere the 90' CLUSTER was 
used as a Conipton polarimeter for the measurenient of the y-ray linear polarisation as described 
in [5]. Gamma-rays Comptori scattered into a direction of 90" with respect to the reaction plane 
have been sorted into a 90" spectrum. events scattered by 30" or 150" into a 30°+150" spectriirn. 
Tlie asyrnmetry A=(IgOo - a130~+150~)/ (190~ i- aI:30~+i50~)  has been calculated iising tlie fitted 
intensities I of y-ray lines of a given energy in the 90" or 30"+150° speetra. respectively. Fur 
the norrnalization factor the theoretical value a=0.5 has been iised. Tlie positive A valii~ for the 
4.742 MeV transition in "Sr (Fig. 1) gives together with J=l [3] very likely nliiltipolctrity All .  
i.e. positive paritg for the 4.742 MeV state, in contrast to the liitlierto existing assii1iy)tioii of itii 
1- two-phonon state [2,3]. Therefore. the existeiice of such two-plionon statcs in N=50 niicl(4 
reniairis an Open question. Tlie conlparison with qiiasiparticli>-plio1io11 rttlculatioris silggcsts tlic 
secoiid 1+ state to be a two phonon state witli tlie striicture (1; I8 2;). It is a challciigt~ for 
tlie nuclear structiire theory to explain tlie structure of such low-lyiilg M 1  excitatitms as tlw 
observed JT=l+ state in 88Sr at 4.742 MeV. 
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ß Decay of Proton-rich Nuclei near the Doubly Magic 56Ni 
A. JOKINEX', J .  -%YsTÖ'; R. BORCEA', P.  DENDOO\'EN', hi. G1ERL1K3, hi. GORSKA'. H. GRAWE'. 
h1. HELLSTRÖM~, hI. KARKY~;  Z. J ~ w A s ~ .  R. ~ IRCH~LER' ,  hi. LA COL~MARA', P. h1Al'ET2, 
i%. ~IEPII INEN' ,  H. PENTILLÄ'. A. PLOCHOCKI~, h1. REJAIUND'. E. ROECKL'. AI. SA\VICKA~,, 
C. SCHLEGEL'. E;. SCHLIIDT', R. SCHWENGNER, F. DÖNATJ AND W. SC:HIJLZE 
Nuclei with N N Z are interesting for the study of the neutron-proton pairing iriteractiori tliat 
is expected to be enhanced if neutrons and protoris occupy the sanie orbitals. Moreover, if 
tlie particle numbers are near shell closures, these nuclei are of particular iriterest for tests of 
riuclear niodel predictions, since the few iiucleoris outside tlie closed sliells form relatively simple 
configurations. These proton-rich riuclei are close to tlie proton drip liiie arid caii liardly bc 
populated in fusiori-evaporation reactioris. Therefore, decay spectroscopy is ofteii tlie only way 
to obtain experimental inforriiation ori excited states in these nuclei. 
We have investigated tlie ß decay of the proton-ricli nuclei "11 (T, = -I), "zri (T, = -312)  
arid "Ga (T, = -112) whicli are near tlie doubly inagic nucleus ";Ni. Radioactive saniplcs of 
tliese nuclides were produced at the GSI On-line Mass Separator via tlie reactions 2%i(32S,xpolr~) 
and " ~ i ( ~ ~ A r , x p ~ n ) .  ß-delayed protons were measured with a telescopc? corisistiiig of a AE gas 
detector and an E silicon detector. ß-delayed y rays were detected with the Rossendorf Clustm 
detector and the GSI Segrnented-Clover detector. 
Tlie statistics of the data collected for "CU and GIGa has been ilicreased by two orders of 
~nagnitude with respect to previous work [1.2]. Tliis will allow us to seardi for additional /j 
population of daughter levels heyorid those observed so far. In additioii. rriore accurate arid 
coniplete experimental strerigth distributions for Fermi arid Gamov-Teller transitioris rnay be 
deduced. whicli are the prerequisites for a stringent test of sliell-niodel predictions. 
Experimental data 0x1 the decay of "zri liave previously been obtairied frorn a He-jet rneasiirc- 
rrierit [J]. Tlie analysis of the spectrum of ß-delayed protoiis rneasured in tlie preseiit experirrieiit 
reveals a better source purity aiid a better energy resolution compared witli tlie previous work. 
This eriables us to assigri riew protori transitioris frorn "(Cu to "%. The arialysis of the ß-delayed 
y-ray speetra is in Progress. 
Tlie preserit experinieiit has sliown tliat heavy-ion irlduced fusiori-evaporation reactioris corii1)i- 
necl with on-line rnass separatiori arid efkient detectors for nieasuririg B-delayed protoris aiid 7 
rays represerit a valuable tool to investigate very protori-ricli nuclei. 
Therefore, we will propose to perfor~ii such experirrients at the GSI On-lirie Mass Separator to 
ohtai~i riforiiiation on the striicture of doubly odd N = Z niiclei in tlie rriass rarige arounti 
A N 70. Moreover. it is plarined to corriplemerit tliese irivestigations with experirrients at tlic GSI 
fragrrierit scparator. 
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Sharing of Excitation Energy between Fission Fragments B 
The investigatioii of excitation energy sliaring between fission fragnients and probing the time 
scale of asymnietric binary fissioii is usually perfornied by meaiis of a multiplicity analysis of 
neutrons arid light charged particles emitted. The multi-source fit. however. lias a number of 
lirnitatioiis due to experimental conditions and requires sorrie model assurriptions. Utilizing tlie 
advantages of the FOBOS 4n-spectroineter [I]. a inodel independent niethod for this purpose is 
proposed [2]. 
Tlie asyniiiietry of tlie inass splitting in fissioii cari be appropriately quaritified bg tlie 
paraiiieter xt = (Bt - l)/(ßt + I), wliere is the mass ratio of the fission fragiiieiits. Tht~ 
index t deiiotes either the secondary inasses mcasured (^'sec") or the prirriarg mass ratio 
calciilated froin tlie fragirient velocities ("priin"). By tliis defiiiitioii. tlie parai1ieti:r xPrim 
reflects tlie niass asyinnietry at tlie scissioii poiiit, and X„, describes the iiinss asyriinwtrg 
after einissioii of post-scission light particles. 0x1 tlie average, tlie equilibriuiii sharing of 
excitation energy of the fissioning system betweeii tlie fragrneiits leads to tlie conservation 
of tlie asyrninetry (xprim N xsec). The paranieter C defiiied by I = ,@se„/[~pri7,, is. t.lierefo- 
re, close to uiiity oiily in tlie case of therinodyiiaiiiical equilibriuni. It caii 1)e sliown th;;tt 
( X (1 - vi~T)/( l  -v2.$). wliere the iiidices denote tlie two fissioii fragri~ents. F; is tlie ex~itation 
energy per iiucleori, arid z/i is tlie average multiplicity of particles per 1 MeV of excitatioii enargy. 
The degree of equilibration sliould be rela- 
ted to tlie time passed until scission. Inde- 
ed, two structures are observed in tlie mass- 
asyiiinietry matrix (Fig. 1). Tlie bump ne- 
ar the equilibriuni value C = 1 for the most 
niass-symmetric decays relates. obviously. to 
ordinary fissioii. The average value of de- 
viates froin the equilibriuni value with incre- 
asiiig mass asymmetry. A second structure is 
represented by the peak ( N 1 . 8  at a lar- 
ge asynimetry. It is ascribed to PLF-TLF 
forinatioii in peripheral collisioris, wliicli is 
kiiown to be inucli faster tthan ordinary fis- 
sioii. We defined tlie excitation energy slia- 
ring parameter = (C - I) / ((  + 1 ) .  Applying 
the Fermi-gas law E* = U T ~ .  orie rouglily 
gets 5 W 'I:: - T: for nearly syniiiietric split- 
tiiig aiid moderate temperatures. Tliis relati- 
oii qualitatively liolds also for large asyimie- 
tries. Selectirig xPr„„ > 0. a positive valuc 
of C tlieii means a higher ternperatiire of tlie 
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Separation of Different Binary Reaction Channels in Heavy-Ion Collisions r' 
Heavy-ion induced reactions in the Fermi energy domain are governed by a coniplicated interplay 
of different processes. The 47r spectrometer FOBOS [I] is designed especially for the study of 
fission of highly excited nuclei. Although ordinary fission remains to be a dominating decay 
mode. evidence has been found for another decay process of heavy corriposite systenis co~ning 
into play at high excitation energy. Since this process feeds more asymmetric disintegrations and 
is supposed to be faster than fission it was called "binary fragmentation" (BF) [2]. 
The mass of the compusite system prior to scission reflects the arnount of excitation energy 
removed from the system by intense light particle emission. Furthermore, the deviation of the 
excitation energy partition from tliermodynamical equilibrium should hint at a faster time scale 
relative to a decay proceeding after relaxation of initial mass asyrnnietry or after formation of a 
compound nucleus [3]. Such non-conventional analysis [4] revealed domains of different processes 
which significantly differ in excitation energy sharing directorixed by the parameter C and in 
mass asym~netry (Fig. 1). The variation of the average 5 with X„„ reflects the contributions 
of these processes. The parameter matrix for the reaction Ar+Ag (left panel) can be used as 
a qualitative reference for a short time scale since the contribution of fission is very small. 
Emission of a PLF as the fastest arid rnost asymmetric process is represented by positive values 
of C. meaning that the temperature of the lighter fragment is higher than that of the heavier one. 
The ordinary fission of Th-like nuclei (right panel) can be used as an etalon for a slow process. 
The BF is significa~itly slower than PLF emission but faster than fission. tlie most probable 
temperature of the lighter fragment is lower (C < 0). Ordinary fission definitely dominates 
ailiong 11iost symmetric decays. and it is represented by equilibrated excitation energy sharing. 
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Fig. 1 Plots d thc ar-wagt! total mass of binar- reaction products in the C-X-plane. Open circles 
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Magnetic Susceptibility of Superconducting Al-Clusters 
The pair-correlations of Al-clusters in a magnetic field are investigated assuming that the 
electrons are moving in a spherical potential. In small clusters with less than 1000 atoms the 
distance between the electronic levels is larger than the pairing gap A [I]. This restricts the 
pair correlations to the degenerate Fermi level. The solution of the Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov 
problem becomes possible using nuclear many body methods. It is crucial to use the canon,icnl 
ensernble, i. e. to fix the number of electrons. New features as ternperature intluced pair- 
correlation for a magnetic field larger than tlie critical field of the 1mlk material (see fig. 1) and 
oscillations of the susceptibility (see fig. 2) are predicted. 
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Biomedical Research 
The impact of nuclear ph~sics to biomedicine is traditionallj- intensix-e in the fields of  
radiooncologj- and radiation biology. The biomedical- relevant actil-ities of the institute 
are devoted to tliese trvo topics: on the one hand the contribution to radiooncologj- is the 
application of positron emission tomographj- (PET) to the quali t~ assurance of  carbon 
ion theral,~; n-hieb has become realitj- in a clinical form at the experimental heav.1- ion 
therapj- installation at GSI Darmstadt, and, on the other hand, the use of secondarj- 
X-raj-s produced I- means of the ELBE beam for radiobiological esperiments with cells. 
n-hich is still a vision. 
Tlie heal-J- ion cancer therapj- faciliq- at GSI Darmstadt, which has been installed in 
collaboratioii bet~i-een the GSI Darmstadt, the Unh-ersitj- Hospital Heidelberg, the DKFZ 
Heidelberg and tlie FZ Rossendorf 11-as Set into operation in December 1997 and started 
continuous patient treatments in -August 1998. L$ to non- 48 patients harre been treated 
n-ith carbon ioiis, 45 of these treatments a-ere monitored bj- means of  PET. i.e. more 
than 1000 PET-measurements haw been performed during the fractiona ted irradiations. 
Tlie inain result is a inodification of  the stoppiiig-power paraineterization. n-hich 
further improwd the precision of the dose localization. On the basis of the experience 
obtained during the clinical application the PET method is further improved n-ith respect 
to data emluation inethods. the tomograpliic reconstruction and the biokinetic modelling 
of  the metaholic behaviour of B+-active fragments in tissue. Furthermore, the first steps 
oii transferring the knon--hon- to a large clinical heayl- ion therapy facility that is planned 
to be built in Heidelberg haw been done. 
To inställ a facilitj- for cell irradiations with quasi-monochromatic X-ra~s at ELBE. it has 
beeil shon-n tliat chauneling of electrons in crjstals maj- provide a sufficientb- high dosc 
rate for uieasuriiig cxiergv dependen t rela t iw  biological effectivmesses in aii X-ray cl1wrg.r 
range hetn-een 10 and 100 kel-. T h w  the deralopment o f  ari irradiatioii tieriw at  tlicl 
ELBE radiatio~i plij-sivs beanilinr has beeii initia trd aiid H ~.ollal)oratioi I as 1 ) ( 3 ~ 1 1  foriwd 
for that t j p ~  of rmeanh: it iuclildm the IiIinik fiir Strahlentherayic iiiitf Riidiool~kohgio 
and the Institut fiir StraIilensclintz~)hj-sik of tlic T r  Dresden. 
Collaborations 
Cell Raciiohiology at ELBE: 
- Idinik für Strahlclnthcrapic uiid Riidiooilkt~logi~~. - KIiiiik fiir Sirkltwnzicrki~i. - arid 
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The Routine PET Monitoring of Tumour Therapy with 12C Ions B 
W. ENGHARDT, J. DEBUS~. T. HABERER" B.G. H.ASCH, R.  HINZ, 0. JÄKEL~. hl. KRÄLIER~, 
K. LACCKNER. J. PAWELKE, F. PÖNISCH 
Until September 1999 48 patients mairily suffering from tuniours of tlie head and neck region 
have been treated witli 12C at GSI Darmstadt. Eacli irradiation has been monitored by means 
of tlie iii-beani PET Scanner BASTEI. because of the close vicinity of organs at risk (optical 
iierves, brain steni) to the target volume. Tlius. 1215 PET-scans have beeii taken. In order 
to evaluate tlie dosc localisatioii, the ßs'-activity distributions reconstructed from measured 
aniiihilatioii data are coiiipared with those tliat liave been calculated by means of our Monte 
Carlo code from tlie treatrneiit plan. Tliis revealed a, high long term stability of tlie fractionated 
irradiations aiid a reniarkable reliabilitg of tlie patient positioning procedure (Fig. 1). However, 
it shows furtlierinore deviatioiis betweeii tlie measured and predicted ß+-activity distributions 
(Fig. 2). Tlie reasons for such deviations are of different origin: A systematic evaluation of the 
PET iiriages revealed a range excess of tlie 12c ions (Fig. 2) indicating a lack of accuracy in tlie 
correlation betweeii tlie Hounsfield units measured by means of X-ray computed tomograpliy 
aiid tlie lieavy ioii raiiges in tissue, whicli is the basis of heavy ion treatment planning [I]. Range 
measurements outliiied in [l] improved tliis correlation arid a better correspondence lias beeil 
Fig. 1 Cornparison of the J+-activity clistributioris rwor~structed fioni siniulatrd (Ieft) arid rii~sstird 
(right) PET data. The carbon ioris eriter tthe patierit's head fror11 crariisl. The ratliologitril t l ~ p t h  of  tlicl 
target volurrie is large. hoa-erer. the perietrated tissue is rathcr horriog~riroiis. Tlierc~ is a nwsrk;il)lc 
corresponderice betweeri sinirilation arid rneasurernerit. Tlie :3+-activity c1istril)iitions arc siipcrirnposcd 
orito X-ray cornputed tomograms as rontour plots (Ievels: 5. 16. ... . 93 % o f  the niaxiriitnii wtivity).  
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Fig. 2 As Fig. 1,  but for an irradiatiorl ir-here thc be im wters tlle patic?nt.s lwad fiori~ thr r$it fia~itl 
side (left on the pictrire) and Iias to perietrate iiighly irihomogewous tissnt.. -4 r.onsiderable iliffcw~it-tx in
the position of the discal edge o f  tIie siniulated arid messiired sctir+it>- distribiitio~~ ras  fiaincil hrfixe thcx 
correlation hetu-een fIounsfieId nutiibers and ion ranges has km moiijiitvi. 
Deutsches ~~ebsforsch?~ngsu1ent:fum Heiddberg, "est~~~sclmft  flir Srh~~lc.raon~nf~~rsrh~~ri!~ Dnnrtstudf 
achieved between tlie ß+-activity distributions predicted from the treatment planning arid tliose 
measured during the therapeutic irradiations (Fig. 3). However, further deviations have been 
observed by means of PET, which are due to the peculiarities of the stopping process of heavy 
cliarged particles in matter. especially to the well defined particle range. Althougli patient repo- 
sitionirig errors are minimized by means of a stereotactic system and radiographic verificatiori, 
in cases, where the 12C ions penetrate highly inliomogeneous tissue regions, local fluctuations 
have been Seen at the distal edge of the ß+-activity distribution indicatirig ion range fluctuations 
of several millimeters. Furthermore. the condition of the patient rnay change during tlie 20 days 
of fractionated irradiations. This may modify the density distribution witliin tlie target volurne 
and. therefore. seriously influence tlie dose distribution (Fig. 4). 
In summary: Tlie PET monitoring of heavy ion therapy essentially coritributed to tlic: irnyrove- 
ment of the precision of dose localisation by initiating tlie modification of tlie treatrrient planriing 
data base. Furtherrnore, it provides insight for the peculiarities of tlie dose delivery 11y heavy 
ion beams, where, in contradiction to conventional radiotherapy with pliotoiis. iiiinor clianges 
in patient positioning or in the patient's pliysical condition rnay cause uiiavoidnblc dcviatioris 
between tlie planned and the applied dose distributions. These results will ft?cdback to tlie treat- 
ment planning methodology and to tlie definition of future indications for lieavy ioii therapy. 
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Fig. 3 -4s Fig. 1. but for a patient with a similai turnour localisatio~i as that of Fig. 2 aftw inipro~~ing 
the H o i m s f i e - J  correlatiori. 
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Fig.4 The influence of  the pl~mical condition of tlie patient on the max-inium particle range. Left: 
111 positron emission tormgrams taken for an irradiation field comirig from tlie right hand side of tlle 
patierit at *- 1of the treatn~erit nlith 20 fractions in total an unusual high activity concentratio~l in 
tltr cwity at SC* N 1 JO1n111. Z ~ T  N 70nim. a i d  a correspondingl>- reduced B+-actirity concentratio~~ 
at .i-c,f > 180nm indicating a reduction of the particle range by x 10mm was noticed. -411 mag~letic. 
resonance tomogmm taken i~mnediatel~ after the irradiation revealed that the cavity was filled ~ i i t h  
~iiurtis. Right: T k  normal siituation (C.& at day 11). 
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The Evaluation of PET-Images obtained during 12C Radiotherapy B 
F. P ~ N I S C H .  W. EKGHARDT, R. HIKZ, 0. J Ä K E L ~ .  E;. LAUCKNER 
The routine monitoring of the radiotherapeutic treatnient with 12C ions by means of positron 
eniission tomography (PET) was performed at the GSI in Darmstadt in 1998 for 17 patients [I]. 
Iii order to niake qualitative statements about tlie precision of the irradiation for each fraction a 
coinparison of the rneasured and simulated PET iniages is required. Therefore tlie PET images 
have to be inapped onto the anatomical structures giveii by X-ray computed tomograrris (CT). 
Siiice the data are available in different coordinate 
systems, a transformation of the PET images into 
tlie CT coordiiiate systeni is necessary. The trans- 
forination niatrix is geiierated by rnultiplying sever- 
al 4x4 transformation rnatrices describirig the rota- 
tion, translatioii aiid reflection of the coordinates. 
The activity value for tlie resulting position vector 
is obtained by trilinear iiiterpolation. A C prograni- 
me executes this transforrnation and stores the PET 
data in the CT data forrnat, which consists of a 
header and a data file. The algoritliin aiid tlie code 
liave been verified experiinentally: A lucite phan- 
toni (23 X 15 X 0.5) c d w i t l i  grooves of 2 nim width 
aiid 2 inm depth was imaged by CS. PET data were 
measured with Cu rods of 0.6 diaineter activated iii 
the reactor (leading to the ß'-einitter 6 4 ~ u )  ceii- 
tered in tlie grooves. A mapping of tlie PET data 
onto tlie X-ray CT is displayed in Fig. 1. XCT and 
ZCT are the spatial coordiiiates in the CT franie. 
Tlie data processing followirig tlie coordinate trans- 
form can be perforiried eitlier by rneans of tlie gra- 
pliics aiid evaluatioii tools of tlie radiotherapy plaii- 
ning programnie VIRTUOS [2] or in a niore detai- 
led way iising our code VIEW-PCT runriirig uiider 
IDL. VIEW-PCT (Fig. 2) is capable of displaying 
,B+-activity as well as dose distributioiis as coloii- 
red contour ylots superiinposed oiito X-ray CTs ns 
frontal. transversal arid sagittal planes. It allows a 
slice by slice visual coniparison of two [j+-activitg 
distribiitioiis. Tlie code zooins tlie X-ray CTs for 
iniprovirig tlie visibility of details witliin tlie irra- 
diated volunie. it inaps the Hounsfield units bd- 
ween -250 aiid 350 onto the greg scale to eiiliaiic-c 
tlie CT-coritrast for soft tissuc. 
Deutsches K~ebsforschungszentwin Heidelberg 
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Fig. 1 X-raj- CT of a PAKiL4-Pliariton~ 
superirnposed with t h ~  cmtour plot of tlie 
~lieasured .3+-acti\-itF distributior~ of activa- 
ted Cu rods (couch angle 60 degwes). 
[I] W. Erighardt et al.. “Tbc routine rlinisd aappliiatioii of PET to t l ~  in-sitii ii~oriitoring 
of tumoiir tlierapy with ''C ions" . this A~inual report 
[2] X. Schlegel. "VIRTLOS Users IIaiiual". Dc.utsdit.s Kret)sforsc.l11~11gs'~ez~tri111i H~ tlt4lmg 
Investigations on Transport Processes of llC Compounds in the Body B 
As reported in [l] the radiotlierapeutic treatnients of patients with 12c ions go ahead at GSI 
Darmstadt and are monitored routinely by means of in situ positron emission tomography 
(PET). Up to now there are no inodels describing the transport of the radioactive compounds of 
tlie ,L'-emitters produced by fragnientation reactions between the particles of the stable bearn 
aiid tlie nuclei of the tissue within tlie patient's body. Therefore. we have begun to study the 
distribution of possible radioactive products in animals and to propose appropriate compart- 
mental inodels. 
In contrast to tlie application of PET in nuclear medicine, the lieavy ion irradiation of organic 
matter geiierates simultaneously a niixture of ,B+-emitting isotopes of different elemerits (I1 C. 
l°C. g ~ .  150, 13iVI 8~ and others). Tlie most abundant ß+-emitter is "C. Deperidiiig on tlie 
applied dose the hot reactioiis of ''C in water yield several conipounds, rnainly 11c02, llCO, 
H ~ ~ C O O H .  "CHO arid "CH:~OH [2]. These radioactive compounds and their metabolites cari 
rerriain iii this region or can be transported out of the target tissue. Tlie resulting radioactivity 
concentration in the blood is very low. Therefore. the time Course of the radioactivity in the 
target tissue represents tlie apparent amount of remaining and leaving radioactive isotopes. 
To deterrnine typical time constants of these processes we carried out experimerits on rats usiiig 
two radiotracers. Nori carrier added 11c02 and llcHQ1 dissolved in isotonic sodium chloride 
solution at pH 7.4 were applied. Tlie 11c02 represents tlie group of water soluble substances 
difhsiiig in tlie extracellular space and being transported by the blood arid the lymph. I1CI3 is 
an exaniple of conipounds with a high cliemical reactivity which increases tlie ap~~areiit bound 
radioactivity in the target region. To describe matliernatically the ratio of the apparent aniount 
of remaining and leaving radioactivity a three conipartnient model is introdiiced (Fig. 1). 
Visible Activity 
Inside the Field-Of-View 
Outside the Field-Of-View 
Fig. 1 Basic tlirw co1uparrner1t rnodd fir 
rrnsh out processtls. 
The ki are the kinetic parameters of tlie inodel: ki 
is the absorption constant arid k2 is the eliminati- 
011 coiistant. Tlie c, ( t )  describe the time dependence 
of tlie ß+-ernitter coricentratioii in the conipartnieiit 
j ,  where tlie iaitial conditions are co(0) = co arid 
c1 (0) = Q(0) = 0. 
The kinetic inodel paranieters are estimated froni the 
~neasured time activity curves by graphical plot ap- 
proaches or non-linear least Squares fitting. Tlie obtai- 
ned ki values are dependent ori tlie adniiriistered tracer 
vo1unit.s. In both cases the half-life of tlie wash out pru- 
ress is ahout 100 s. The niain differerice hetween the 
two substarices is that more than 99 % of the 'lCOll are 
washed out. wheras approximately 40 '3% of tlie llCHaI 
remain hound in tissue. 
In c;onclusiozi. there is in~icli eviderice for tlie irnportance of the perfusion arid chemical bindirig 
anrriong the processes coritribiitirig to the transport of l lC compounds in tlie body. Tlierefore, a 
perf~rsioli map of tlie tsrget area end the estimation of the bound radioactivity should be intro- 
diic:ed into the coiiipiitatiori of tlie Pt-nctivity distribution at 'W therapy in order to irriprove 
t lie accuracyv of ttfie simiilation. 
Application of a Fully 3D MLE-Algorithm to  Patient Data B 
E;. LACCKXER, M'. E s c i ~ ~ n n r ,  R. Hrxz *%rD F. Pösrscrr 
The dual-head positron carnera BASTEI (Betaf Activity measurements at the Therapy with 
Energetic Ions) integrated into the ion beam therapy unit at GSI Darmstadt [I] is used to 
nionitor the irradiation and verify the beam position. Since this PET application is count-li~nited 
and the system behavior of BASTEI is strongly shift-variant a fully 3D Maximum Likelihood 
Estimator (MLE) algorithm has been adapted to BASTEI [2]. The calculation of the normally 
huge transition rnatrix has been restricted to that coincidence chaiinels containing events and an 
irnage space well adapted to the target volume known frorn the treatment plan. In this particular 
implementation a Monte-Carlo simulation is used to incorporate the individual detector response 
functions which includes furtliermore the consideration of the shift-variant non-continuous point 
response functioiis arid corrections for parallax errors. 
Since December 1997 BASTEI has been utilized monitoring the irradiation of 48 patients with 
heavy ions. Typically about 10,000 to 100,000 and more rarely to 200,000 events were acquired 
during one dose fraction. The image space is normally defined between 90x50~50 to 256x128~128 
voxel (voxel size: 1.6875 mm). The algorithm is fairly fast, capable of reconstructing an image 
typically between 20 to 120 niinutes and soinetimes 180 minutes depending on it's size anti thc 
number of registered events that contribute to this image space. The results of the patient data 
show the algorithm's stability recovering ß+-activity distributions from data sets with very low 
counting statistics. The example displayed in Fig. 1 shows alrnost artefact-free ancl distortion-free 
/I+-activity distributions that has been measured. 
The primary aim of the simultaneous radiation therapy control is to ensure that the beam 
has been stopped inside the target region. The exact localisation of the distal gradients 
of the ß+-activity distribution is always possible. Additionally in the slices relating t s  tlic 
longitudinal sections of the PET-image (equivalent to the frontal slice in Fig. 1) an exact 
localisation of the lateral gradients is guaranteed, wliereas out of tlie loiigitudinal sectioiis 
(the transverse and sagittal slice in Fig. 1) an interpretation of the lateral gradients should be 
done by means of a priori information (e.g. the red contour plot marking the target ürea in Fig. 1) 
Fig. 1 Transverse, sagittal and frontal slices of X-ra-v r:onipuced tomopams owrlayed aith tl~r J-- 
artivity measured by nicatis of PET(about 30,000 eveilts). The thi& red firw niitl ptrints. r<*sprc'tlvrlly. 
mark the target arm. The heasy ion heani has entered the paticnt 's f i c d  from r hc right as s ~ ~ r i  in I btf 
transverse and frontal slise fleft and right image. respectivel?-j. 
Calculation of Detour Factors for Positrons 
B. XATRIAX?; AND F. HENSEL~ 
For tlie purpose of a feasibility study of a density rrieasurement teclinique on tlie basis of the 
range of positrons in matter. a Monte Carlo siniulation code has been written [I]. Tliis code uses 
~nacroscopic paranieters as stopping powers arid rariges to calculate tlie spatial distribution of the 
positron aii~iihilation. Furtliermore. detour factors are required as input data, too. The detour 
factor gives the ratio of a track leiigth (i.e. the contiiiuous slowing down range) to tlic penetratiori 
deptli. At first. literature data were used. Uiifortunately. the data giveri in different papers varg 
by about 50percent. Tliis variation beconies irnportarit. if the siniulation program is used to 
predict densities on tlie basis of rneasurements. For positroris witli an energy of about 1 MeV (in 
matter witli low effective atomic nuniber Z) sorne authors published values for tlie detour factor 
of ahout 1.0 [3]. otliers publislied values of about 1.5 [2]. Tlierefore, the detour factors were 
calculated by nieans of GEANT siriiulatioris [-I]. In tliese siniulations iiioiioenergetic positroils 
enter tlie material (especially polystyrene and polystyrene foarn) filling the space witli z > 0 at 
tlie origin of coordinates (Fig. 1). Annihilation points (x,y.z) arid track lerigths were calculated for 
several niedia arid densities taking irito account 10' positrons. The calculated coritinuous slowiiig 
down ranges sliow very good agreement witli values giveri in tlie NIST EPSTAR databasc, [51. 
Fig. 1 Sctup fcr the GE+43T Si~~~ulations Fig. 2 Overr-ien- ori calculated detour factors 
f calcizlatior~: X?. 251Cg;/ru3. E=l31eT-)- S,%l. 
Tlie detorir factor Xdf was deterniined as tlie ratio of the averaged track length to the averaged 
perletration deptli z. The eriergy dependence of this factor is shown in Fig. 2. For the sariie 
niatcx-id. tlie valiies vary only slightl witli &anging material deiisity. The detour factors reach 
tlic ~riaxii~mni for energies of about 300 keV which is in good agreenient with [3]. The values of 
XAr for polystyrene (de~u'ity 1000 kg/m" obtained with tlie program GEANT are even higlier 
than tliose publislied in [2]. The detour factors used in the density sirnulation code [I] are taken 
froiri t l e  GEAXT resnlts described above. 
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Dose Consideration for Ce11 Irradiation by Channeling X-rays 
Tlie superconducting electron source ELBE with a niaximum electron eriergy of 40 MeV and a 
mean beam current of up to 1 mA is being built up. Interise arid quasi-monochroniatic X-rays 
tunable within a photon energy range between 10 and 100 keV will be produced by ineans of 
electrons channeling in crystals [I]. 
We consider now the feasibility of a chaiine- 
ling radiation (CR) source for radiobiological 
- - 
experiments especially for the measurement 
- 
7 
of relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of 
- - 
quasi-monochromatic X-rays by cell survival 
- - 
studies. If we assume a 0.5mm water equi- 
valent absorbing material in front of the cell 
irioiiolayer (20 prn thick, water equivalent). a L 15 1 
photoii bearn spot diauieter of 1 cni and a 
pliotoii eriergy variatioii tlirougli the beain U 
spot of 10 %? aiid extrapolating tlie experi- - 
rneiital data on the planar clianneling in dia- 
- - - 
rnond of refs. [I-31 to electrori energg rarige 5 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l -  
betweeii 12 arid 40 MeV. to a beam curreiit of 0 20 40 60 80 100 
100 jiA and to a crystal thickness of 80 pm. X- photon energy (keV) 
rays between 12 and 100 keV with sufficierit 
dose rates of more than about 1 Gy/rnin will 
hecorrie available (Fig. 1). 
Tlie results of figure 1 are based on tlie as- 
siiniptiori tliat all photoiis liit the target area. 
For a iiiore detailed calciilatiori inlioriiogeliity 
of the plioton flux arid eiiergy must be takeri 
iiito corisideration. 
Fig. 1 Plioto~i enprgy dtycwIrmt dostl ratrs (X- 
pected for ;i 10Op-4 ELßE b t m i  (12 1OJlr*T') for 
cdl irradiatioiis. Thr X-rays arcl assariir~d to I W  
producrd by pItiriiir charint~litig tit t h ~  ( 1 1 0 )  j)Iatic 
of dian~iond iinrl t y  tho tr;insitioti htmwii thc* firsr 
clst'itctl tintl t l ~  gro111d stiftt3 ~f t i I ~  Ii.ilIiST(aT.Sii 
ltittiw potmtiit1. 
-10 -5 0 5 10 
X-coordinate (rnm) 
-10 -5 0 5 10 
X-coordinate (mm) 
Fig. 2 Rela t i~e  p1~oto11 9eld (left) and energy (rigl~t) distribution of  chan~ieling radiatior~ at a ~>lara~ic 
perper~dicuhr to dectron beam asis arid located at a distance of  2m from diamond crystal. An electrori 
heam o f  20AIel' results in maxrirnum photo11 energr- of  31.SkeT: Contour levels are i ~ i  perce~ztage of  thc 
maximuni ~ d i i e  and t11e wl~ite circle represents the target area. 
3 E, = 20.0 MeV 
i \ E, = 31.5 keV I \\ 
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Fig. 3 Distarlt~ dcpe~idt'nt tlose rates calrulatrrl for a 12lIel-  (red) and 2OAIeT' (blue) electrori bc>a111. 
0 1 1  tlit. 1t.ft: mi~~in iu~r i  dosti rate iri the target. on tlie right: dose rate differente bet~iree~~ mi iimum and 
iriiixi~~iirm dnse rate in fhr target in prcentage of t11e riiasin~uni dose rate. 
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Quality Control of Radionuclide Purity of a 188W/188Re Generator used for 
Therapeutic Applications 
R. RCNGE', hi. ANDREEFF~. J.KRoPP', G.\&'UNDERLICH~, F.F. KNAPP'. W.-G. FRANKE'. 
R. SCHWENGNER AND 11'. SCHULZE 
Tlie nuclide Is8Re is well suited for clinical applications such as treatment of Cancer with lasRe- 
labelled antibodies, tlierapy of bone metastases with 1 8 8 ~ e - ~ ~ ~ ~  and the palliative treatnient 
of arthritis of large synovial joints with 188~e-labelled particles. 
Tlie nuclide ls8Re decays via ß- decay with a half-life of 17.0 h and a maximum electron energy 
of 2.12 MeV. Tlie decay is followed by the emission of a 155.0 keV y ray. lS8Re can be produced 
from tlie nuclide ls8w whicli decays with a half-life of 69.4 d. A percentage of 99 % of this decay 
populates tlie ground state of IssRe [I]. 
To produce ls8Re for therapeutic applications a 188W/1s8~e generator obtained frorn the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory was used. In this generator the daughter nuclide 18"e is separa- 
ted from the parent nuclide ls8w by passing a 0.9 % saline solution through an alurninium 
oxide adsorbent in whicli lX8W is bound as tungsten acid. The lasRe eluate produced with 
tliis procedure may contain impurities of ls8w, if this can break through to the collection 
vessel of the IssRe eluate. Such irnpurities of ls8W have to be avoided in tlierapeutic appli- 
cations, siiice they niay lead to a reniarkable additional radiation dose caused by the conti- 
nuing prodiictiori of "'Re via the decay of 1 8 8 ~  with its relatively long half-life. Tlicrefore. 
tlie lasRe eluate has to be carefully examined for possible ls8w impurities caused by a break 
througli duriag tlie elution process. For this purpose, tlie y-ray spectruni of the lX8Re elua- 
te lias been ineasured tliree weeks (corresponding to 30 half-lives of 18'Re) after tlit? eliitiori. 
The arnount of a contaniination witli ls8W can 
be derived froni tlie intensity of tlie characte- 
ristic 155.0 keV y ray which cari originate af- '0° 
ter this time only froiii a productiori of lS8Re 
through the decay of tlie contaniinant. An ex- 
ainple of a y-ray spectruni of the ' " ~ e  eluatc 
is showii in Fig. 1. The intensity of tlie 155.0 
keV y ray observed in this spectruni corre- B 
sponds to a la8w containination of 1 X 1 0 - ~  9% 5 
per bolus whicli is within tlie range accepted S 
for therapeutic applications. Tlie y rays ari- 
sing froni clieniical inipurities by lglOs aiid 
'""1r observed in tlie spectriini arc withiii tlic. Ir 
accepted range (< 1.5 X 10-I %I) as well. 
In conclusiori. tlie used 1 8 8 ~ / 1 8 X ~ ~  generator 
meets tlie requirenieiits of radioniirlicie piirity E, 1 keV 
arid caii be iised to produce 188~,e  for thera- 
Fig. 1 i-ray spwtnim of '""R t.luart~ riiemirtd 
geutic applicatioris. 
t11rt.c r r d i s  after tfw sqxirütirm frmi I" W. 
Klinik für ~u~kaTIn t .d i z in  des ITnz?~ersitütskliniku~ns 
der TU Dresden 
"uclear Medicinc Group Oak Ridgr: Nat70naE Laborator!/. USA 
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A Large Acceptance Multiparticle Spectrometer for 1-3 GeV Proton Beams 
(Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 426 (1998) 385-404) 
Balestra, F., Y. Bedfer, R. Bertini, L.C. Bland, A. Brenscliede. F. Brochard, M.P. Bussa, V. 
Chalyshev. Seonho Choi, M. Debowski, M. Dzemidzic, J.Cl. Faivre. I.V. Falomkin. L. Fava. 
L. Ferrero. J. Foryciarz. V. Frolov. R. Garfagnini, D. Gill. A. Grasso, E. Grosse, S. Heinz. 
W.W. Jacobs, W. Kühn, A. Maggiora. M. Maggiora, A. Manara, D. Panzieri, H.W. Pfaff, G. 
Piragiiio, G.B. Poiitecorvo, A. Popov, J. Ritnian, P. Salabura. P. Senger, J. Stroth, F. Tosello. 
S.E. Vigdor, B. Zalikhanov, G. Zosi 
Abstract: A magnetic spectrometer system has been constructed for the study of reactions 
with inultiple charged particles in the final state. induced by polarized proton beams of few 
GeV eiiergy. Tlie systeni is based on a large-gap dipole rnagnet. with a liquid hydrogen target 
aiid scintillatiiig fiber tracking detectors embedded iiiside tlie magnet. Multiwire proportional 
cliaiiil~crs. plastic scintillator liodoscopes, and tliresliold ~erenkov detectors placed outside 
tlie magnet provide additional tracking. triggering and particle identification capabilities. Tlie 
systcm has beeil applied to study exclusive hyperon as well as pseudoscalar arid vector nieson 
productioii reactions at bombardirig energies below 3 GeV. Additionally, it has been used to 
iiionitor tlie protoii beain polarization at  Laboratoire National Saturne. The components and 
perforrriarice of tlie systern are reported. 
Production of 4 and w Mesons in Near Threshold pp Reactions 
(Pliys. Rev. Lett. 81 (1998) 4572-4575 ) 
Balestra. F.. Y. Bedfer, R. Bertini. L.C. Bland. A. Brenschede. F. Brochard.. M.P. Bussa. 
V. Clialysliev. Seoiiho Clioi, M. Debowski, M. Dzernidzic. J.-Cl. Faivre, I.V. Faloinkin, 
L. Fava. L. Ferrero; J. Foryciarz, V. Frolov, R. Garfagnini. D. Gill. A. Grasso. E. Grosse. 
S. Heinz, V.V. Ivanov, W.W. Jacobs. W. Kühn. A. Maggiora. M. Maggiora, A. Manara. 
D. Panzieri, H.-W. Pfaff, G. Piragino, G.B. Poiitecorvo, A.. Popov, J .  Ritriian, P. Sdd>unt.  
P. Seliger, J. Stroth. F. Tosello. S.E. Vigdor, G. Zosi 
Abstract: Tlie ratio of the exclusive production cross sectioiis for cf, arid W niesolis lias becu 
measured in pp reactions at Tb„„, = 2.85 GeV. Tlie o1)servecl $ / W  ratio is (3.7 + 0.7:&$) X 10-". 
After phase space corrections. this ratio is about a factor 1I) eiilmiced rclative to naive 
predictions based upon tlie Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rille. iii coiiy)arison to aii eiilimcenient 
by a factor - 3 previously observed at higher energies. Tlie riiotlcst iiicrease of tliis erili;tiicenit?nt 
near tlie production tliresliold is coiripared to tlie miidi larger iiirrcascl of tliv $ / W  ratio o1)servd 
in specific clianaels of jTp annihilation experinierits. 
Coulomb Effects on Particle Spectra in Relativistic Nuclear Collisions 
(Pliys. Rev. C 57 (1998) 2536) 
Barz, H.W., J.P. Bondorf. J.J. Gaardhoje. H. Hriselberg 
Abstract: Coulomb effects ori T* arid K* spectrrt in rclativistic iiiiclmr collisions are irivesti- 
gated. At collisioii energies around 1 GeV tlie ratio of T- to T" is eiihaiiced sevcral tiiiics d 
low transverse niornenta but less at ultrarelativistic entxgies. 'C%? descri1)e tlie ratios at SIS, 
AGS. and SPS energies with simple aiialytic rriodels as well as uore etal>nratc riiiliierical iiiodds 
incorporatirig the expmsion dyriariiics. The Couloiul~ effect depeds  on tlie propcrties of tlir 
source after tlie violent. collisiori pliase and provides inforniatioii on soiirw s iz~s .  frtme-out tiuies. 
aiid expansion velocities. Comparisori with resiilts from HBT alia1yst.s ;irr riirtck. Preclictioris 
for T* arid K& a t  RRHIC and LHC energies are givtm. 
Combined Effects of Nuclear Coulomb Field, Radial Flow, and  Opaqueness o n  
Two-Pion Correlations 
(Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 2214-2220) 
Barz, H.W. 
Abstract: Correlations of two like charged pions emitted froni a liot aiid cliarged spherically 
expanding nuclear system are investigated. The motioii of the pions is described qiiaiiturn 
meclianically iising tlie Klein-Gordoii equation whicli iricliides Couloinb field aiid pioii absorp- 
tion. Flow modifies tlie radial distribution of the source function and rescales the pion wave 
functions. Tlie radii extracted froin the correlation functions are calculated in sideward aiid 
outward direction as a function of the pair momentuin. Comparison witli recerit measurements 
at boinbarding energies of 1 GeV and 11 GeV per nucleon is made. 
Breakup Conditions of Projectile Spectators from Dynamical Observables 
(Phys. Rev. C 58 (1998) 1639-1655) 
Begemann-Blaicli, M., V. Lindenstruth, J.  Pochadzalla. J.C. Adloff. P. Boiiissoii, J .  Hubele. G. 
Iirirrie. I. Iori. P. Kreutz. G.J. Kunde. S. Leray, Z. Liu. U. Lynen. R.J. Meijer, U. Milkau, A. 
Moroiii. W.F.J. Müller, C. Ng6. C.A. Ogilivie. G. Raciti. G. Rudolf, H. Saiiii, M. Schnittker, A. 
Schüttauf, W. Seidel, L. Stuttge, W. Trautniann, A. Tucliolski 
Abstract: Moinenta aird rnasses of heavy projectile fragnients (228). produced iii collisions of 
'"'AU with C, Al. Cu. arid Pb targets at E/A=600 MeV, were determined with tlie ALADIN 
inagiietic spectrometer at SIS. Using this informatioii. an aiialysis of kirieniatic correlatioris 
between tlie two arid tliree heaviest projectile fragnieiits in tlieir rest frairie was performed. 
Tlie sensitivity of tliese correlations to tlie conditioris at breakup was verified withiii tlie 
scheniatic sos niodel. For a quantitative investigation, the data were compared to calculatioris 
with statistical rriiiltifragnientatiori rnodels and classical three-body calculatioris. Witli classical 
tpntjectory calciilatioris. wliere the charges arid inasses of the fragmeiits are takeri froni a Monte 
Chrlo sainpliiig of thc experiiiierital eveiits. tlie dynainical observables can be reproduced. The 
dcdiicecl breakup paranieters, howwer. differ corisiderably froin tliose assuined in tlie statistical 
niiiltifragriieiitatioii rrmdels which describe tlie Charge correlations. If, on the otlier hand, tlie 
analgsis of kiiiematic and cliarge correlations is perforrned for eveiits with two and tliree heavy 
fragnieiits prodnced by statistical iiiultifragmeiitation codes. good agreement with the data 
is fourid witli tiic exceptiori that tlie fliictuation widths of the intririsic fragnieiit energies arc 
sigiiificaiitly iiriderestiniated. A new versioii of the multifragmentation code MCFRAG was 
fherefore used to i~ivestigatc the potential role of angular momentuin at the breakup stage. If a 
iniwi aiigiilar riiorrieiiturn of 0.75 fi/riiicleoii is added to the system, the eiiergy fliictuatioiis caii 
lw rcprodut:ed. hilf a the samc tiine tlie cliarge partitions are niodified and deviate from the data. 
Estimates of Production Rates of SUSY Particles i n  Ultra-Relativistic Heavy-Ion 
Collisions 
(.J. Phiys. G 24 (1998) 1235-1248) 
Beiiiker. L1.W.. B. Kämpfer, G. Soff 
Al,stract: ?tte estimatc. the prodiictioii rates of supersymrnetric particles in central heavy-ion 
ctJlisio~is at LHC. The partori cascade niodel is iised to seek for possible collective phenonieiia 
wiiicIi pnlargc t1ie prochictioi~ probahility of very heaq particles. Even if there is sonie 
indicatiozi uf stich cooperativt. efkcts. Iiiglier energy aiid h i g h  Iuniinosity of protoii bearns at 
LBC disfavoiir heavy-io~i rtwtioiw in th3 sertrch for sy>ersy~rnrnetric partides. 
Proton-Proton Bremsstrahlung at 797 MeV/c 
(Phys. Lett. B 429 (1998) 195) 
Bilger. R., A. Böhm, H. Brand. S. Brand. K.-Th. Brinkmann, H. Clement. P. Cloth. M. 
Dahinen, S. Dshemuchadse, W. Eyrich, D. Filges, H. Freiesleben. M. Fritscli, R. Geyer. A. 
Hassan, J. Hauffe. P. Herrmann. B. Hübner. P. Jahn. K. Kilian, H. Koch, J. Kress, J. Krug. 
E. Kuhlmann, J.S. Lange, A. Metzger: P. Michel, K. Möller, H.P. Morsch, Ch. Nake. H. 
Naiin. B. Naumann, L. Naumann, P. Ringe: E. Roderburg, M. Rogge, A. Schamlott, 
P. Sdiöiinieier, A. Schülke. M. Steinke, F. Stinzing. P. Turek, G. J. Wagner, S. Wirtli. U. Zielinski 
Abstract: At COSY pp-bremsstralilurig was measured at a beam niomentum of 797 MeV/c using 
an exteriial proton bearn. Data were taken with a wide angle spectrometer covering a solid angle 
of approxiniately 1 sr. Tlie complete data set is presented in a series of c.ni. angular distsibutions 
as well as a single Dalitz plot. The absence of final state interaction effects is understood as 
beirig due to a general insensitivity of the pp y reaction to the spin-singlet component of tlie 
NN interaction. Coplariar angular distributions (in the laboratory system) are well reprodu- 
ced by recent rnodel calculatioiis; also good agreeinent is found witli the original TRIUMF 
data [K. Micliaeliaii et al.. Phys. Rev. D 41 (1990) 2861 when oinitting tlie rescalirig factor of 213. 
Strangeness Production in the Reaction pp -+ p K i A  in the Threshold Region 
(Pliys. Lett. B 420 (1998) 217) 
Bilger. R., A. Böliiii, S. Brand. H.Brand. Brinkmann. K.-Th.. H. Clenierit. P. Cloth. M. 
Daliiilen, M. Dellert. H. Deiinert. S. Dshemuchadse, W. Eyricli. D. Filges. H. Frsieslelwii. 
M. Fritscll, R. Geyer, A. Hassan. J. Hauffe, P. Herrmanii. B. Hübner. P. Jahn. K. Kiliaii. M. 
Kirsch. H. Kocli. J. Kress. J. Krug. E. Kuhlmanii. J.S. Lange. A. Metzger. P. Michel, K. 
Möller, H. P. Morscli, M. Moosburger. Cli. Nake. H. Naiiii. B. Naumann, L. Naumann, 
P. Ringe, E. Roderburg. M. Rogge. A. Schamlott, P. Sdi61iiiit:ier. A. Schülke. R. Spcd  M. 
Steirike, F. Stinzing. P. Turek, G. J. Wagner, S. Wirth, U. Zielinski 
Abstract: Tlie reactioii pp -+ K+X,p was rneasured excliisively at, tlie cooler syridirotroii COSY 
at beani ~iioriierita of PRrarrL = 2.50 GeV/c arid PB„„, = 2.75 Gt.V/c iisirig Lli~ TOF (1tW.tor. 
Angular and iiiomentiini distril~utioris wcre obtaiiied for tlio fiill pliasisc~ sprt<-ci rtf t lio riwtioii 
products. Total cross sectioiis were extracted to bc! (2.7 0.3) /L 1) aild (12.0 0.4) / L  1,. rwpcwtivrly. 
Tlie polarizatio~i of tlie A-liyperoii was deteriiiirieci as a fiiilctioii of its trarisvtmd iiloiiiciituiii 
and was foiind to be negative for traiisverse niomeiitiiiii trarisfvrs of 1~ 2 0.3 C;r*Y/i.. Tliv 
results togetlier witli existiiig data are conipared witli ~>l i~r io~i ie~ io l~~gi~;~ l  ptr;tnict.erii,;tttert ioiis anti 
niodel calculatioiis 011 t l ~ e  basis of mesoii t:xt:llarige. 
First Identification of Excited States in the N=Z Nucleus 70Br 
(Eur. Pliys. J.  A 5 (1999) 213-246) 
Borcaii. C.. H. Sclinare, R. Schwengner, L. KW>lc.r, H.G. Ortkpp- F. Dönau, 11. (:r;tw. hl. 
Gorska. S. Skoda. J. Ebertli. T. Härtleiii. F. Kiick, D. Paiisrgrai. %I. Mr>s;.yhski. 1). tktlski. M. 
Weiszflog, A. Axelsson, D.R. Napoli. A. Gatlca. R. JZTidswrxrtli. X. Wilsou. W. -hcIrcjtscbht4f 
Abstract: Excited states in tlie T, = 0 riiicleus 70Br liaw tweii inwstigatcd tising tlw rtwtioli. 
' j ' ~ i ( ~ % .  lp3n) .  2 rays were detected witli oiie EUROBALL CL[-STER <li.tr.ctor a i t f  tlirtr* 
siiigle HPGe detectors. Cliitrged partic1c.s aiid iirlitrolis werts rrgistt-lrect with thc Itr,ssctitlrirf 
silicoii ball arid six ~iiodules of the EUROBALL rwiitroii wall. rt>spt*ctisdy. 'f litb k1iwtifit~:tr irm of 
y transitio~is in 7 0 ~ r  is bmed o ~ i  tlie aiialysis of y?-pnttcm-wiitrmri ~whiciciencm. -1 lcst4 h d m i i t ~  
of 7 0 ~ r  has bei1 establislied for tlie first tiiiie. It sl~rvit-s a ziiiiltipkt-likt* striartarv ctf ~>rc~li;it~ly 
isospin T = 0 wllile T = 1 isobarit: t t ~ ~ d o g i ~ i ~  states arck ii& r~lwrsert. 
Three-Particle Final States Measured at the Pion threshold with COSY-TOF 
(Acta Phys. Polon. B 29 (1998) 2993) 
Brinkmann, K.-Th.: R. Bilger, A. Böhrn, H. Clement, H. Dennert. S. Dshemuchadse, H. 
Dutz. W. Eyrich, C. Fanara. D. Filges. A. Filippi, H. Freiesleben, M. Fritsch, R. Geyer, A. 
Hassan, J. Hauffe, P. Herrmann. D. Hesselbarth, B. Hübner, P. Jahn, K. Kiliaii, H. Koch, J.  
Kress, J. Krug, E. Kuhlmann. S. Marcello. S. Marwinski, A. Metzger, W. Meyer, P. Michel, K. 
Möller, H.P. Morsch. H. Nann, B. Naumann, L. Naumann, A. Rainiondo, E. Roderbiirg. 
M. R-ogge, A. Schamlott, P. Schönnieier. W. Schröder, M. Schulte-Wisserrnarin, M. Steinke. 
F. Stiiizing: G.Y. Sun. J.  Wächter. G.J. Wagner, M. Wagner. S. Wirth, U. Ziclinski 
Abstract: Tlie production of pions in pp collisions at beam eiiergies of 5 300 MeV has beeri 
studied with the COSY-TOF spectrometer. which was recently extended to flight paths of -43 i r r  
for charged particles through the addition of a barre1 section. Together with tlie brenisstrahlung 
clianiiel, whicli was investigated in an earlier experiment, pion production exhaiists the inelastic 
pp cross section at these eiiergies. TOF allows the simultaneous stiidy of all cliaririels, the 
riieasurenient of pnn-+ being facilitated by the neutron detector COSYnus. In this contribution, 
prelimiliary results on the pionic tliree-body final states are discussed. 
Shears Mechanism in the A - 110 Region 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 82 (1999) 3220-3223) 
Clark, R.W. S. J. Asztalos. B. Busse. C. J. Chiara. M. Croriiaz. M. A. Deleplanque, R. M. 
Dianioiid. P. Fallon. D. B. Fossan. D. G. Jenkins, S. Juutirien. N. Kelsall, R. Krücken G. J. 
Lane. I. Y. Lee. A. 0. Macchiavelli. R. W. MacLeod, G. Schriiid, J .  M. Sears, J.  F. Siiiith. F. 
S. Stephens. K. Vetter. R. Wadswortli. S. Frauendorf 
Abstract: Lifetimes of states in a rotational-like A l l  band in llOCd liave beeil determined 
tlirough a Doppler-shift attenuation method ~neasuremerit perfornied with tlie Gamrnasphere 
array T1ie deduced B(M1) values. whicli agree well with the predictioris of the tilted axis 
cra~ikirig iiiodel, clearly confirm that it has the character of a sliears band. Usirig a semiclassical 
sclicrrie of the couplirig of two long j vectors we deduce informatiori ori the stre~igth arid form of 
tlip efft.ctive iriteractio~i betweeri the coristituent nucleons. Tliese results are tlie first definitive 
w-i&~l(;c. of tlie sliears niediaiiisni and "niagnetic rotation" in this niass region. 
The Canonical Form of Transition Matrix Elements 
(Phys. Rev. C 58 (1998) 872) 
Dönau, F. 
Xl>str:ict: Tlle calculatiotl of coiriplicated transition ~~ia t r ix  eleriients 1)etwoen niiilti quasipartick 
states caii t ) t  ~sseritially sitnplified by tratisformirig theni in a carioriical for~ii. This niethoti 
allows t,he exterision of tlia basis space of Generator Coordinate studies airriirig to inclmit> 
ortitiogyl~id cjuasiparticle excit$atitions into the commo~rlq. corisidered basis set of colledive states. 
Fiirtlieniiore. it is shc)wri that t116 neglect of the excliange co~itribut,ion of multipole forces ~nay  
ltvid k, dangerous pole teriiis in non-diagonal matrix elenients. 
Restoration of the Broken Da-Symmetry in the Mean Field Description of 
Rotating Nuclei 
(Phys. Lrtt. B 450 (1999) 313-319) 
tunneling fort11 and back between the two synimetry-related minima in the double-humped 
potential-energy surface appears as a typical bifurcation of the rotational band. We describe this 
many-body process in whicli all nucleons participate by diagonalizing the nuclear Hamiltonian 
within a selected set of tilted and non-tilted cranking quasiparticle states. This microscopic 
approach is able to restore the broken D2 symmetry and reproduce the quantum fluctuations 
between symmetry-related HFB states which emerge as splitting of the band energies and in 
parallel staggering in intraband M1 transitions. 
Integral Representation of the Random Phase Approximation Correlation Energy 
( Pliys. Rev. Lett. 83 (1999) 280-283) 
Dönau, F., D. Alniehed, R,.G. Nazmitdinov 
Abstract: Using the spectral function $'>'(z)/$(z) the RPA correlation energy and otlier 
properties of a finite systeni can be written as a contour integral in a compact way. This 
yields a transparent expression and reduces drastically the numerical efforts for obtairiing relia- 
ble values. Tlie method applied to pairing vibrations in rotating nuclei as an illustrative exaiiiple 
A Low-Mass Drift Chamber System for the Hades-Spectrometer 
(Acta Phys. Polonica B 29 (1998) 3189-3193) 
Dohrmann, F., K. Bet1ige.W. Enghardt, 0. Fateev. C. Garabatos. E. Grosse. C. Müiitz, 
W. Karig, W. Koenig, L. Suiykov. M. Sobiella, A. Steigerwald. H. Stelzer. J .  Strotli. .J. 
Wüstenfeld. Y. Zanewsky, A. Zentek 
Abstract: A new high resolution ( A / M / M  < 1 94) arid high accc?ptancc (45 94) di-i-electrori 
spectronleter (HADES) has been designed to investigate inrriediurii propertiw of liaclrolw. For 
tracking of all cliarged particles (in particular with siifficient resolution for i:lert,roiis) a systt~iil 
of 24 low-rriass drift chanibers (Helium based counti~ig gas anti Aliiriiiriiuiii ficltl itiid c.atliorirl 
wires), arranged in four tracking planes, is used. Design asperts of tlit. cliaiiilx~rs arc sqmtcd. 
Results of perforrnance optiniization usiiig various prototype tli?t.cr.tors arr disriissrtl. iiic.liidiiig 
results of an aging test. Stable operation in the high-iriiiltil)lit.ity (wirori~kieilt tif hc%vy ioii 
collisions. and a spatial resolution of 70 p i ( u )  over 80 '%t of ;L r ~ l l  1 1 ; ~ ~  hoi i  dc~iiiorists;ttc~(l iii 
two beain experinierits 
Photon Scattering Off 52Cr: Two-Phonon E1 Strength at the f17=28 Shell 
Closure? 
(Nucl. Phys. A 636 (1998) 139-155) 
Eiders. J., P. von Brentano. J. Ebertli. R.-D. Herz1)erg. 3 .  Hiixtil, H. Lriisko. P. von Noitiiii~iiii- 
Cosel. N. Nicolay. N. Pietralla. H. Pratie, J. Reif. A. Rivhter. C:. Sc-lilc~gt~l. R. Schwengi~er, S. 
Skoda, H.G. Tlioiiias, I. Wiedenhöver. G. JVi1itt.r. A. Zilgcs 
Abstract: Results of a n a t ~ r ( y , i )  experiintm at thc S-DALINAC' iirtl rrporred b r  rrirrgi~s up tt) 
7 MeV utiliziiig a Euroball Cluster ddetector. Tht. <:xcitaticm t)f tt J=l stattb at 5344 $%J- is o1rxr.r- 
ved which is believed to belong tto s"Cr bwausr of the stsiwgth of tfir slpirtl iind tlir' hrgv iiatttixrttl 
al~uiidance. By a varietg of empirical argum?nts a < ~ u ; t c i r ~ i ~ ~ o l r * - o c ' t ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ' I t ~ - i ~ t ~ i ~  two-phiio~i. 1
cliaracter is suggested for this transition. (2uasipartic.lt~ ra~i~ii>~ii-~~liö,sr~-a~~~~rt~si~~iatit~~~ (QRI'A) 
calculations are able to reprodwe tlie cilorgg alid U(E1) tr;msitioli strtiigth rmisakalily w l l .  
The uriderlying niicroscopic structure is si~ggt?sted to 1~ liictre r-rmipli~x t1i:tn a piirtx rwo-plzonrtii 
picture. Furtlieniiore. the calculations iiidicatci ;i piirc ~ictitnm (L I ,~~!&I~  il migwtir' <Iiptflrl 
structiire for an excitatioli experiirienknlly nwi itt 50% XPV wftkh u-oi.rfc1 prc)?-iitt* a dirt.tbt 
irieasure of grou~id-skate correlations in ""C's. 
The ELBE Radiation Source Project 
(Acta Phys. Polonica B 30 (1999) 1639-1645) 
Enghardt, W., F. Gariel. P. Gippner, E. Grosse, H. Guratzsch, D. Janssen. P. Michel. U. 
Netliing. W. Neubert. H. Prade. K.D. Schilling, R. Schwengner, W. Seidel, U. Steeginüller. 
P. vom Stein, W. Wagner, M. Wenzel, A. Wolf, R. Wünsch and the ELBE-crew. 
Abstract: The project of the future user facility Radiation Source ELBE is presented, wich is 
being realized in tlie Forschungszentruirin Rossendorf. After several years of intense plaiiriiiig, 
tlie year 1996 has brought the final approval of the project aiid tlie grouridbreaking started at 
the end of 1997. Tlie first electron beani is expected until the end of tliis deca.de. 
The Application of PET to Quality Assurance of Heavy-Ion Tumor Therapy 
(Strahlenther. Onkol. 175 Supp I1 (1999) 33 
Enghardt, W., J. Debus. T. Haberer, B.G. Hasch, R.. Hinz. 0. Jäkel. M. Krämer, K. 
Lauckner, J. Pawelke 
Abstract: At tlie new heavg ion tumor therapy facility of tlie Gesellschaft für Sdiwerionerifor- 
scliurig at Darrnstadt positron emission tomograpliy (PET) has been iniplernented for in-beani 
and in-sitii therapy control. i.e. during the tumor irradiation. The components necessary for 
tliis dedicated PET-iinaging aiid their integration into the franiework of therapy plaiiriiiig arid 
cliiality assuraiice of lieavy ion Cancer treatrnents are presented. Results of tlie first application 
of this PET-~iiethod to patierit treatrnents are reported. 
Identification of Baryon Resonances in Central Heavy-Ion Collisions at Ener- 
gies between 1 and 2 AGeV FOPI Collaboration 
(Eiiropean Pliysical Journal A 4 (1998) 335-349) 
Eskef. M.. D. Pelte. G. Goebels. E. Häfele, N. Herrmann. M. Korolija. Y. Leifels. H. Merlitz, S. 
Mohren. h1.R. Stocknneier. M. Trzaska. J.P. Alard. A. Andronic . R. Averbeck . Z. Basrak. N. 
Bastid. I. Belyaev. D. Best, A. Biita. R. Caplar, N. Cindro. J.P. Coffin. P.Crochet, P. Dupieux. 
hl. Dzelalija. L. Fraysse. Z. Fodor. A. Genoux-Lubain. A. Gobbi, K.D. Hildeiibrand, B. Ho~ig, 
F. Jundt,. .J. Kecskemeti. M. Kirejczyk. R. Kotte, R. Kutsche, A. Lebedev, V. Manko, J .  
Illiisner. D. Moisa. W. Neubert. M. Petrovici, C. Piiikenburg. C. Plettner. P. Pras, F. Rarrii, 
V. Raniillirn. W. Reisdorf. J.L. Ritnian. B.de Schauenbiirg. D. Scliüll, Z. Seres, B. Sikoira, 
1'. Siniion, K. Siwck-Wi1c:zynska. V. Sniolyankin. M.A. Vasiliev. P. Wagner, G.S. Wang. K. 
Wisriiewski. D. Wolilfartli , A. Zhilin 
Abstract: The iriass distrit~utioris of baryon resoiianccs populated in near-central collisions of 
Ai1 ori Au a ~ i d  Ki oii Ni arc deduced 11y defolding tlie pt spectra of charged pions by a metlrod 
v-hich docls not deperid on a specific resonance shape. In addition the niass distributioiis of 
resonrtriccs are obtained fronl the invariant iriasses of (p. X*) pairs. With both rnethods the 
dediiced rriass distributions are sfiifted by an average value of -60 MeV/c2 relative to tht. 
mms distril>iition of the free A(1232) resonance. the distributions descent alrnost exponentially 
kowards niass wlues of 2000 MeV/c2. Tlie observed differences between (p, n-) arid (p, X + )  
pairs iiidicate a contribution of isospiri I = 112 resonances. Tlie atteinpt to consistently describe 
tlle clediiced niass distribiitioris and the reconstructed kinetic energy spectra of the resonarices 
lea& to neur insights about; the freeze out coriditions. i-e. to  rather low teniperatures and large 
txpansimi velocities. 
Supershell Structure of Magnetic Susceptibility 
(Phys. Reu. B 58 (19913) 5622-X26) 
F'rauendorf, S., V.M. Kulonrieta. A.G. hlagiier. AI. Sarizhur 
Abstract: The magnetic susceptibility of electrons confined to a spherical cavity or a circular 
billiard shows slow oscillations as a function of the number of electrons, which are a manifesta- 
tion of tlie supershell structure found in the free energy of metal clusters. The relationsliip of 
the oscillations of the two different quantities is analyzed by means of semiclassical calculations: 
which are in quantitative agreement with quantal results. The oscillations should be observable 
for ensembles of circular ballistic quantum dots and metal clusters. 
Cranked Shell Model and Isospin Symmetry Near N = Z 
(Nucl. Pliys. A 645 (1999) 509-535 ) 
F'rauendorf, S., J.A. Slieikh 
Abstract: A crariked shell niodel approacli for the description of rotational bands in N N Z 
nuclei is forrnulated. Tlie isovector neutron-proton pairing is taken into account explicity. Tlie 
coricept of spontancous breaking and subsequent restoration of tlie isospin symmetry turns 
out to be crucial. The general rules to construct the near yrast spectra for rotating nuclei are 
presented. For the rnodel case of particles in a j-shell, it is shown that excitation spectra and 
tlie aligninent processes are well described as compared to the exact sliell model calculatiori. 
R,ealistic craiiked sliell niodel calculations are able to describe tlie experimental spectra of 
7"7"~r and 7%b isotopes. 
Rotational Alignment Near N = Z and Proton-Neutron Correlations 
(Pliys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 1400-1404) 
F'rauendorf, S., J .  A. Sheikh 
Abstract: The effects of the residual proton-neutron interactions on bandcrossing featiires ast3 
studied by nieans of sliell model calculations for nucleons in a high-j iritruder orbital. Tlie 
presence of an odd-nucleon shifts tlie frequency of tlie alignnient of two riiicleons of the otlier 
kind along tlie axis of rotation. It is shown that tlie anomalolus delaycd crossiiig o1)scrvttti in 
nuclei with aligning neutrons and protons occupyiiig tht: sarne intruder siibsliell caii b t ~  partly 
attributed to these residual interactions. 
Thermal Dilepton Signal Versus Dileptons from Open Charm and Bottom 
Decays in Heavy-Ion Collisisions 
(Phys. Rev. C 57 (1998) 3276-3283) 
Gallmeister, K., B. Kämpfer, O.P. Pwlenko 
Abstract: We arialyze tlie opportunity to observe thermal tlilq)t,oiw ciiiittrd r& <icc.oiifiiit~il 
matter resulting in l~eavy-ion collisions at RHIC aiid LHC ciitq+n. Spcciül kinemüt iml 
conditions provided l ~ y  tlie detector systcins PHEKIX ancl ALLCE. ami t-h~ so-rh;tlhvl AI L sc-;iliiig 
beliavior of thermal dileptori spectra are taken into accoiint. Our co~isiiitmtiolis iiicludt~ eiiergy 
loss effects of the fast lieavy quarks in deconfiiied matter. wliich for thciiisrlvt*~ cari licllp 10 
identify tlie creation of a liot arid dense parton iiiediu~ii. Diie to a tlireslic~kilikv eff t~t  for cltwty 
leptons we find a window at large transverse pair ~noinelitiini arid 6xed tr:tlisvtArstx iiiiss wlitw 
tlie thermal signal can exceed tlie background of dileptims frolii corr~lattd scliiiilepttmir ritwys 
of charm and bottoni mesoiis. 
Physical Information in the Thermal Continuum Dilepton Spectrum 
( Prog. Part. Nucl. Pliys. 42 (1999) 3 3 3 ~ )  
Gallmeister, K., B. Kämpfer, O.P. Pavlenko 
s t ak  parameters of the hottest parton stage as ( T ~ x ~ T ~ ~ ) ~  convoluted with an involved detector 
acceptance function. A refined analysis of tlie transverse pair momentum spectrum at fked 
dileptoii transverse mass cari reveal the niaximuni temperature of parton matter. 
Can One Discriminate the Thermal Dilepton Signal against the Open Charm 
and Bottorn Decay Background in Ultrarelatistic Heavy-Ion Collisions? 
(Eur. Pliys. J. C 8 (1999) 473) 
Gallmeister, K., B. Kämpfer, O.P. Pavlenko 
Abstract: In ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions at ,/Z > 20 (120) A-GeV a copious production 
of cliarm (bottoin) productioii sets in wliich. via correlated seniileptonic DD (BB) decays, 
gives rise to  a dilepton yield at iiivariant mass M N 2-3 GeV in excess of the Drell-Yan 
yield aiid the thermal dilepton signal froiri deconfined matter as well. We show that ap- 
propriate sinigle-electron transverse momentuni cuts (suitable for ALICE at LHC) cause 
a tliresliold like beliavior of the dilepton spectra from heavy-quark meson decays anti tlic 
Drell-Yan process arid can allow to observe a thermal dilepton signal from hot deconfined matter. 
Die Strahlungsquelle ELBE am Forschungszentrum Rossendorf 
(Pliys.Bl. 54 (1998) 342-344) 
Grosse, E. 
Abstract: In einigen Wochen wird der Grundstein für die Strahlungsquelle ELBE arn For- 
schuiigszentruiii Rossendorf (FZR) bei Dresden gelegt. Das Kernstück dieser rieueri Aiilage wird 
ein supraleitender Elektronen-Linearbeschleuniger lioher Brillanz sein. der iii seiner korril~iiiatioii 
von lioher Strahlintensität und guter Stralilqualität (d. 11. niedriger Ei~iittanz) alle iri Europa exi- 
stierenden Anlagen übertreffen soll (das Akranym ELBE wurde aber nicht nur deshalb gewählt). 
Stopping and Radial Flow in Central 5 8 ~ i +  5 8 ~ i  Collisions between 1A and 
2-4 GeV 
(Phys. Rev. C' 5'7 (1998) 244-253) 
Hong. B.. X. Herrniann. J.L. Ritnian. D. Best. A. Gobbi. K.D. Hildebrand, M. Kirejczyk. Y. 
Leifels. C:. Piiikeriburg. W. Reisdorf. D. Scliiill. U. Sodan. G.S. Wang. T. Wienliold, J.P. Alard. 
V. Aiiiouroux. N. Bastid. I. Belyw. G. Berek J. Biegaiisky. A. Buta. J.P. Coffin? P. Crocliet. B.de 
Sclia11~nhrg. R. Dom. P. Dupieux. M. Eskef. P. Fintz. Z. Fodor. L. Fraysse. A. Genoux-Lubain. 
G. Gtrebels. G. Guillaurne. E. Häfele. F. Juiidt. J. Kecskeineti, M. Korolija, R. Kotte, C. 
Kuliii. A. Lebedcv. I. Legrand. C. Mrützouzi. V. Maiiko. J .  Mösiier, S. Molireii. W. Neubert, 
D. Pdtc. hI. Petrcn-ici. P. Pras. F. Raini, C. Roy. Z. Seres, B. Sikora. V. Siniion, K. Siwek- 
Wilczyiiska, X. Soinov. L. Tizniti. M. Trzhska. M.A. Vasiliev. P. Wagner. D. Wolilfarth. A. Zhilin 
Aistr;ict:Tlit~ protltictio~r of cliargtxl pions. protons. arid deuteroiis has been studied in central 
wllisioris of "% on c5X~i  at inc dent beani energiies of 1.OGA. 1.45A arid 1.93A GeV. The 
t1iyrrideric.r of tra~is~erse-riionie1itu11i arid rapidity spectra on the beani energy and on thc 
c.cr&ality of tlie collisison is presented. It  is sliown that tlie scaling of tlie rnean rapidity shift 
C)£ protcms ~stahlislied fm betweeri 10A and 200A Ge\- at  the Brookhaven AGS arid the CER3 
SPS arc.cIerators eriergies is valid down to 1A GeV. The degree of nuclear stopping is discusseci: 
qiiütitu~zi 1rm1et:ular dpnarnics i.alc~ilatioiis reproduce tlie ~nemured protori rapidity spectra for 
tlitt ruosr rcritral evcnts reasoriably well. 'itiit da not sl10w any sensitivity between the soft arid 
thti llarti erjuittioii of skate. -4 radial flow arialysis. iising tfw midrapidity transverse-momentinn 
spectra. de1ivi.r~ frt.t~ze-t~tit terriperatirrcLs T aud radial flow velocities /&. whicli increase witli 
hcnrn t.ixlrhyI iip to 2d @V: in co~ripnrisori fo  the existirig data of Au on Au over a large rangt 
irf t*irvrgitn. rmly s21ou-s a systeiri sizt* depetitimw. 
Complete Scissors Mode Strength in Heavy Deformed Odd-Mass Nuclei: A Case 
Study of 1 6 5 ~ o  and 16'~rn 
(Nucl. Phys. A 645 (1999) 239-261) 
Huxel, N., P. von Brentano. J. Eberth. J. Enders, R.-D. Herzberg, P. von Neumann-Cosel. 
N. Nicolay, N. Pietralla, H. Prade, C. Rangacharyulu, J. Reif. A. Richter, C. Schlegel, R. 
Schwengner, S. Skoda, H.G. Thomas, I. Wiedenhöver, G. Winter, A. Zilges 
Abstract: The low-energy dipole strength distributions in lG5Ho and l G g ~ m  have been studied 
in nuclear resonance fluorescence experiments at the S-DALINAC utilizing a Euroball Cluster 
detector. In tlie energy interval between 2.5 and 4.0 MeV, where the scissors mode is expected. 
35 ground state transitions could be observed in ''"0 and 53 in '"~rn. Assuming M1 character 
for all tliese transitions corresponds to C B(M1) ?=1.54(23) ,L& and C B(M1) ?=2.15(63) &- 
for lG5Ho and 1 6 9 ~ n i ,  respectively. A statistical analysis is applied to the ineasured spectra wliicll 
is capable of reconstructing tlie complete strength, including contril>utions of traiisitioiis below 
tlie ol>servatioii limit, with tlie ratio between M1 arid E1 excitatioiis arid tlieir total strerigtlis 
taken as an average over the even-mass neighbours. This results iii sunirned M1 transition 
+o 75 streiigths of C B(M1) T=3.54-0:95 & ( l G S ~ o )  and C B(M1) ~=3.36:;:$ &. (lfiS~n1). Slip 
large variations of tlie summed dipole strength and tlie fragrnentatioii iri other deforiried 
odd-mass nuclei can be reproduced by the same statistical ansatz. Thc total low-lyiiig strciigth 
in heavy deformed odd-niass nuclei is in agreement witli tlie findings iii the iioigli1)oiiriiig 
eveii-niass nuclides as well as with sum-rule predictions. 
Magnetic Rotation in lo6sn and losSn 
(Phys. Lett. B 428 (1998) 23-30) 
Jenkins, D.G., I.M. Hibbert. C.M. Parry. R.  Wadswort,li, D.B. Fossaii. G..]. Lmic*. J .M.  S(ws 
J.F. Smith, R.M. Clark, R. Krücken. I.Y. Lee, A.O. Maccliiavelli. V.P. Ja~~mii ,  .J. Cwucroi~, S. 
F'rauendorf, 
Abstract: The Nuclei 106Sn and 108Sn haveh 1)ee:ii popiilattd iisiiig tliti "1~~s("XNi.rt.21~) im(l 
54~e("Ni,4p) reactions, respectively. at, a 1)eani ciiwgy of 234 MvV itiul tlir gikiliiii;~ r;vs 
liave been detected using tlie Gaminasplien~ arriy. Two "rotittioii-lik(T striic~iimw s'orisistiiig 
of niagnetic dipole transitions havt: beeii observtd in rac*h of t,litb iiticlt4. Tht* Imitris r w i  1 ~ s  
interpreted, iising the Tilted Axis Crankiiig niodt:l, tts ~x;tnlylcs of  iiiiiivtic* rrrt;itiim. 'I'lir* 
calculations show excellent agreerneiit with tliv data for "%ii. Now~~vvs. fol' t lw liglitot ihot rq ) rb .  
10%n. tlie inodel is unablt to reprodi1c.a tlie cxpt:riiiit!iital ß(?rI1)JB(E2) rt~tios. I\twow &PS thi:, 
discrepancy are discussed. 
Magnetic Rotational Bands in loX ~b 
(Phys. Rev. C 58 (1998) 2703-2709) 
Jeiikins. D.G., R. wadswortli, J. Cariieron. R. M. Clark, D. 13. F;-)?;siui. I. M. Hildtrrt. 1-. P. 
Janzen. R. KrCken. G. J. Lane. I. Y. Lw. A. 0. hltwrliiavr4li. C". M. Pasry 3. 53. SIWS. ;I. F. 
Sinitli. S. Frauendorf 
Abstract: High-spin states in loXsb weie populilfcd 11siilg tlw "F(~(i"Si,;lJt» ) rtw.tiitir itt ;L f t t s i t ~ i i  
energy of 243 MeV and the subseqiielit 7 drmy W st,udietI iisiiig tlw C i ~ ~ t i t i i ~ 1 ~ l ~ ~ r t l  iiriity. 1\, 
new sequence of inagnetic dipole traiisitions lias hwii chmswil in rtrlrlitiolr t r ,  ;t pt(~irws1y limtsvii 
M1 band in lo8sb. These bands inay Fr interprrtcd witlrh tfw tiltcd :txis rmtdii~lg 1iwd~4 <L% 
magiietic rotational bands witli T [ $ ~ ~ ? ~ ~  [rlirt-d-l>i.<idiir*tj !ji,i 2 -' : $inr.i -pwbict j t ~ $  I 1 2\ a i d  
a[1bll/zg7ga [dircct-product] y~gr.-j-'] [dirwt-pro~l~~rt~ z ~ f ( ~ g ;  9 i ;  J: (*ct~lfigt~r:~iiil~s. 
Confirmation of the Shears Mechanism in Near-spherical Tin Nuclei 
( P h p  Rev. Lett. 83 (1999) 500-503) 
Jenkins, D.G., Wadsworth. R., Cameron, J., Clark, R.M., Fossan, D.B., Hibbert, I.M., Jarizeii, 
V.P.. Krücken, R.., Lane, G.J., Lee, I.Y., Macchiavelli, A.O., Parry, C.M., Sears, J.M., Smith, 
J.F.. Frauendorf, S., 
Lifetinies of states of a inagnetic dipole band in each of the nuclei 106.108Sn have been obtained 
usiiig tlie Doppler sliift atteriuation method. The deduced B(M1) trarisition rates show tlie 
characteristic behavior associated with the shears riiechanism. A simplified semiclassical analy- 
sis yields B(M1) values in qualitative agreement with those expected for previously assigned 
configuratioris. The results suggest extremely low deformatioiis for these dipole structures. In 
particular. tlie 106~i i  band appears to be the first example of almost pure magrietic rotatioii in 
a spherical nucleus. 
Lifetime Study of Particle-Hole Excitations in the Semimagic Nucleus 9 4 ~ ~  
(Pliys. Rev. C 60 (1999) 014309-1- 014309-12) 
Jungclausl A.. D. Kast, K.P. Lieb. C. Teich, M. Weiszflog, T. Härtlein. C. Ender, F. Köck, D. 
Scliwalni, I.P. Joli~istone. J. Reif, R. Schwengner, R. Peusquens, A. Dewald, J. Ebertli, H.G. 
Tlionias. M. Gorska, H. Grawe 
Abstract: The recoil-distance Doppler-shift teclinique was eniployed to determine lifetinies of 
liigli-spin states in tlie semimagic nucleus g 4 ~ u .  The nuclei were populated using the reaction 
" 8 ~ i ( 4 0 ~ a .  4p) at a beani energp of 145 MeV. aiid tlie y radiatioii froni tlieir decay was detected 
iri six EUROBALL duster detectors. A total of 23 reduced transition probabilities and liriiits for 
fifteeii fiirtlier transitioris were extracted and compared to largescale sliell rnodel calculations. 
considering different configuration spaces and residual interactions. The inforniation deduced 
ori transitiori strerigths turned out to be essential for the correct assignnierit of the calculated to 
tlie experimental excited states. The results indicate that tlie 132 (6919 keV), 14; (7970 keV). 
arid tlie 151 (8133 keV) levels have pure proton 7r(hI2)-' 7r(g<j12)" configurations, whereas all 
other exciteti states above 6.3 MeV are built from a iieutron ggp -+ d 5 p  excitation across the 
N=50 sliell closure. coupled to up to six valence protons. Strong M1 transitions were found in 
a stretc:lied dipole cascade within tlie sequeiice of neutron core-excited states at positive parity. 
while tlie strengths of tlie transitions betweeri core-excited arid pure proton states were proveri 
ta be srnall. siiiiilar as in 95~1i .  
Magnetic Moment Measurements in the Semi-Magic Nuclei 9 4 ~ ~  and 9 5 ~ h  
after Recoil Implantation into Iron and Nickel 
(Eur. Pliys. .J. A 6 (1999) 29-36) 
Jurigclatis. A.. D. Kast, K.P. Lieb, C. Lingk, C. Teicli, 0 .  Iordanov, T. Härtlein, D. Schwalm. 
I.P. Joliristcme. R. Schwengner, 
Abstract: The rriagnetic nioirients of tlie 12' aiid 11- yrast states in 9 4 ~ u  and of the 25/2-, 
2912~.  anti 35/2+ levels in '"'Rh have been measured via tlie IMPAD techriique. Tlie nuclei were 
prodirced in ehe reactiori " ~ i  4- "Ca and recoil-implanted into polarized Ni and Fe hosts. The 
g-factors were dduced from the nieasnred time-integral Larnior precessions. The comparison 
twtwcmi. the cxperimeiital wsults arid large-scale shell niotiel calculations suggests that the 
12+ aiid 11- states in "'RU and tlie 2512- levd in 95~11 are pure proton states whereas the 
29/2+ a1id 3512- states iri ""Rh contain a rieiitron excitation across the N=50 sliell gap. This 
iiiterprettktiim supports the co~icliision drawn froni recmt lifeti~ne rneasurements. 
A Method for the Intrinsic Calibration of CsI(T1) Detectors 
(Nucl. Instr. A 413 (1998) 127-137) 
Kamanin, D.V., W. Wagner, H.-G. Ortlepp 
Abstract: A niethod for the intrinsic energy calibration of photomultiplier-coupling CsI(T1) 
detectors is distributed. A simple empirical niodel of the scintillation light pulse-shape of 
CsI(T1) crystals for light cliarged particle has been applied to simulate the particle identificatioii 
niatrix as it follows from the pulse-shape analysis method. The calibration procedure for 
the large-area CsI(T1) detectors of the scintillator shell of the 4~-array FOBOS for ions with 
Z < 4 at energies below 100 AMeV is based on the energies of the particle punch-through points. 
Estimated of Dilepton Spectra from Open Charm and Bottom Decays in Re- 
lativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions 
(Pliys. Lett. B 419 (1998) 412-418) 
Kämpfer, B., O.P. Pavleiiko. K. Gallmeister 
Abstract: The spectra of lepton pairs from correlated Open charm and bottom decays in 
ultrarelativistic lieavy-ioii collisions are calculated. Our approach includes energy loss effects 
of lieavy quarks in deconfined matter whicli are determined by ternperaturc arid density of the 
exparidiiig parton rnediuni. We find a noticeable suppression of the initial transverse monientuni 
spectruiii of lieavy quarks due to the energy loss at LHC conditions. Within tlie central rapidity 
covered by the ALICE detector system. tlie dominant contribution from bottom decays to the 
high invariant niass dielectron spectruni is predicted. 
Dileptons, Charm and Bottom in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions 
(Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 42 (1999) 335c) 
Kämpfer, B., O.P. Pavlenko,K. Gallmeister 
Abstract: The relation of the tliernial dileptori signal from deconfined imttcr. resi~ltilig iii 
ceiitral ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC arid LHC eriergiw. to tlie 1)ttckgroiiricl 
yicls from the Drell-Yaii process anti c~rrelat~eti serriileptonic dc?c*ays of opc3ii cliarii1 alid l)»t,toili 
mesoiis is analyzed. We denionstrate that very stririgent, ki~ic:i~iiiti(*al (xts offw i k  ('lii~li('t$ to 
ideritify the thermal signal in the continuuin regioli. 
Elastic Proton-Deuteron Backward Scattering: Relativistic Effects and Polari- 
zation Observables 
(Pliys. Rev. C 57 (1998) 1097) 
Kqtar i ,  L.P.. B. Kämpfer, SM. Dorkin, S.S. Scrnikli 
Abstract: Tlie elastic proton-deuteroii backwwtl reartioii is analyzt4 witliin ;L crxiriitiit 
approadi based ori the Betlic-Salpeter eqiiatictii witli redistic nuwon-i~?ribhdngc iiittmctiitn. 
Lorentz boost aiid otlier relativistic effects in thc cross swtion and spiri corrt4;itiaii o1)scrv;tItlt~s. 
such as tensor analyzing power and polarizatioii tra~isfer, etc.. w e  imwtigatcd in csplit.it fixm. 
Results of ~iunierical calculatio~is for a coiriplete set of ~>olarization o11st.r~iiblt.s ;irib pwsrntnl. 
Comparison of YAP and BGO for High-Resolution PET Detectors 
(Nucl. Instr. Meth. in Pliys. Res. A -404 (1998) 313-111) 
Kapusta, M., J. Pawelke, M. Moszyriski 
Abstract: The goal of tliis work was to evaluate tlie potvlltid of siiiidl f7AP: Cr c.ryst;&. 
especially desigiied for a high-resolutioli PET sytem. Wi> dirwtly <bob~iipiti.td tlir äciiitillator 
properties of 3 X 3 X 20 ~iirii:~ crystals YAP with tiiose of BGO. Tlw light o u t p t .  tbittlrg 
resolution. detectioii efficiency and tiniing properties for the irradiation using 1 3 7 ~ s  and 2 2 ~ a  
sources were investigated. Special consideration was given to tlie influence of the reflector 
coating ori the light output as well as on the overall perforniance of the quality of the studied 
crystals. 
Absolute E1 and E2 Transition Rates in '''Cd 
(Eur. Pliys. J. A 2 (1998) 269-273) 
Kostov. L.K., W. Andrejtscheff, L.G. Kostova, L. Käubler, H. Prade. R. Schwengner 
Abstract: The lifetimes of several states in '''Cd have been determined by rneans of thc 
gerieralized centroid-shift inethod. The reaction lo8pd(a. 2n) has been used arid tlie following 
results were obtained: T1p(2879 keV) = 0.60 f 0.10 iis. T1p(3029 keV) = 0.30 f 0.10 ns, 
T1p(3056 keV) = 2.25 f 0.10 11s. T1p(3611 keV) = 0.45 f 0.10 ns. Electric dipole arid 
quadrupole transitioiis are discussed in terins of octiipole and quadrupole collectivitg. The 
odd-spin sequence of tlie semi-aligned structure v(lill12d512) lias been establislied witli tlie 
band-head at Jz = 7: identified as a new two-quasiparticle isomer, tlie lower-lyirig 5l, states 
being of two-qiiasiprotori character. 
Nuclear Reactz'on: lo8pd(n.2n), E = 27 MeV.: measured E„ L,, 7-r.f. Deduced : T1p, B(uL) in 
llOCd. Ge detectors. Generalized centroid-shift analysis. 
Pair Correlations and Magnetic Susceptibility of Small Al-Grains 
(Journal of Cluster Scierice 10 (1999) 195-220) 
Kuzrnenko, N.K., V.M. Mikhajlov, S. Frauendorf 
Abstract:P air correlatioris and the niagnetic siisceptibility of electrons in a spherical cavity 
are studied botli for grand canonical arid tlie canoriical ensenible. The coupling coiistant of tlie 
BCS Haniiltonian is adjusted to experimental values of the gap paranieter. Tlle gap paranieter 
is found to increase for sniall grairis as a consequence of the pronounced sliell structure in 
the spectruni of the spherical cavity. The sharp phase transition at T, is snieared out for tlie 
canoriical ensernible. Thc strorig paraniagiietic susceptibility of tlie nornial electroiis in thc: 
cavity is reduced by tlie siiper<-oridiictivity, but it reniains positive. 
High-Spin States, Particle-Hole Structure, and Linked Smooth Terminating 
Bands in Doubly odd ll2sb 
(Phys. Rev. C 58 (1998) 127-149) 
Lane. G.J.. D.B. Fossan. C.J. Cliiara. H. Schnare, J.M. Sears. J.F. Sniitli. I. Thorslund, P. 
Va,sh. ES .  Pad .  A.N. wilson. J.N. Wilsori. K. Hausdiild, I.M. Hibbert. R.. Wadsworth. A.V. 
Afanasjev. I. Ragriarsson 
Al>strac.t: Excit.ed states in "%b have been o1)served with the Stony Brook array of six 
C;o~iipto~i-slippressed HPGe detectors and the ' O " R ~ ( ~ ~ C . ~ I ~ )  reaction at 60 MeV using a thick 
t,arget. New excited states wliicli decay solely towards the T, = 773 ns. IT=8- isonier have 
I,ee11 idelitified using tinie-correlated spectroscopy. The previously known level sclieme has 
dso I>ec.zi extended arid corrected. In total, five rotational ba~ids are observed. corisistirig of 
the two previoiisly knowii strongly coiipled baiids based iipori one-particle-one-hole (111-111) 
l->r&ori excitatio~is acrass die Z=50 she11 gap and tree newly observed decoupled baiids based 
iipori 21)-211 proton excitatio~is. The 1 p-111 hands are interpreted as deforrned rotors. altliougli 
tht:rc i~ possibility that a sliears rriecliariism like that observed in tlie lead regiori rnay 
also play a rok. Resiilts frorn a thiri-target rrieasiire11ient using the Eiirogam-I1 spectronieter 
amj tfie ""~r("'~.2c~.ri) waction at 150 MeV are also presented. These data have beeri i~sed 
t.o pxtt:rid thc dccoupled bands up ta f 40h. a spin reginie where tlie bands exiiibit tlie 
features of smooth band termination. The combined results from the two experiments have 
enabled two of the bands to be connected by discrete y-ray transitions to the low-spin level 
scheme, thereby deterinining their spin and parities. This allows for a definitive compari- 
son with the results of cranked Nilsson-Strutiiisky calculations and excellent agreement is 
obtained. Furtlier confirmation of the terminating band configuratiori assignments is obtai- 
ned from an analysis of the relative alignment properties of pairs of bands in the chain 110-112~b. 
Medium Effects in Kaon and Antikaon Production in Nuclear Collisions at 
Subthreshold Beam Energies 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 82 (1999) 1640-1643) 
Laue, F.. C. Sturm, I. Böttcher. M. D~bowski, A. Förster, E. Grosse, P. Koczo6. B. 
Kohlnieyer, M. Mang. L. Naumann. H. Oeschler, F. Pühlhofer. E. Schwab. P. Senger. Y. Shin, 
J .  Speer. H. Ströbele, G. Surowka. F. Uhlig. A. Wagner, W. Walus 
Abstract: Production Cross section of K +  arid K- niesoris have beeil measured in C + C 
collisions at beam energies per nucleoii below and near the nucleon-nucleoii tlireshold . At a 
given beani energy, the spectral slopes of the K- mesons are significantly steeper than tlie 
ones of tlie KS  mesons. Tlie excitation f~inctioiis for K +  and K -  inesons nearly coiiicide wlieii 
correcting for tlie threshold energy. In contrast. the KS yield exceeds tlie K -  pieltl 1)y a factor 
of about 100 in proton-protoii collisions at  beam energies near tlie respective iiiiclt:o~i-iiu(:lec:oii 
tliresliolds. 
Observation of a (~7/2-[514])~ Crossing in '180s 
(Nucl Pliys. A 645 (1999) 465-491) 
Lieder. R.M.. Ts. Venkova, S. Utzelinann. W. Gast, H. Schnare, K. Spl i r .  P. Hotmcs. A. 
Georgiev, D. Bazzacco. R. Menegazzo, C. Rossi-Alverez. G. dc! Aiigelis. R. Kac:zarowski. T. 
Rz3ca-Urban, T. Morek. G.V. Marti, K.H. Maier, S. Frauendorf 
Abstract: High spin states in '180s have breii popii1atttt:d by iiimiis of thtb l"i'Nd(:"iS. 611) 
reactioii at 177 MeV and studieci witli thc y-spt:ctro~iiet~crs OSIRIS wild GASP. Ei& kkiiowii 
bands have been extended to liiglier spins arid a iiew stroiigly coiiplod 1,aild Iiiin; I)OW dist*oWi.id. 
Configuratioii assignnient of the baiids have bw11 carried oiit iil t . 1 ~  fra~iicwwk of tlic t ltcld-axis 
craiiking rnodel iitiliziiig experimental ratios of reducetl triuisitioii proh1)ilitics I?(h31)/B(ES). 
Tlie investigation of tlie alignnieiit beliaviour of tlie 1)aiicls revcd(4 t 1i;tt 1)i~sicks tfir weil-kiiowli 
first band crossing caused by the alignnieiit of aii ii:3J2 qiiasiiicwtroii 1)iiir. it s t ~ n i t i  l~ i~ i id  c'rtssirig 
occurs in four of the bands. The crossiiig frcqiieiic-y is 2 0.38 hlcY itiitf tht* ciligiiiito~it gitii~ 
is fairly siiidl, raiiging betweeii 2 aiid 5 4 fi. Thct crossiiig mii ccmsisttwtlq- lie txplaiiic\tl ;W :r 
two-qiiasiiieutron (r17/2-[514])~ digmn.ent. This crossing luts 1)clt~i olwrvr~rl for tlie first tiiw. 
Lifetimes and Collectivity of Low-Lying States in ll%n 
(Pliys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 1975-1983) 
Lobacli. Yu.N.. L. Käubler, R. Schwengner, A.X. Pwtmiak 
negative-parity states are discussed qualitatively within a core-particle coupling picture. The 
value of B(E2)=3.5(11) Weisskopf units (W.U.) for the transition linking the 1912- state of tlie 
intruder vhllI2n2p2h band to the 1512- state of the uhllI2@2~ multiplet strongly supports 
the configuration vhll12a(g$g~12) ascribed to this band. 
MARS: A Start Detector System for the COSY Time-OF-Flight Spectrometer TOF 
(Nucl. Instr. A 408 (1998) 453-467) 
Michel, P., K. Möller, B. Naumann, L. Naurriann. A. Schamlott, G. Schniidt, A. Schülke, 
COSY-TOF Collaboration 
Abstract: A start detector systeni (MARS) was developed for tlie time-of-flight spectrometer 
TOF at the external beani of the cooler synchrotron COSY. Tlie start detector systeni is 
specially tailored to the measurenient of the proton-proton bremsstrahlurig, but it cari also he 
used for the investigation of otlier reactions. The MARS detector systeni consists of two 16-fold 
segmented rings of plastic scintillators with 500 ,um tliickness embedded iii specially for~rned 
hollow light guides. According to simulatiori calculations a~ id  test measurenieiits tlie light 
transniission of these light guides amounts to about 40%. Tlie tirne resolution for minirnuni 
ionizirig particles was determined to 0.5 ns (FWHM). 
High-Spin States in " '~n:  A New Shears Band Structure?? 
(Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) R 2989) 
Novak, J.R., Beausang, C.W.. Amzal. N., Casten. R.F.. Cata Danil, G.. Cocks. J.F.C.. 
Cooper. J.R., Greelilees, P.T.. Hannaclii. F., Helariutta, K., Jones. P.. ,Juliii. R.. Jiiutinen. S.. 
Kaiikaanpäa. H.. Kettunen. H.. Kriicken, R., Kuusinienii. P., Leino, M.. Liu, B., Muikku. M.. 
Savelius. A.. Socci, T.. Thonias. J.T.. Zamfir. N.V.. Zhang. J.-y.. Frauendorf, S. 
Abstract: Tlie high-spin structure of 20'Rn has beeri investigated for tlie first tirne following 
tlie 1'o~r(40Ar,5n) and 1SFA~(14N.6n) reactions at beam energies of 183 MeV arid 90-110 
MeV. respectively, using tlie Jurosphere and YRAST Ball arrays. Two riew cascades Iiave been 
icieutifiecl whidi doniiriate the high-spiri decay. One of these, consisting of teri stretdied M1 
trausitions with unobserved E2 crossovcr transitions. is interpreted as a shears striicture based 
on the wi;& [direct-product] ailtli (or vi& [direct-product] ah0/2ii3/2) mlifiguration. 
Fragment Mass Distribution of Fission after Incomplete Fusion in the Reacti- 
on 7 ~ i  ( G A  MeV) + 2 3 2 ~ h  
(Nucl. Phys. A 642 (1998) 407-418) 
Ortlq~p. H.-G..W. Wagner, C.-M. Herbacli. P. Gippner. K.D. Schilling. Y1i.E. Peniorizlikevicli 
Abstract: Fragment rnass distributions of binary fission were measured for tlie reaction ' ~ i  (43A 
h1c.V) + "3Th in idcpenclence o ~ i  tlie linear momerituni trarisfer. Tlie excitation energy (E*) of 
thc compouiici niiclei produced by inconiglete fusioli was deduced applying tlie massive transfer 
approadl arid aniourited to 57-205 MeV. The analysis procediire avoids distortions due to the 
acceptaiice m d  error correlatiori. Total fragnient niasses arid single fragnient mass dispersioins 
are ciliscussed in tmns  of E*, teniperature arid an effective pararneter describing tlie stiffness 
itgi~i~ist rnas  myninietry. Assuniing undiariged stiffness, the dispersioris at  E* in excess of N 
W Me\- art: foririd to be considerably siidler t h m  expected. Tliis behaviour is interpreted as a 
c.onseclueiicc: of the remarkably cooling down of the Iiot nuclei diie to neutron ernission beforc 
tlic fragnient masses are formed in tlie Course of fission. Xgreenient with the data is achieved 
siipposing a codirig time of (60% 20) X 10-" s based oil the neutroii emission time taken 
from tlie statisticd rtidel. It is co~iclucled that fission reniains a relatively slow process up to 
excitatiom eriergies of about 200 hkv.  
The 47r-Fragment-Spectrometer FOBOS 
(Nucl. Instr. Meth. in Pliys. Res. A 403 (1998) 65-97) 
Ortlepp, H.-G., W. Wagner, C.-M. Herbach, A.A. Aleksandrov, LA. Aleksandrova. M. Andras- 
sy, B. Budzanowski, B. Czech. M. Danziger, L. Dietterle, V.N. Doronin, S. Dsliemuchadse, A.S. 
Foniichev, W.D. Fromni, M. Gebhardt, P. Gippner. K. Heidel, Sh. Heinitz, H. Homeyer, S.A. 
Ivanovsky, D.V. Kamanin, I.V. Kolesov. M. Matthies, D. May, S.I. Merzlyakov, W. von Oertzen. 
Yu.Ts. Oganessian, G. Pausch. Yu.E. Penionzhkevicli, Yu.V. Pyatkov, S.V. Radnev, G. Rem. 
L.A. Rubinskaya, I.D. Sandrev. K.D. Schilling, W. Seidel, D.I. Shishkin, A.P. Sirotin. H. Sodan, 
O.V. Strekalovsky, V.G. Tislichenko, V.V. Trofimov, I.P. Tsurin, C. Umlauf. D.V. Vakatov, 
V.M. Vasko, V.A. Viteriko. E. Will. M. Wilpert, R. Yanez. V.E. Zhuchko, P. Ziem. L. Zrodlowski 
Abstract: The 4~-fragment-spectrometer FOBOS developed for lieavy-ion research at beani 
energies of 10-100 AMeV has been comnlissioned for physical experinients at tlie Flerov 
Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna. Based 
on tlie logarithniic detector principle, it is able to register charged fragrrients from protons 
up to heavy residual nuclei in a large dynaniical rarige. Position-sensitive avalandie eauriters. 
axial ionization chainbers and CsI(T1) scintillation detectors are arranged in three concentric 
detectors sliells. An array of plioswicli detectors is used as a more granular forward detectcr 
at narrow polar angles. The modular concept of FOBOS allows for different experinicntd 
application iri tlie field of exclusive fragment spectroscopy at medium ~imltiplicities. For 
illiistration. tlie fraginent spectroscopy studies concerniiig tlie spontaneoiis fission process a i d  
tlie fragiiientation of hot nuclei by rneans of tlie FOBOS set-iip are corisidered. 
High-Fold 1171: Coexistence of Collective and Noncollective Structures 
Pliys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 1984-1998) 
Paul. E.S.. D.B. Fossan, K. Hauschild. I.M. Hibbert, P.J. Nolan, H. Schnare, J.M. Saars. 1. 
Tliorslund. R. Wadsworth. A.N. Wilson. J.N. Wilson. I. R;tgii;t~.sson 
Abstract: High spin states have been populatd in ':.$I via t1it.l Y0~r( : ' '~ .2p2i~)  ~<bit~tioii at  150 
MeV. using the EUROGAM I1 y-ray spectrometer to record high-foltl y-ray c.oint.idmit.c's. X 
quadruples y-ray a~ialysis has beeri used to exteiid tlic knoWii 1cvt.l sckiio.  Iii itdditioii t o  
several aligned noncollective states, a new high-spin band sliowiiig diarwtt~ristit.~ of silioot 11 
terniinatiori lias been esta1)lished at and linked into tlit! low-spiri ltw4 srht~inc. Its striict itre hits 
l~eeri nferred tlirougli comparison with cranked Nilsson-Striitilisky calctilatioiis. 
One-Loop Self Energies at Finite Temperature 
(A~iii. P h p  266 (1998) 162-177) 
Peshier, A., K. Schertler. h1.H. Tlioriia 
Abstract: The cornplete oneloop self energics (red imd in~qiliitry part-s) for photoiis. gliions. 
electrons, arid quarks at finite teriiperatiire are cdculated rmni~ricallp aiid ru>iitpsi-<td to t l 1r3  
results of tlle liard thermal loop (HTL) approxiiriatioii uscd for tht. riwmini:itio~~ t i v h i q t w  
of Braaten and Pisarski, In this wa'; sonit. light is sfid oii tlie X-alitlity of tlie w a k  eoiqdi~ig 
limit assu~nptiori (g « 1) or eqiiivaleiitly tht. high tcnqwratiirrh nssiirnpt ion. 0x1 wliicf i t h\ HTL 
approximatioii is based. Fiirtherniorr:, tlie gaugc c f~g~l i t lwc .~  of t k  ffrrl~iicm st4f iwvgy h y m l  
tlie HTL approximatioii is consitkred. Pindly tlic tiispersioil rehiticms follcm-iiig fmm thti i.t*ai 
park of th? self energies are ronipared to t , l ~ \  HTL rwiilts. 
Thermodynamics of the q5"~heor~ in Tadpole Approximation 
(Europhys. Lett.. 43 (1998) 381-385) 
Peshier, A., B. Kämpfer, O.P. Pavleiiko. G. Soff 
Abstract: Relying ori the Luttinger-Ward theorem we derive a tliermodynamically self-consisterit 
arid scale-indepeiident approxiniation of the thermodynarnic potential for the scalar q54-theory 
iri tlie tadpole approximation. Witli certain approxirnations tlie preserited approach can be 
exterided to quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and it gives support to paranietrize tlie results 
of QCD lattice calculatioris by suitably niodified ideal-gas expressions. 
Flow Angle from Intermediate Mass Fragments 
(Nucl. Pliys. A 646 (1999) 367) 
Ranii. F.. P. Crocliet, R.. Dom. B. de Schauenburg, P. Wagner, J.P. Alard, A. Androriic, 
Z. Basrak. N. Bastid. I. Belyaev; A. Bendarag, G. Berek. D. Best. R. Caplar, A. Devismes. 
P. Dupieux. M. Dzelalija. M. Eskef, Z. Fodor. A. Gobbi, Y. Grishkiri. N. Herrmann, K.D. 
Hilde~ibrand, B. Hong, J. Kecskemeti. M. Kirejczyk, M. Korolija. R. Kotte, A. Lebedev, Y. 
Leifels. H. Merlitz, S. Mohren. D. Moisa, W. Neubert, D. Pelte. M. Petrovici, C. Pinkenburg, 
C. Plettner. W.Reisdorf, D. Schüll. Z. Seres. B. Sikora, V. Siniion. K. Siwek-Wilczynska, G. 
Stoicea. M. Stockmeier. M. Vasiliev, K. Wisniewski, D. Wolilfarth. I. Yushniariov, A. Zhiliri 
Abstract: Directed sideward flow of light charged particles and iriteriiiediate mass fragriierits 
was nieasured in different synimetric reactioris at bombarding eriergies fror11 90 to 800 AMeV. 
Tlie flow parameter is found to iricrease with tlie cliarge of tlie detected fragrnent up to Z=3-4 
aiid turns into saturation for lieavier fragmerits. Guided by siiiiple simulatioris of ari anisotropic 
expariding tliernial source. we sliow tliat the value at saturation can provide a good estirnate 
of tlie flow angle. O flot,. in the participant regiori. It is found tliat O lau„ depends strongly ori 
t lie iinpact parameter. Tlie excitatioii function of O l„, reveals strikirig deviatioiis frorri tlie 
ideal liydrodyriamical scalirig. Tlie data exliibit a steep rise of O fiOw. to a rriaxirnum at arourid 
250-400 AMeV, followed by a moderate decrease as tlie borribarding eriergy iricreases further. 
Strange Mesons as Probe for Dense Nuclear Matter 
(Prog. Park. Niicl. Pliys. $2 (1999) 209c) 
Seiiger. P. et al. (KaoS Collaboratiori) 
Abstract: Thc protfuctiori arid propagatiori of kaoris arid antikaoris lias been studied in syrimic- 
tric ~iiicleiis-iiiiclc~~~s colli ions in tlie SIS eriergy raiige. Tlie ratio of tlie excitation function of K+ 
productiori iri Au+Aii arid C+C collisio~is iricreases with decreasirig bearn eriergy. Tliis effect 
was prc>dicatxxl for ;t soft ritic1t:ar ecpiation-of-state. 111 rioricentral Aii+Au rollisions. the K+ 
riitxso~is arc prefereiitidly eniitted perperidicular to tlie reaction plane. Tlie K-/K+ ratio frorii 
A+A collisioiw at hear~i erirtrgies wliicli are equivalerit with respect to the tlireshold is foiiiid 
to be aboiit tu-o orders of iriagiiitiide larger tliari the correspoiiding ratio from proton-proton 
cwllisio~is. Botli t&t:ts are corisidored to he experimental siguatures for a riiodification of kaori 
prctperties iri the deiise riuclaar iiiediurri. 
Temperatures of Exploding Nuclei 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 80 (1098) 3928-3931) 
Sc~fling Y.. C.  S ~ l 1 ~ a . r ~ .  R. Bassirii. M. Begema~iii-Blaich. S. Fritz. S.J. Gaff, C. Groß, G. 
Itnnd. I. lori, 1"; KIeirievoB. G.J. Kiixide, W.D. Kurize. U. Lyrieri. V. Maddalena, M. Mahi, T. 
MiiIiltrnk'2nip. A. Muroiii. W.F.J. Miiller. C. Nociforo. B. Ocker. T. Odeli. F. Petruzzelli. 3. 
1Poc.hoAz;dfa. G .  Raciti. G .  Riccobcrie. F.P. Rorriano, A. Saija. M. Schnittker. A. Schiittauf. W. 
Seidel, C .  Sfienti. W. Trautniarin. -4. Trxciriski, G. \*erde. 8. IV6rner. Hougfei SI. B. Zwiegfimki 
Abstract: Breakup temperatures in central collisions of lg7 Au + lg7Au at bombarding energies 
EIA = 50 to 200 MeV were determined with two methods. Isotope temperatures. deduced 
from double ratios of hydrogen. helium, and lithium isotopic yields. increase monotonically with 
bombarding energy froni 5 to 12 MeV, in qualitative agreement with a scenario of chemical 
freeze-out after adiabatic expansion. Excited-state temperatures, derived from yield ratios of 
states in %e. " 6 ~ i .  and 8 ~ e .  are about 5 MeV. independent of projectile energy, and seem to 
reflect the internal temperature of fragments at their final separation from System. 
Self-Consistent Pushing and Cranking Corrections to the Meson Fields of 
the Chiral Quark-Loop Soliton 
(Int. J.  Mod. Phys. E 7 (1998) 121-138) 
Sclileif. M., R. Wünsch, T. Meissner 
Abstract: We study translational and spin-isospin symmetry restoration for the two-flavor 
cliiral quark-loop soliton. Instead of a static soliton at rest we consider a boosted arid rotatiiig 
liedgehog soliton. Corrected classical meson fields are obtairied by mininiizing a corrttctetl 
energy functional wliicli has been derived by semi-classical metliods (variation ufter projection). 
We evaluate corrected nieson fields in tlie region 300 MeV 5 Af 5 600 McV of constitueiit quark 
niasses M and compare them with the uncorrected fields. We study the effect of tlie correctioiis 
oii various expectation values of nuclear observa1)les such as tlie root-inean sqiiare radius. t l i ~  
axial-vector coupling constant, niagnetic niornents aiid tlie delta-riuclt?on niass splittiiig. 
Thermodynamic Properties of the SU(2)f Chiral Quark Loop Soliton 
( Eur. Pliys. J. A 1 (1998) 171) 
Sclileif, M., R. Wünsch 
Abstract: We consider a chiral one-loop liedgehog soliton of tlir 1)osoiiixed SU(2)j Narihii & 
.Jona-Lasinioriiodel whicli is embedded in a liot inediurii of c~oiistitucnt qiiarks. Eiicrgv miti 
radius of tlie soliton are deterrnined in self-corisisteiit 1i~mi-fitM ;~~)proxiiiiittio~i. Qi rtsi-c'l;tssicbit1 
correctioris to tlie soliton eriergy are derived 1)y iimtiis of t h  piisliiiig aiid w~iikiiig ;tpproiic.fws. 
Tlie corresponding inertial parameters arc evaluated. It is showri tlittt tlio irit$rtiiil III~LSS is 
equivalent to tlie total internal energy of tlic solitoii. Corrwttbct tiiic.leoii ; b i l d  iso'tsii. iii;tl;svs 
are calculated in dependence on teinperature aiid cleiisity of t h ~  itiediiim. AS it rt~s~dt of t l ~  
self-consisteiitly deterniined internal structure of tlic solitoii t hc sraliiig I)r~twtw~ ro~is t i t~ ic~t  
quark niass, soliton inass arid radius is rioticea1)lp tiisturhcd. 
Enhanced Out-of-Plane Emission of KS' Mesons Observed in Au f Au Collisions 
at 1A GeV 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 81 (1998) 1576-1579 
Sliin, Y.. W. Aliner. R. Bartli, P. Beckerle. D. Brill. M. C:irClak. hl. Le$xmski, E. Grosse? 
P. Koczori. B. Kohlmeyer. M. Mang. D. hIiGkowiw, C. Miilitz. IE. OestMer. E'. Pii11Hiitfc.r. E. 
Schwab, R. Schicker. P. Sengtx. J. Speer. H. Ströt~~lc. C  Stnriii. K. i-iilkd. X. 'It'ii;~kt%r. 1s. 'It'iilt~s 
Abstract: Tlie aziniutlial angular distrihiition crf KT ~ilrso~is h:ts lwnr ~ri<-i;iswd ili An - 
Au collisions at 1 d  GeV. 111 periphrral aiid scniicxmtral c.(-tl'tisicms, K +  iilcwtis artS rwiittd 
preferentially perpendicular to the rtwtioli plane. Tlit. sltwiigth cif tlw ;aiiimtliaT ;iitir;otsopy oT 
K' emissio~i s coniparable to the one of pions. No ili-pla~icm flmv isas & m u l  &tr K- tticwxib iimr 
projectile arid target rapiditg 
Bremsstrahlung in Intermediate-Energy Nucleon Reactions within an Effecti- 
ve One-Boson Exchange Model 
(Nucl. Phys. A 628 (1998) 255-274) 
Shklyar, V.V., B. Kämpfer, B.L. Reznik. A.I. Titov 
Abstract: Withiri a covariant eifective one-boson exchange model for the T matrix of NN inter- 
actions we present detailed calculations of bremsstrahlung Cross sections for proton-proton and 
proton-neutron reactions at beam energies in the 1 GeV region. Besides pure bremsstralilung 
processes we consider photons froni A decays and contributions from 7 + yy process. At beam 
energies above 700 MeV tlie A decay charinel dominates the spectra at large photo11 energies. 
where the interference between non-resonance processes arid the A decay clianriel beconies 
also iniportant. Low energy photons stem from pure bremsstrahlung processes. Tlie available 
experimental data at 730 MeV beani energy is well described. We extrapolate the model down 
to 280 MeV, where niore detailed experimental data exist. and find agreement with angular 
distributions. 
Identification of Excited States in the N = Z Nucleus 68Se with Cluster De- 
tectors 
(Phys. Rev. C 58 (1998) R5-R9) 
Skoda. S.. B. Fiedler. F. Becker. J. Ebertli . S. Freund. T. Steirihardt, 0 .  Stucli, 0 .  Tlielen. H.G. 
Thonias. L. Käubler. J. Reif, H. Sclinare. R. Schwengner, T. Servene, G. Winter, V. Fischer, 
J. Jurigclaus. D. Kast. K.P. Lieb. C. Teich. C. Ender, T. Härtleiii, F. Köck, D. Schwalm. P. 
Bauriiann 
Abstract: A first level sclieme of %e with states up to 4.2 MeV excitation energy arid tentative 
spiiis 6+ and 7- has beeii establislied froni yyy coinciderices measured with six EUROBALL 
Cluster detectors in close georiietry. TThe level scheme is interpreted in comparison with neutron 
dt?ficient riuclei of the A ~ 7 0  region arid cranking model calculations. In a similar experimerit a 
W' 
triplc coincidencc? ljetween the "Kr transitiolis 710; 611, and 792 keV has been proven. 
First Evidence of Magnetic Rotation in the A = 80 Region 
(Pliys. Rev. Lett. 82 (1999) 4408-4411) 
Sclii~are. H.. R. Schwengner, S. Fraaendorf. F. Dönau. L. Käubler. H. Prade: A. Jungclaus. 
K.P. Lieb. C. Lingk. S. Skoda. J .  Ebertli. G. de Angelis. A. Gadea. E. Farnea, D.R. Napoli. 
C.X. Ur. C:. Lo Bia1ic.o 
Xlxitract: Rotdioiial bancls with strong niagnetic dipole transitions have been observed iri thc 
doubly otld riiwlci ""1) and "Rb. These bands show the cliaracteristic features of magnetic 
rotatioli. T l i q  are t l i ~  first evidcrice of this iiew kind of nuclear excitation in the A N region. 
Thc: rcsrilts are weil reprodiiceci witliin the framework of the tilted axis cranking model on the 
Iiasis d fuur-cpasiparticl configuratioiis of tlie type n(fi~)-a(g'~,2)-v(suli). 
States of Seniority 3 and 5 in the N=48 Nucleus 48Y 
(Piiys. Rev. C 57 (1998) 2892-2902) 
Schwengner, R., J. Reif. H. Sclinare. G. Winter. T. Servene. L. Käubler. H. Prade, M. 
.C7ITillieh. A- Eitzltx. S. Kawnia~m. E. Rader~nachr. P. von Brentano 
Al>strac.t: Exc.iLi:d states tsf the ?iiic:lens "Y wert? investigated via the resction XO~eQ1l~ .  4n) at 45 
McT. -f rays wcrp rlt*tet-tcd with tht5 six-(letector array OSIRIS CUBE. The level sclieme of 87Y 
lws f r t w  extt~xcted xip ttr 5"=33/2(-) rr 7 MeV. Mean iifetinies of eipjit levels have been deduccrd 
asing tlie Dopplt'r-shift-atLe1111atio11 ntethod. The strircture of "Y lias been interpreted in ternis 
of the shell model. The calculation performed in the niodel space n(Of~12,1p312,1p112.0g912) 
well reproduce experimental excitation energies and transition strengths in s 7 ~ 3  especially the 
large B(M1) values of up to 1.8 W.U. between yrast states with J >21/2. Structural differences 
between s 7 ~  and tlie isotone "Rb are discussed on the basis of the shell-model calculations. 
Polarization Observables in the Reaction NN -+ NN q5 
(Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 999) 
Titov, A.I., B. Kämpfer, V. V. Shklyar 
Abstract: The seiisitivity of polarization observables in the reaction NN NN sliglitly above tlie 
thresliold is studied with respect to the details of the one-boson exchange model and a possible 
admixtiire of hidden strangeness in the nucleon. It is sliown that the finite-energy predictiom 
differ strongly froni the threshold predictions. A measurement of the beam-target asyriinietry 
aiid tlie decay anisotropy can help to disentangle the role of various reaction ineclianisrris. 
Particle-Hole Induced Electric and Magnetic Rotation in l1'1n 
(Phys. Rev. C 57 (1998) 1634-1647) 
Vaska. P., D.B. Fossaii. D.R. LaFosse, H. Schnare. M.P. Wariiig. S.M. Mullins. G. Hackmarii~. 
D. Prevost, C. Waddington. V.P. Janzen, D. Ward. R.. Wadswortli. E.S. Paul 
Abstract: Tlie high-spiii structure of l1'1n has been investigated witli y-ray spectrosc:or>ic. 
niethods iising tlie g%r(1g~.4ii) reactioil with thin arid backeci targets. A coriil~rt?lieiisiw bvt>l 
sdienie has been coiistructed which exhibits interesting collective as well as ilovel siiigle-partidc 
excitatioiis. Unainbiguoiis evidence of proton particle-hole excitatioi~s is found for tliv first 
time in a Z <50 riucleus in tlie form of decoupled barids involving protoii gijz(d5p) ;tlid h l l j : !  
orbitals above tlie Z=5O splierical sliell gap. The high-spiri structure of lllIii also ii~volv~s t h ~  
receiitly discovered niagnetic rotatiori rnec:liariisni whicli is nianifest as high-spiii AI=] 1);ulcIs 
with no signature splitting arid large B(M1) strengtlis. biit oidy ;t s l i d  ;tssociltt,od clc4'orikiatqioii. 
Lowest Four-Quasiparticle Magnetic Dipole Band in 12%5a 
(Phys. Rev. C 56 (1998) 1338-1343) 
Vogel. O., D. Dewald. P. von Breritano. 3. Gableske. R. Kriirkw. K. KL'ic.oLiy, A. C:t4bcrg. 1'. 
Petkov, A. Gizon. J .  Gizon, D. Bazzacco. C. Rossi Alv;trt!e. S. Liiliiirdi. P. Pit~;ui. D.R. r2;y)t rli. 
S. Frauendorf, F. Dönau 
Abstract: Tlie foiir-cliiasil>article niagnc%ic dipolc band in '"Bit 1iii.s h i i  iiivcntigattd witli tlic3 
9 6 ~ r ( " ~ . 4 r ~ ) " X ~ a  reactioii at t l i ~  GASP spcrtroinrtpr of tlic L;tt>trratoi'i Naiitmili i1i I.tyyi;tnj. 
Linking transitioiis to tlie previoiisly kniovai yositivc parit y st ;ttt*s hitvc~ l>twi oltst*rvc4 h tr t f i t )  
first tinie in tliis rnass region and xirw tra~isitioiis oii top of tliv haliil liaw h i i  f<riilirl. 'Slw 
experimental results are conigrlred to prc:vioiisly riiaclr tilted axis c.r;mking c.al;lr*dUt km.;. 
Contribution of the Massive Photon Decay Channel to Neutrino Cooling of 
Neutron Stars 
(.Journal of Exp. and Tlieor. Pliys. 87 (1998) 211-217 ) 
Voskressnsky. D.N., E.E. Ktdouieitst~v. B. Kämpfer 
Abstract: tonsider niassiw plioton dwity rr;uhtiolrs via inttmiwtfkitc statch trf c%*t-tro~i- 
electron -holes anri ~>rotoi-protFoti-11o1~s irito rmitrirtt+;uktiiit'iat riiw piiirs iti t l i r b  triitt=sti ctf iirwtnm 
star cooling. These reactioiis iiiay hwolrir qrt*rrttiw in 'fiot iitwmsi stitrs iti ttitb nyqicm cjf prottrit 
pairing where the photon due to the Higgs-Meissner effect acquires an effective niass m, that 
is sinall compared to tlie corresponding plasma frequency. The contribution of tliese reactions 
to neutrino emissivity is calculated; it varies with the teniperature arid the photoii n i ~ s  as 
~ ~ / ~ m ~ / ~  exp(- y/T) for T < my. Estimates sliow that these processes appcar as extra efficient 
cooling channels of neutron stars at temperatures T = 10"-10~~ K.
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Abstract: Double differential production Cross sectioiis of T- and n+ riic?sons arid tlic iiiirri1)cr of 
participating protons have been ineasured in central Au+Au collisioiis at 1 A.GeV. At low pioii 
energies the T- yield is strongly enlianced over the nS yield. Tlie encrgy dq~eiidoiico of tlie 
~ - / n +  ratio is assigiied to the Coulonib interactioii of the diarged pions with tlie protons iii 
the reaction zoiie. The deduced Coulomb potential iiicreases witli incrciasiiig pioil (:.iii. cucrgy. 
This behavior indicates different freeze-out radii for different pion eiicrgics in thc c.in. fraiiic. 
Detailed Angular Correlation Analysis with 4n Spectrometers: Spin Determi- 
nation~ and Multipolarity Mixing Measurements in 1 2 8 ~ a  
(Phys. Rev. C 58 (1998) 721-728) 
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Carpenter 
Abstract: We analyze for tlie first time tlie full yy directioiial correlations froni orieiited states 
(DCO) in an experimerit perfornied witli tlie GASP detector array. Our analysis 1)ased on 
a traiisforinatioii of tlie directional inforrnation iuto expansion coefficieiits of an orthogoiial 
t~itsis. With this rnethod, wliicli we call SpeeDCO (spectral expansion of DCO), tlie coiriplete 
DCO inforrnation is conceritrated in 12 yy coincidence spectra. The analysis is applicable to 
all detector arrays whicli iiriiforinly cover the solid angle. We show that the coniplete DCO 
iiiforrriatioii can be iised for a reliable arid unique deteriiiinatioii of spins arid iiiultipolarity 
riiixiiig ratios in weakly populated bands. We were able to establisli tlie spiris and tlie positive 
parity of tlie A 1=1 "M1 band" in ' " ~ a  ancl riiiiltipolarity rnixing ratios of Ml /E2  in-band 
transitioris were derived as well. Tlie ineasured valiies are in good agreeirierit with those 
expected Tor a high-K rotational band. 
Thermal Particle Production at SIS 
(Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 42 (1999) 157c) 
Wolf. Gy.. H.W. Barz, B. Kämpfer 
Abstract: 111 a transport niodel calculation we stizdy soine of tlie basic assurnptions of thermal 
~mdels. We find at SIS energies the particles are inainly produced in a highly non-equilibrium 
situatioii. At freeze-out only nucleons are thermalized. 
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